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Which EIC topic do you want to apply for?
EIC Accelerator Open
What kind of funding are you looking for? (you will be able to edit this choice later)
Grant First

Ideation

What is the market opportunity ?
Describe the main problem of the situation
The main problem is compatibility between devices from different IoT manufacturers. SIMLAB will solve this problem by
developing an external 3D visualisation management layer on top of existing systems. This, together with actual positioning of
each individual asset located in the facility, will provide new functionality in the form of an easy and intuitive user experience and
interface to the smart home industry. Another problem is the inconsistency between the geometry of the design documents and
the facility. It is estimated that over 97% of existing buildings lack accurate documentation. SIM-On will use spatial scanning
technology available on smartphones to generate models of buildings in a form which reflects their current status (AsBuilt).
Facility Management (FM) for commercial and residential buildings will be digitized and automated by synchronization to calendar
features and social networks. The SIM-ON digital platform will solve problems for both property types, providing a complete soft.
operating system for each type.

Stakeholder's pains
•

Manufacturer (importance : Medium)
- A large portion of the market is dominated by large corporations like Samsung and Sony who are promoting their
own smart standards. - Costs of software development and maintenance for hardware becomes too high for small
manufacturers.

•

Large company (importance : Medium)
- It is not possible to sell Samsung IoT devices to customers using software from different providers. - Although
Samsung is known as global hardware leader for IoT devices their SmartThings software interface looks exactly like
any other home automation interface. Home owners are reluctant to use it. Android Google Store has over 265
smart home applications which look basically the same. Samsung SmarThings is one of them.

•

Large company (importance : High)
- Many customers excited with 3D digitization lose their interest in the 3D model after a short period of time without
any other functionality. This results in only 5% of Matterport's online scanned properties have any activity (being used
and paid for). - Matterport's residential customers are single purpose customers. The scanning service is used
primarily only to showcase their property during the sales process.

•

Assembler (importance : Low)
- Currently, the integrator of the home automation system needs to choose which hardware provider system and
devices they install since most of them compete with each other and devices are not compatible.

•

SME (importance : Medium)
- It is a difficult task to track all assets and equipment for a small commercial facility. There is no such system
available for an economical price. (This excludes anti-theft solutions which do not solve the problem of 3D position
inside of the facility). - A significant frustration of SMEs is existing building automation/electronic systems are cost
prohibitive. Most systems do not allow the control of devices from different suppliers within one ecosystem.

•

Consumer/ client (importance : Low)
- Lack of knowledge of device operation rules within the property. Since this data is not available or intuitive, a lot of
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misunderstandings occur with facility owners which may lead to equipment damage or conflict situations. - Lack of
capability to communicate with owners/maintenance personnel regarding potential damage, repairs, or renovation needs.

•

Consumer/ client (importance : Low)
Lack of effective parenting solutions allowing support of caregiving tasks and providing caretakers with remote
information about location of elderly, children, and pets within the house. Lack of Information about potential threats
in the property such as gas or water leakage.

•

Consumer/ client (importance : High)
Digital solutions for residential use are very immature and almost do not exist, since: - Several apps need to be used
to control different IoT devices from various hardware providers with all of them looking the same and lacking a
spacial interface depicting device locations in the home. - There is no software to manage home assets within a
property. Existing facility management systems (FM) using BIM 3D models are crafted for industrial/commercial
properties making them cost prohibitive for homeowners.

•

Large company (importance : High)
- KNX has amassed an extensive customer base through years of operations being known as home automation
industry standard. Regardless, they lack innovative solutions expected by contemporary customers. - Implementing
a 3D model as an interface for the KNX system was discussed by their R&D Department many times. Due to the size
of their company the lacked the agility required to implement it on their own.

Stakeholder's gains
•

Manufacturer (importance : Medium)
- SIM-ON opens the market for small manufacturers since customers will be able to look for solutions outside of
mainstream providers. - Small manufacturers of IoT sensors will be able to focus on hardware development using
the ready software solution brought by SIM-ON.

•

Large company (importance : Medium)
- Companies like SAMSUNG will be able to sell more devices to consumers who already have a competitive system
installed at their facility (Xiaomi, SONY, Ikea, Fibaro, KNX). This will open new possibilities both for consumers,
hardware providers, and integrators of smart installations. This will result in increased sales of single devices now
independent from fabric systems.

•

Large company (importance : High)
- The additional features of SIM-ON software gives Matterport customers extended life for 3D scanned models of
their properties. Average life of a 3D Matterport space can be extended from a few weeks to many years. Matterport
subscriptions are monthly recurring. - Through SIM-ON, Matterport gains access to the home automation industry,
an area not addressed in their operations.

•

Assembler (importance : Low)
- Integrators gain the possibility to upgrade their current customers' smart installation with additional devices from
other manufacturer's product offering. This creates an additional business opportunity and revenue stream for
system integrators. Customers can save on hardware costs (KNX devices can be 10 times more expensive than
Samsung) making them more eager to upgrade. - Upgrading from a standard dull software to a far more engaging
visual package with more functionality will be a great option to renew customer contact and maintain the relation.

•

SME (importance : Medium)
SME gains: - Affordable asset and maintenance management tool for facility equipment operation and theft
prevention. - 3D as-built visual model of the facility will help in renovation planning along with emergency response
and prevention (3D space understanding, safety checks and verification). All of this can help to avoid any property
damage from emergency response calls.

•

Consumer/ client (importance : Medium)
- Capability to share and access knowledge connected and relative to property equipment and rules. - Precise and
direct communication with owners or maintainance teams in the 3D model space of the facility.

•

Consumer/ client (importance : Medium)
SIM-ON 3D position tracking together with sensor data analyzation algorithms will provide a safe and comfortable
living environment for elderly and their caretakers. Children and adolescent home activities as well as family pet
activity within a property might be monitored. Access to home electronics and entertainment systems can be
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remotely controlled by family members or automatic guardian systems.

•

Consumer/ client (importance : High)
A single solution across multiple platforms and hardware devices which will provide: - remote device management in
3D spatial context, - home asset management with event and maintenance scheduling, - real time positioning system
for the 3D home environment

•

Large company (importance : High)
- KNX will get access to a modern 3D interface which can be used for millions of the existing KNX customers now
able to upgrade old-fashioned software to customers' current expectations. - Upgrade of existing home software will
become a new business opportunity for each of the 95,000 installation companies that KNX has all over the world. KNX is the unquestionable home automation global leader. SIM-ON opens up KNX company access to the FM
(Facility Management) sector, which they currently do not operate in today.

What is it about ? What is your solution ?
What type(s) of solution do you have in mind ?
Service
Describe the solution you propose
We propose to develop and implement an innovative 3D smart home management system with a proprietary solution for tracking
the marker position in the space of the building. Facility management will utilize both the home automation layer and the IoT
devices throughout the entire life cycle of the building. The virtual model of the building in the form of a 3D object will enable
assigning the actual position to individual components and their control systems, allowing for intuitive property management and
visualization of the location of selected objects. An additional feature that distinguishes our proposed solution from others is
interoperability, which allows it to control smart systems provided by different manufacturers, thus enabling integration of various
hardware environments within one ecosystem of an individual household.
To properly solve this/these problem(s) within a feasible timeframe (1 to 4 years max.) specify what you intend to modify
System

Your use case

Intuitive 3d interface of real space to digitally control your complete property
Pains and gains adressed by this use case

•

Pains

o

o

Name
Consumer/ client

•

Importance
Low

•

Description
Lack of effective parenting solutions allowing support of caregiving tasks and providing caretakers with
remote information about location of elderly, children, and pets within the house. Lack of Information
about potential threats in the property such as gas or water leakage.

Name
Large company

•

Importance
High

•

Description
- KNX has amassed an extensive customer base through years of operations being known as home
automation industry standard. Regardless, they lack innovative solutions expected by contemporary
customers. - Implementing a 3D model as an interface for the KNX system was discussed by their R&D
Department many times. Due to the size of their company the lacked the agility required to implement it
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on their own.

o

•

Name
SME

•

Importance
Medium

•

Description
- It is a difficult task to track all assets and equipment for a small commercial facility. There is no such
system available for an economical price. (This excludes anti-theft solutions which do not solve the
problem of 3D position inside of the facility). - A significant frustration of SMEs is existing building
automation/electronic systems are cost prohibitive. Most systems do not allow the control of devices
from different suppliers within one ecosystem.

Gains

o

o

Name
SME

•

Importance
Medium

•

Description
SME gains: - Affordable asset and maintenance management tool for facility equipment operation and
theft prevention. - 3D as-built visual model of the facility will help in renovation planning along with
emergency response and prevention (3D space understanding, safety checks and verification). All of
this can help to avoid any property damage from emergency response calls.

Name
Large company

•

Importance
High

•

Description
- KNX will get access to a modern 3D interface which can be used for millions of the existing KNX
customers now able to upgrade old-fashioned software to customers' current expectations. - Upgrade
of existing home software will become a new business opportunity for each of the 95,000 installation
companies that KNX has all over the world. - KNX is the unquestionable home automation global
leader. SIM-ON opens up KNX company access to the FM (Facility Management) sector, which they
currently do not operate in today.

Your features

•

Feature name
Compatibility with current methods of rapid 3D capture through mobile devices

o

Feature description
More and more smartphone producers build in-depth sensor cameras into their hardware products.
Photogrammetric software has become readily available and popular for 3D asset modeling. These prove
technology readiness and optimum timing to launch SIM-On software to allow each homeowner the ability to
navigate and maintain his facility in the form of a 3D model on his mobile devices. 3D scanning of the
surrounding environment through smartphone hardware will be used on a daily basis for 3D positioning and
navigation inside of the facility space. This is currently accomplished with AR glasses used by professionals.
SIM-ON is designed as a 3D facility digital-twin model which will be available through the internet platform. To
create a personal 3D facility model, the user will be able to hire an external scanning service provider, or just
spend some time and use his phone with scanning applications from providers like Matterport or Samsung.

o

Existing technology/knowledge
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3D scanning has been known for many years in the commercial digitalization sector. It is possible to scan not only a
small apartment, but also a complete industrial or airport complex using LIDAR technology which provides
outstanding quality within 1 mm resolution per pixel. Unfortunately the cost for such a service is very high and time to
process the data takes weeks. The possibility to create a 3D model of an object or a space using a depth sensor
camera combined with a photogrammetry software package is a big technological change. The output of such a
combination gives a 3D model which is lower resolution in geometry, but very good in visual quality. This is
accomplished by using photographs as textures like Google Earth which is the best example of this technology.
SIM-ON’s 3D interface has the potential to be a great link between the $10.36 Trillion USD e-commerce market (in
2020) and a 3D space model of the consumer scanned facility where 3D products can be placed.

•

o

Needed technology/knowledge
In order to provide a 3D scanning experience through the mobile devices available on the market and reliable
performance of the 3D space model using Internet browser, SIMLAB will need access to: a.) Prototype hardware
and SDKs from electronic producers and photogrammetry software providers. b.) An in house knowledge of
Web3D would also need to be secured.

o

Bottlenecks (difficulty to solve : Low)
The concept of SIM-ON is completely dependent on a 3D online model of an individual customer space. Today,
only Matterport provides the best possible experience although their mobile app is only available for the iPhone
devices. Delaying the Android scanning solutions to be released might affect SIM-ON target group, although
according to the SIMLAB market knowledge, those solutions are to be released in the next few months
supported by companies like Samsung and even Microsoft. Additionally there is the possibility to hire a
professional scanning company to create a very professional 3D facility model (this service across the EU costs
on average 200 EUR). In the light of the professional price of several current home automation providers
exceeding over 50K EUR, and the price of the SIM-ON subscription fee, the external scanning service fee will not
become a barrier for commercial success of the SIM-On platform.

o

Technology/knowledge to be developed
Optimisation algorithms to provide desired speed of model loading and reliability of the service needs to be
developed and implemented. This will be a challenge to provide the same speed for different scales of the
facility model sizes. Additionally direct connection to partners technology through SDK needs to be established
to provide a flawless customer experience. It is planned to connect to Matterport’s platform through their
partner SDK program, and also other producers who provide 3D scanning services through mobile devices.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
There are very few solutions in the market which give access to scanning technology through personal mobile
devices like smart glasses, phones or tablets. The most advanced Matterport 3D scanning application is only
available for the iPhone, and remains in a test period with Android devices. Samsung scanning app is at the
same time not yet fully completed so users do not even know that it is available through their phones. Even if
this technology would be operable today and fully accessible, the final output remains problematic. This is
exactly Matterport 's largest challenge of their platform. Once the 3D model of the space is created, there is not
much that the owner can do with it. SIM-ON will be value added by converting the beautiful 3D models to
working and fully interactive toolkits used on a daily basis for standard home routines and management. Those
3D models will get a new life and will be more useful for the owner allowing for complex interaction.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO) ?
The applicant has the intellectual property rights that are necessary for the implementation of the project and the
implementation of its results. It did not use the rights of third parties at the stage of building the project concept,
nor at the stage of its implementation. The Patent Attorney Magdalena Filipek was hired to conduct a patent
clearance examination. The examination was conducted for a day of 15.04.2021 using the following databases:
- with regard to Polish patent documents: on-line databases of the Polish Patent Office (Search Engine of
Protected Objects, Register Plus) -in terms of foreign patent documents: ESPACENET database, ORBIT - an
international commercial patent database. After carrying out the state-of-the-art research, no solutions,
technologies or R&D work results were identified that were protected and whose existence would make it
impossible or unreasonable to carry out the planned implementation of the project results.

Feature name
Exact 3D position of each asset, device and IoT sensor reflecting real life locations

o

Feature description
By clicking a device on a flat control panel or selecting a house equipment asset from a complete list, just one
click will redirect users in a 3D photorealistic model to a position in front of the selected object. This will be one
of the most important unique features of the SIM-ON software, which attracts the multi billion dollar technology
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partners to become excited to partner with SIMLAB. On top of that, while navigating through the 3D photo realistic
model in the web browser on the internet, users will see tags popping around them presenting the most important
parameters of surrounding devices like: a.) Light status conditions b.) Current power consumption of individual
devices c.) Local temperature d.) Flags where the family members or animals are located.

•

o

Existing technology/knowledge
There is currently no system available for the consumer market which will allow the homeowner or tenant to
create a 3D map of assets and devices in the property they own or are using. Complex and costly BIM software
with similar functionality is dedicated mostly for powerful computers of engineers during the construction
process only. Advanced FM (Facility Management) solutions using a 3D model are expensive and available only
for large facilities. To maintain a list of home equipment, people are usually using a typical spreadsheet. The
home automation producers and smart system integrators are delivering a software which is presented in a
visually flat perspective where devices are grouped into folders.

o

Needed technology/knowledge
SIM-On will be a brand new approach to FM software and interaction with home automation systems. All of the
needed technology will be developed in house.

o

Bottlenecks (difficulty to solve : Low)
Although SIM-ON will be very intuitive in use and natural for all homeowners, the process of receiving a 3D model
might be intimidating for some of the users with limited technology knowledge. This will require an information
campaign before launching the product with good training materials and an established network of partners to
provide expected scanning service.

o

Technology/knowledge to be developed
Classification systems for all the IoT devices, sensors and asset management will need to be developed.
Filtering and 3D positioning options are also required in order for the walkthrough experience to be natural and
intuitive for all users, regardless of their technology experience. Navigation throughout 3D space models needs
to be developed and available for all of the popular internet browsers as well as mobile platforms and their input
method (phones, PC, IoS devices, touch screens, keyboard, mouse, smart glasses and smart watches).

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
Thanks to a visual representation of the position of each IoT device and its status, precise location of any house
equipment asset, SIM-ON experience will be more intuitive and natural in use than any other home dedicated
software known so far. Added value of the 3D interface was already confirmed by all of the home automation
systems who hope to implement this functionality to their software as soon as SIM-ON will be ready for that to
occur. So far the most important parameter for all the smart home integrators was the number of clicks needed
to make an action of the exact smart devices in the property. Numerous and unnecessary clicks make the
software boring and complicated for the experience crafted for a particular user. Introducing SIM-ON to the
market, facility software will become more visual and will definitely change how people are currently using smart
systems. A 3D facility model will become a requirement for a more convenient lifestyle and digitalization
experience.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO) ?
We have full freedom-to-operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that may block development of the
product.

Feature name
Integration with e-commerce to place 3D products in the user space before purchase

o

Feature description
While using a 3D property model for daily operation and maintenance, it will be possible to access exact
categories of additional products available at on-line stores through the most popular e-commerce platforms.
The possibility to browse models of potential assets through the SIM-ON search engine will be a great feature for
online shopping. Users will be able to select an interesting product and try it in their house before making a
purchase decision. All SIM-ON property models will be at natural scale. It will be very easy to measure it, place
selected 3D products, and even buy it. At the same time a delivery or installation company will know exactly how
the product will be installed at the owner's property to provide an easy and complete delivery and/or installation.
Additionally SIM-ON provides the ability to download all of the product information, service parts numbers and
maintenance details, straight from the linked e-commerce platform.

o

Existing technology/knowledge
In 2020 the e-commerce sector was valued at $10.36 trillion USD. The revenue forecast for 2027 is $27.15 trillion
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USD with a growth rate CAGR of 14.7% from 2020 to 2027. Industry leaders like Shopify and Magento are the
unquestionable leaders in providing shopping services platforms for a global network of producers, but 99% of their
services are based on product pictures and old school catalogs. Technology providers like Threekit and Vectary are
able to provide 3D assets for e-commerce platforms, so their business is doubling each year and first 3D products
can already be downloaded through the online stores. SIMLAB has already started internal talks with Shopify in San
Francisco to introduce the SIM-ON concept and get access to a required SDK for future integration to provide a single
source experience for a future household. Amazon already is testing technology offering several 3D models of the
selected products.

•

o

Needed technology/knowledge
An extended knowledge of Web3D is required and a connection to e-commerce platforms for future integration
needs to be established. The future integration works can be conducted together. The team of programmers will
have to be expanded with 3D modeling experts who have an advanced knowledge of low poly modeling and at
least a few years of experience.

o

Bottlenecks (difficulty to solve : Low)
The number of 3D models available through the online e-commerce stores is still very limited, although growing
very fast (Amazon is the unquestionable leader). The moment when it will be possible to find a product from
any category to be placed in the 3D property model at SIM-ON is still a few years ahead, but SIMLAB is planning
to be an early adopter of this tech to provide such a functionality. Before this moment will happen, SIM-ON will
be compatible with e-commerce shopping platforms by downloading all of the information and data of product
assets needed for maintenance of the user products.

o

Technology/knowledge to be developed
3D optimization standards for Web3D must be established as well as product placement methodology for
download and storage of 3D asset files. Connection to the most common e-commerce platforms needs to be
integrated and aligned with their searching system through SDK. The complexity and reliability of this task is
important specifically so that the SIM-ON solution will be a web solution primarily. Consequently much of
SIMLAB's efforts will be dedicated to the speed of data loading and transfer for the solution to be used by
customers via current internet browsers.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
Web3D is the future for the e-commerce sector. In a few years, thanks to Web3D being available for all internet
browsers, 3D scanning capabilities of each modern smarthome and an e-commerce platform offering online
shopping experience with 3D models to be placed in customer houses, SIM-ON will be become a secure place
where people can operate the house on a daily basis, but also purchase new products, without moving from the
house. Cost and time saving ecommerce are well known benefits and will be the best shopping experience and
one of most important values added for a household using SIM-ON. Number of returns, product waste and
possible refunds will be reduced by trying each of the products in simulated space before actually buying it.
Exchanging product pictures with interactive and configurable 3D product models for all of the online shopping
portals is going to be a must. This is the next known technology change which is already coming. SIM-ON will be
ready for it.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO) ?
We have full freedom-to-operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that may block development of the
product.

Feature name
AI and machine learning integration for automatic object identification

o

Feature description
For advanced asset management, SIM-ON will use Artificial Intelligence and machine learning to identify assets
in newly scanned buildings and automatically build a list of equipment. The list will include the most important
devices, especially those requiring maintenance. Additionally, the software will identify the location of each item
in the facility. This feature will be highly valued by commercial facility owners and property managers. It is
currently a challenging and manual task to identify and track the building assets. For example, after scanning
the facility, AI will identify and locate such equipment as the number of lamps on the 3rd floor of the hotel or all
of the HVAC units requiring scheduled service. In the future, SIM-ON will use AI to provide assistance in
maintaintainance procedures and identify changes or damage in the building by comparing two scans of the
same property in time.

o

Existing technology/knowledge
There are numerous AI object recognition software packages that may be used by programmers for automatic
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facility asset detection. All of them are using images while some of them can recognize objects from a video (which
is technically a series of images). The 3D model used by SIM-ON contains a number of high resolution images for
texturing, making detection an easy integration process. Currently, AI is an uncommon toolkit. Most solutions using
AI are designed for use by developers only. AI technology is growing and is currently considered R&D.

o

Needed technology/knowledge
The SIMLAB programming team will select the proper Artificial Intelligence platform(s). Any platform chosen
numerous built-in algorithms provided for automatic object recognition. Research done by industry experts will
be needed to gain knowledge about the most appropriate solutions which might be used. Depending on the
conducted research a free open API or a license paid service may be selected for SIM-ON integration.

o

Bottlenecks (difficulty to solve : Low)
Some of the customers could consider automatic object recognition a threat to their privacy. An effective
education campaign and a protective SIM-ON license agreement must be implemented prior to the software
release date.

o

Technology/knowledge to be developed
Although AI can be an off-the-shelf solution, a proper dataset of objects needs to be well defined for building
environments. This task is relatively simple though time consuming. Even though SIM-ON will grow with
additional functionality, new AI features will be developed to cover more advanced user support offered by
SIM-ON. This will leverage Deep Learning to learn from numerous facilities stored on SIMLAB servers.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
People usually do not consider a facility management system as a requirement. Most maintenance is reactionary
when the situation occurs requiring an immediate and unplanned fix or service of the broken equipment in the
building. Automatic object detection will be the first AI algorithm, which will identify and suggest devices for
scheduled events to be tagged by the user. This will include which of them may benefit from additional
information to be stored to protect from unexpected interruptions to services in the case of failure.
Implementation of AI will bring to SIM-ON users new software features which will make facility management
much less time consuming and more cost effective.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO) ?
Full freedom to operate. There are numerous AI and Machine Learning open API packages that may be used for
commercial purpose, totally free of charge.

Your use case

Support for multiple smart home system solutions within one software using intuitive 3D interface
Pains and gains adressed by this use case

•

Pains

o

o

Name
Manufacturer

•

Importance
Medium

•

Description
- A large portion of the market is dominated by large corporations like Samsung and Sony who are
promoting their own smart standards. - Costs of software development and maintenance for hardware
becomes too high for small manufacturers.

Name
Consumer/ client

•

Importance
High

•

Description
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Digital solutions for residential use are very immature and almost do not exist, since: - Several apps need to
be used to control different IoT devices from various hardware providers with all of them looking the same
and lacking a spacial interface depicting device locations in the home. - There is no software to manage
home assets within a property. Existing facility management systems (FM) using BIM 3D models are
crafted for industrial/commercial properties making them cost prohibitive for homeowners.

o

o

o

•

Name
Large company

•

Importance
Medium

•

Description
- It is not possible to sell Samsung IoT devices to customers using software from different providers. Although Samsung is known as global hardware leader for IoT devices their SmartThings software
interface looks exactly like any other home automation interface. Home owners are reluctant to use it.
Android Google Store has over 265 smart home applications which look basically the same. Samsung
SmarThings is one of them.

Name
Assembler

•

Importance
Low

•

Description
- Currently, the integrator of the home automation system needs to choose which hardware provider
system and devices they install since most of them compete with each other and devices are not
compatible.

Name
Consumer/ client

•

Importance
Low

•

Description
- Lack of knowledge of device operation rules within the property. Since this data is not available or
intuitive, a lot of misunderstandings occur with facility owners which may lead to equipment damage or
conflict situations. - Lack of capability to communicate with owners/maintenance personnel regarding
potential damage, repairs, or renovation needs.

Gains

o

o

Name
Manufacturer

•

Importance
Medium

•

Description
- SIM-ON opens the market for small manufacturers since customers will be able to look for solutions
outside of mainstream providers. - Small manufacturers of IoT sensors will be able to focus on
hardware development using the ready software solution brought by SIM-ON.

Name
Consumer/ client

•

Importance
High
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•

o

o

Description
A single solution across multiple platforms and hardware devices which will provide: - remote device
management in 3D spatial context, - home asset management with event and maintenance scheduling,
- real time positioning system for the 3D home environment

Name
Assembler

•

Importance
Low

•

Description
- Integrators gain the possibility to upgrade their current customers' smart installation with additional
devices from other manufacturer's product offering. This creates an additional business opportunity
and revenue stream for system integrators. Customers can save on hardware costs (KNX devices can
be 10 times more expensive than Samsung) making them more eager to upgrade. - Upgrading from a
standard dull software to a far more engaging visual package with more functionality will be a great
option to renew customer contact and maintain the relation.

Name
Large company

•

Importance
Medium

•

Description
- Companies like SAMSUNG will be able to sell more devices to consumers who already have a
competitive system installed at their facility (Xiaomi, SONY, Ikea, Fibaro, KNX). This will open new
possibilities both for consumers, hardware providers, and integrators of smart installations. This will
result in increased sales of single devices now independent from fabric systems.

Your features

•

Feature name
Open API of SIM-On product allows other hardware producers to be compatible with their competition

o

Feature description
SIM-ON will provide access for any size IoT hardware producer through a public SDK. As mentioned before,
SIMLAB will manually integrate communication protocols of the most important industry leaders. Such an
approach will allow rapid growth of a very large online community of homeowners. In addition to a few of the
significant leaders (Google, Amazon, KNX, Samsung, FIBARO) there are hundreds of small manufacturers of
sensors and IOT devices which have no option to compete with the market leaders. Many of these smaller
manufacturers have no budget for their own software development and future maintenance. Releasing
SIM-ON's own SDK will allow any hardware or service provider to integrate with the SIM-ON control panel for
each individual house. In addition to the IOT hardware providers, other residential related services (cleaning,
laundry, renovation, social media, entertainment and others), will be able to integrate with the SIM-ON platform.

o

Existing technology/knowledge
There are several available software platforms which are using IFTTT (If This Then That) methodology, but all of
them are programming environments which are dedicated for electronic engineers and software experts, not for
the property owners. For a typical homeowner without programming knowledge, it is nearly impossible to use
openHUB, SmartThings HUB, Home Assistant, OpenMotics, FHEM or any other platform to build individual
solutions. In the same way, an IOT hardware manufacturer has a very difficult decision to make to determine
which platform he needs to support for his solution, knowing it is not an environment that the homeowner will be
able to use.

o

Needed technology/knowledge
In order to create SIM-ON communications protocols for external partners, the complete backend of the platform
needs to be developed. Then, the graphical programming language for IFTTT (IF This Then That) needs to be
completed within the SIM-ON software.

o

Bottlenecks (difficulty to solve : Low)
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Publishing a software SDK brings a lot of responsibilities to software producers. During utilization of the software by
external technology partners or service providers, any software update makes it necessary to immediately update the
SDK. Even the smallest change might cause dependent partners to immediately experience fatal working errors.
These errors may be related to features which are deprecated, modified, improved, or added. The only way to mitigate
these errors is to constantly monitor all of the software changes. Monitoring such updates multiplies customer
service and maintenance team costs and efforts.

•

o

Technology/knowledge to be developed
Authoring of the IFTTT programming language needs to be well designed and implemented for the SIM-ON
solution. Classification for all of the objects and events needs to be structured and completed.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
Any IOT hardware or residential service provider will have an option to integrate with the SIM-ON control panel
for all aspects of management and daily property operation. Additionally, IOT hardware providers, home
automation installers, and other residential related services or software developers (cleaning, laundry,
renovation, social media, entertainment and others), will be able to integrate with the SIM-ON platform.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO) ?
We have full freedom-to-operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that may block development of the
product.

Feature name
Ability to manage home automation ecosystem with devices provided by different vendors

o

Feature description
The system will allow the user to build a smart home ecosystem utilizing IoT devices from numerous
manufacturers. None of the current home automation system producers provide compatibility with products of
its competitors. Currently, there is known software that integrates multiple SMART devices from different
manufacturers (such as OpenSmart). Regardless, these are SDK environments dedicated to programmers, and
not to a typical property owner. SIM-ON will reduce the number of applications used for your home devices from
many just to a single one. Property owners will have the ability to buy sensors and IOT devices from many
hardware providers like SAMSUNG, Philips, SONY, Xiaomi, IKEA, FIBARO, KNX and others. SIM-On will allow
them to connect them together in the same wireless network as a single working smart ecosystem. Single “drag
and drop” will not require any programming skills to build even complex automation scenarios.

o

Existing technology/knowledge
The assumptions of the project and the basic functionality of the product were confirmed in a test carried out
with the help of FIBARO. FIBARO is a Polish manufacturer of devices and home automation systems. The
possibility of connecting through the API of this hardware producer was verified, meeting the network security
procedures. Integration with the API of Matterport, the company that provides a platform for 3D scanning was
tested including the possibility of 3D product placement for very complex web 3D scenarios. Tests and
industrial research conducted as part of the project "An effective energy management system in intelligent
buildings with IoT solutions, based on the Digital Twin model" with the number POIR.04.01.01-00-0028 / 19,
allowed us to draw conclusions. These are the basis for the preparation and implementation of a prototype of a
product based on the integration of IoT devices from independent manufacturers and other product
functionalities listed above.

o

Needed technology/knowledge
The technological problem in this case is the need to organize the information chaos between independent
network communication protocols and the lack of access to the control panel of various types of IoT devices.
SIMLAB intends to solve the problem of incompatibility of devices from different manufacturers by creating
software that constitutes a superior layer over each smart system installed in the property. The common
visualization environment and the digital twin interface will be a real 3D model of the scanned real estate, in
which the sensors and IoT devices will be deployed in the same locations as in reality, and communication with
the local control hub for the hardware will be done via API implemented in the software.

o

Bottlenecks (difficulty to solve : Low)
Some of the IOT hardware providers do not grant access to their communication protocols to protect their own
exclusivity. Their business model includes revenue from monthly paid subscription plans allowing for few
additional software features. Solving this issue will be possible once SIM-ON builds an impressive community
of users. This will be significant to mentioned hardware providers. This will allow SIMLAB to develop business
license solutions to provide the best customer experience. It is also worth mentioning that today, just a few of
the well known smart hardware providers may be considered a bottleneck, like Aerlo and Ring. Many of the
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producers already provide free SDK access to all developers (Samsung, Google, Alexa or KNX).

o

Technology/knowledge to be developed
Because of the lack of a single standard for IoT data exchange protocols, it is impossible to control devices from
different manufacturers within one ecosystem. The proposed solution will solve this problem by creating a
superior layer over all other IoT systems where all the groups of manufacturers or other organizations can
connect through the SIM-ON API. There are currently solutions that try to integrate z-wave (or wifi) devices
within one network, however, as is the case with SAMSUNG Smartthings HUB, the solution is not fully
satisfactory because most of these solutions are hardware like the SmartThings HUB, not software platforms.
Moreover, large companies which are the market leaders, limit the possibility of choosing system components
and devices to their own solutions, which is unfavorable for the end user and blocks mass availability of the IoT
devices. To allow market interoperability a SIM-ON API needs to be developed and shared with most of the IoT
hardware providers.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
SIM-ON can manage the entire smart home ecosystem. According to Eurostat statistics, one in five homes in
Europe are already smart. On average 4 applications are used to support IoT devices. The applicant intends to
provide a single application to control the entire home instead of needing 4. Additionally a property owner will
be able to extend his home automation installation using devices from additional hardware providers that he
may not be able to use at his facility today. That may bring additional economic benefits to the property owner
having in mind that wired KNX components can cost over 1K EUR. Economical wireless IOT sensors can be
purchased for less than 20 EUR from many manufacturers. Expensive, but very reliable wired systems (from
companies like KNX), will also benefit from SIM-ON integration. Property owners will have options outside of the
current proprietary system not allowing options beyond the original provider to rebuild or expand the system in
the future.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO) ?
We have full freedom-to-operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that may block development of the
product.

Your use case
Property assets and affordable facility management solution
Pains and gains adressed by this use case

•

Pains

o

o

Name
Consumer/ client

•

Importance
Low

•

Description
- Lack of knowledge of device operation rules within the property. Since this data is not available or
intuitive, a lot of misunderstandings occur with facility owners which may lead to equipment damage or
conflict situations. - Lack of capability to communicate with owners/maintenance personnel regarding
potential damage, repairs, or renovation needs.

Name
Large company

•

Importance
High

•

Description
- Many customers excited with 3D digitization lose their interest in the 3D model after a short period of
time without any other functionality. This results in only 5% of Matterport's online scanned properties
have any activity (being used and paid for). - Matterport's residential customers are single purpose
customers. The scanning service is used primarily only to showcase their property during the sales
process.
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•

Gains

o

o

o

Name
Consumer/ client

•

Importance
Medium

•

Description
- Capability to share and access knowledge connected and relative to property equipment and rules. Precise and direct communication with owners or maintainance teams in the 3D model space of the
facility.

Name
Large company

•

Importance
High

•

Description
- The additional features of SIM-ON software gives Matterport customers extended life for 3D scanned
models of their properties. Average life of a 3D Matterport space can be extended from a few weeks to
many years. Matterport subscriptions are monthly recurring. - Through SIM-ON, Matterport gains
access to the home automation industry, an area not addressed in their operations.

Name
Large company

•

Importance
High

•

Description
- KNX will get access to a modern 3D interface which can be used for millions of the existing KNX
customers now able to upgrade old-fashioned software to customers' current expectations. - Upgrade
of existing home software will become a new business opportunity for each of the 95,000 installation
companies that KNX has all over the world. - KNX is the unquestionable home automation global
leader. SIM-ON opens up KNX company access to the FM (Facility Management) sector, which they
currently do not operate in today.

Your features

•

Feature name
Digital container for property assets and information (manual, warranty, contact info, receipt)

o

Feature description
A secure online place where people can control and store any information about a space, its equipment,
appliances and other property related items. Intuitive and complex asset management module will provide
following benefits: a.) Real mapping of devices in space which will change how to preserve individual assets and
its location; b.) Collection container for all data about devices, equipment, finish materials, gadgets, contacts
and manuals in one place for easy and quick access; c.) Ability to store multiple file formats like photos, videos,
and any kind of documents for important assets to digitize your property experience and keep data safe.

o

Existing technology/knowledge
There are many well known and popular BMS (Building Management System) solutions available on the market.
Currently most of them, like Ecodomus, IBM Tririga, ORACLE Primavera, AppFolio Property Manager, and others,
are costly and dedicated to commercial facilities. Each requires time consuming customisation efforts and
programming skills to install, implement, and maintain. There are non commercial solutions available for
property owner use that are applying 3D technology for asset management. Most are off the shelf and can not be
set up in a few hours at a reasonable cost. Many homeowners digitize their assets and house equipment using a
spreadsheet application and digital folders on personal computers.

o

Needed technology/knowledge
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The main knowledge which needs to be identified includes: a.) File formats of asset related content b.) Determine
the most reliable streaming possible for this data through the internet. The quick access to related content will be a
key factor for the speed and comfort of SIM-ON adoption and utilization.

•

o

Bottlenecks (difficulty to solve : Low)
There are very few bottlenecks identified for this feature. The main risk for the asset management module may
be how the potential SIM-ON users will perceive the platform. Many of the potential users who are not
technology aware might consider SIM-ON as a smarthome software integrator not even knowing about the asset
management features it offers. SIM-ON has potential as a data container by homeowners who do not have a
single IoT device on the property. Marketing campaigns focused on asset and facility management benefits need
to be well prepared to avoid such a situation.

o

Technology/knowledge to be developed
SIM-ON will need to provide an intuitive classification system of interior elements. In the free SIM-On license, it
is planned to store data from a maximum of 20 selected objects. In the paid version, the user will be able to store
information related to over 100 property elements on SIMLAB servers. Classification systems of this data and
streaming technology both need to be developed to optimise storage and internet traffic for SIM-ON cloud
services. This will enable space optimization and minimize storage costs. Web3D spatial positioning and
information visualisation methods will need to be created to provide access to a 3D model within all popular web
browsers available on the market. A user role system will be developed allowing users who have access to the
same property to have assigned privileges to the sensitive information about the particular assets in the
property.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
Each home owner or property manager will get access to a very cost effective digital toolkit. This allows storage
of all important data related to a property and each individual equipment. Additionally, SIM-On will display the
equipment or asset location in a photorealistic 3D digitized model online, without a need of any software
installation. Free photogrammetry scanning methods through most popular smartphone devices will give
access for millions of potential customers to a complete digital twin of their individual property. This will speed
up digitization of the building industry sector, which, according to Boston Analytics reports, is still the least
computerized industry in the global economy.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO) ?
Full freedom to operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that might block development of the product.

Feature name
Scheduling and events timeline for maintenance and operations

o

Feature description
Scheduling and calendar integration for maintenance and service events is one of the most popular features for
all complex and commercially available Facility Management (FM) toolkits and software solutions. SIM-ON for
all property owners and small households will provide authoring calendar visualisation where any events can be
scheduled and easily shared with family members and/or service providers in a few clicks only. Each asset like
the HVAC System, TV, refrigerator, and similar will be managed in a facility calendar, where the most important
events and history of them might be stored for each asset with SIM-ON software implemented.

o

Existing technology/knowledge
There are many professional software packages which allow tracking facility maintenance events. Most of
them are dedicated to commercial facilities as a part of a much bigger, more complex Facility Management
software system. Few applications are available for the residential sector. Many systems are only utilized by
enterprise property owners and managers to control tenant payment deadlines or scheduled maintenance of
major asset groups like elevator shafts, HVAC systems, and fire safety systems. When an individual property
owner wants to record the next month's garbage collection dates, or wants to remember when the maintenance
visit for the air conditioner unit was set with the service provider, he usually is using a physical calendar or
writing notes in spreadsheets, since there is not a software toolkit commonly known and used for this purpose.

o

Needed technology/knowledge
Access to the SDK of the most common digital calendars used by the majority of the home and property owners,
like Google Calendar, Apple Calendar, and Microsoft Outlook.

o

Bottlenecks (difficulty to solve : Low)
The main risk for the facility management module and events scheduling feature might be how the potential
SIM-ON users will perceive the platform. Most of the future users who are not technology aware might only
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consider SIM-ON as a software to operate a typical smart home. They may not consider SIM-ON to track all the
events and history documentation through a facility calendar.

o

Technology/knowledge to be developed
Implementation of custom user roles and privileges will need to be developed. This will allow events to be
selectively shared between users who have access to the same property. It is also required that the event
reminders can be sent to the proper mailbox via automatic PUSH notification.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
A very small number of property owners are using digitalization for the facility maintenance and daily operation.
Providing a simple and intuitive event management toolkit inside SIM-ON software will give all property owners
the capability to retain a complete service history log as well as create future events. This has the potential to
become a great / priceless facility documentation similar to a car service history report. This adds further value
to a prospective buyer in the sales process of the property. SIM-ON through will be a future communication
platform for all the service teams, where sharing a maintenance event through a google calendar might contain a
direct link to a 3D online property model, where all working conditions and access to the location can be verified
before visiting the property.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO) ?
We have full freedom-to-operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that may block development of the
product.

Your use case
Position tracking of movable and static objects’ visualised in a 3D property model
Pains and gains adressed by this use case

•

Pains

o

o

o

Name
Consumer/ client

•

Importance
Low

•

Description
Lack of effective parenting solutions allowing support of caregiving tasks and providing caretakers with
remote information about location of elderly, children, and pets within the house. Lack of Information
about potential threats in the property such as gas or water leakage.

Name
SME

•

Importance
Medium

•

Description
- It is a difficult task to track all assets and equipment for a small commercial facility. There is no such
system available for an economical price. (This excludes anti-theft solutions which do not solve the
problem of 3D position inside of the facility). - A significant frustration of SMEs is existing building
automation/electronic systems are cost prohibitive. Most systems do not allow the control of devices
from different suppliers within one ecosystem.

Name
Consumer/ client

•

Importance
Low

•

Description
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- Lack of knowledge of device operation rules within the property. Since this data is not available or intuitive,
a lot of misunderstandings occur with facility owners which may lead to equipment damage or conflict
situations. - Lack of capability to communicate with owners/maintenance personnel regarding potential
damage, repairs, or renovation needs.

o

•

Name
Large company

•

Importance
High

•

Description
- Many customers excited with 3D digitization lose their interest in the 3D model after a short period of
time without any other functionality. This results in only 5% of Matterport's online scanned properties
have any activity (being used and paid for). - Matterport's residential customers are single purpose
customers. The scanning service is used primarily only to showcase their property during the sales
process.

Gains

o

o

o

Name
SME

•

Importance
Medium

•

Description
SME gains: - Affordable asset and maintenance management tool for facility equipment operation and
theft prevention. - 3D as-built visual model of the facility will help in renovation planning along with
emergency response and prevention (3D space understanding, safety checks and verification). All of
this can help to avoid any property damage from emergency response calls.

Name
Consumer/ client

•

Importance
Medium

•

Description
SIM-ON 3D position tracking together with sensor data analyzation algorithms will provide a safe and
comfortable living environment for elderly and their caretakers. Children and adolescent home
activities as well as family pet activity within a property might be monitored. Access to home
electronics and entertainment systems can be remotely controlled by family members or automatic
guardian systems.

Name
Consumer/ client

•

Importance
High

•

Description
A single solution across multiple platforms and hardware devices which will provide: - remote device
management in 3D spatial context, - home asset management with event and maintenance scheduling,
- real time positioning system for the 3D home environment

Your features

•

Feature name
Position tracking of live objects (animals, humans) in closed space including life-sensor signals
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•

o

Feature description
Tracking the position and for selected cases also status/condition of live objects within the building space is a
dynamic process. The main goal is to provide object position in xyz coordinates (including altitude related to the
floor of the room). System should also be able to combine spatial data with wearables (telemedical bracelet
smartwatch, fall indicator, SOS button, etc.). Elderly, adult, children and animal position tracking will be helpful in
case of surveillance and home automation control (zone breach indication, automatic lighting control,
comfort-zone-following-user software etc.)

o

Existing technology/knowledge
Existing solutions used in internal, closed environment systems are mainly based on XY coordinate derivation
based on various triangulation methods. Markers can be based on active (energy consuming) RFID solutions or
passive methods. Main disadvantage is lack of height information (fall indicators and other signals are needed
for elderly people care). Furthermore, the most popular solutions do not provide defined for our project accuracy
- below 2m. Dynamic tracking of people with 1-2m resolution can be used for sufficiently accurate surveillance
without privacy violation compared to TV surveillance systems.

o

Needed technology/knowledge
Multispectral, mainly electromagnetic emission minimisation is important both in relation to localized systems
as well as those constituting a permanent system infrastructure due to their autonomous power supply, imposed
by the assumed lack of interference in the building. System performance should be optimized in terms of
performance and safety balance. It will also be important to develop and implement the interface protocol(s) for
cooperation with the target master system, allowing for the implementation of the assumed functionality. A
separate issue will be exploring the possibility of integrating RFID systems with biometric sensors (primarily
heart rate, temperature and an accelerometric motion sensor).

o

Bottlenecks (difficulty to solve : High)
There are technical issues that must be solved during the process. Most critical is the balance between signal
emission and efficiency that impacts the demanded marker power consumption. Position tracking with
assumed accuracy and time interval of multiple objects will be demanding for the central system and influence
the system scalability.

o

Technology/knowledge to be developed
Development of algorithms for a set configuration of devices using their software that will enable the
achievement of the assumed milestones, i.e. resolution, accuracy and time interval of identification, range of
operation, multi-identification (in a given time interval) and meeting the requirements of energy consumption and
weight and dimensions of the element. This will certainly require non-standard system and software solutions
based on the application notes of device manufacturers.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
Within the framework of the notified project, the applicant plans to provide the possibility to fix a position for at
least 50 static and 10 movable objects for every 100 square meters of area. Currently, location accuracy is 3m
(according to Mark Roberti - RFID Journal). We intend to improve the accuracy of the system to reach 2m. The
marker should constantly communicate with the router on the local network, ensuring an uninterrupted battery
life of up to 6 months for the prototype of the device. The project also assumes measurement in the Z axis
which is a very rare solution and is based on software calculation (in higher-order software). We intend to utilize
direct measurement.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO) ?
We have full freedom-to-operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that may block development of the
product.

Feature name
Low energy signalisation of position status change for objects utilizing passive sensors (no-power)

o

Feature description
Objects may remain static or be moved infrequently. In case of documents, pieces of exhibition, one-off
equipment (AED, fire extinguishers etc.), just one status change or presence in the room indication is needed. For
these cases, the spatial resolution and time tracking interval will be limited. On the other hand, high reliability
and maintenance-free operation is required to provide a desired balance between expected functionality
performance and long batery life.

o

Existing technology/knowledge
Location information for selected static objects usually is based on static solutions. The simplest approach is
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marking them on static paper or pdf building plans. This gives no information about the object status, the actual
presence in a certain location, or usage occurrence.

•

o

Needed technology/knowledge
Development of so-called smart safes and cabinets for documents, medicines or similar items that require
immediate location. It is planned to use the so-called "RFID Paper", i.e. self-adhesive stickers (printable) with an
integrated passive RFID system, that is, one requiring an external electromagnetic field to power its systems.
These are commonly used in: transport tickets, ski passes, hotel cards, gift cards, clothing tags, concert badges,
anti-theft inserts, postcards, invitations, certificates, etc.

o

Bottlenecks (difficulty to solve : Low)
The most important problem for passive markers is an excitation method. There has to be an physical
(electromagnetic) field that will provide energy to power the marker. If there is no change or in case of energy
blackout, item position change will not be detected.

o

Technology/knowledge to be developed
Passive markers will be needed in order to achieve the feature. In case of the selected equipment an alternative
method of position indication might be used. For passive markers, an excitation method (for electronic RFID
hardware) has to be developed.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
The main achievement will be demanding system spatial resolution and items position derivation based on
limited information provided by the hardware system. System has to allow the “safe” or “permitted” area for each
object/item location.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO) ?
We have full freedom-to-operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that may block development of the
product.

Feature name
Real time position tracking of house equipment in 3D space

o

Feature description
Real time position tracking of household equipment is dedicated to inanimate objects that may each be
equipped with different markers. Some objects may be used in different manners. Marked objects may be
static or moveable, depending on needs and use case. Marker selection and its operation method is a crucial
task. Depending on the equipment case and class, various methods may be used. If the required accuracy and
usage dynamics assume that the item position may be dynamic, determining the location will be a challenge
similar to live objects' location. In the case of electric equipment, they may also be an energy source. For static
objects, passive markers might be a better choice.

o

Existing technology/knowledge
Existing solutions used in internal, closed environment systems are mainly based on XY coordinate derivation
utilizing various triangulation methods. Markers may be based on active (energy consuming) RFID solutions or
passive methods.

o

Needed technology/knowledge
Hardware and software solutions must be developed that can dynamically adapt to unstable conditions. The
system must be flexible in order to provide different solutions for each use case whether passive RFID solutions
for static objects, or active, and possibly externally excited (energy consumption optimized) hardware solutions.

o

Bottlenecks (difficulty to solve : Medium)
Markers will be designed, programmed, and defined for each equipment case. This will influence the production
cost, marker size, and increase the skills required for installation. Universal markers will be difficult to optimize.
There will probably need to have hardware solutions developed for multiple marker types and designs. Position
tracking with the required accuracy and a time interval of multiple objects will be demanding for the central
system and influence the system scalability.

o

Technology/knowledge to be developed
For real time position tracking of household equipment, a system needs to be developed to meet specific
requirements in terms of resolution, accuracy and time interval of identification, range of operation,
multi-identification (within a given time interval) while concurrently meeting the requirements of energy
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consumption, and weight and dimensions of marker.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
The added value will be an open, flexible and adaptive system that could be defined by advanced users or
installers, that is energy efficient and requires limited maintenance. The system architecture will be compatible
for all types of objects.

o

According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO) ?
We have full freedom-to-operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that may block development of the
product.

Workpackages
Innovation activities (TRL < 9)
•

Workpackage
Management

o

o

•

Task
Operational Project Management

•

Deliverable name
Standard Quarterly Project Report 1

•

Deliverable name
Standard Quarterly Project Report 2

•

Deliverable name
Standard Quarterly Project Report 3

•

Deliverable name
Standard Annual Project Report 1

•

Deliverable name
Standard Quarterly Project Report 4

•

Deliverable name
Standard Quarterly Project Report 5

•

Deliverable name
Standard Quarterly Project Report 6

•

Deliverable name
Standard Annual Project Report 2

Task
Strategic Project Management

•

Deliverable name
Project Initiation Documentation

•

Deliverable name
Project Closure Documentation

Workpackage
Promotion during project

o

Task
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Indirect actions

o

•

•

Deliverable name
PR/Marketing strategy

•

Deliverable name
New website

•

Deliverable name
Instructional videos

Task
Direct actions

•

Deliverable name
Article in a trade journal

•

Deliverable name
Signing a new partnership agreement for the promotion and sale of SIM-ON.

Workpackage
Technology demonstrator development including database, GUI and Facility Management Tools

o

Task
Communication and visualisation hub development

•

o

Task
Back-end Facility & Asset maintenance managment tool development

•

o

Deliverable name
Asset management tool

Task
Graphical User Interface (GUI) prototype development

•
•

Deliverable name
Multidomain database based on 3D model

Deliverable name
GUI based on 3D Matterport model

Workpackage
Develop components containing location, 3D model formulation, IoT layer, and AI identification.

o

Task
Home Automations systems integration including IoT, CCTV and VC

•

o

Task
Experimental comparative analysis of various additional scanning (digitization) methods

•

o

Deliverable name
Hardware connectinon plugin for SIM-ON

Deliverable name
Geometry preparation tool

Task
Backend solution for automatic equipment identification using visual algorithms (AI)
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•

o

Task
Development of solutions for reading passive and active RFID tags.

•
•

Deliverable name
Functional demonstrator of location and tracking system

Workpackage
Further develop subsystems, integrate into solution with open API, BMS, and standalone solution

o

Task
Authoring a visual programming language for multi-brand automatic procedures

•

o

o

Deliverable name
Standalone SIM-ON system version (to be instaled on computer)

Task
Professional Building Managment Systems Integration

•

o

Deliverable name
User-friendly interface for scene creation and management tool

Task
Systems preparation for integration into stand-alone application

•

Deliverable name
KNX plug-in module

Task
Open API for all other external IoT providers

•
•

Deliverable name
Automatic equipment identification module

Deliverable name
Open API module for IoT devices (with documentation)

Workpackage
Tests and scale-up preparation

o

Task
E-commerce

•

o

Task
Development of a tool for identifying, reporting, and debugging the test installations

•

o

Deliverable name
Stable and optimized SIM-ON software solution

Task
Advanced analytics mechanism

•

o

Deliverable name
E-commerce module

Deliverable name
Advanced analytics mechanism module

Task
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Preparation of the system for scale-up and formulation of payment mechanism

•

Deliverable name
Test report

Market / Scale-up activities
•

Workpackage
Setting up regional structures for worldwide coverage

o

Task
Setting up an office in Sweden for Western and Central EU coverage

•

o

Task
Setting up an office in Japan for AP coverage

•

o

Deliverable name
Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON software

Workpackage
Promotion and marketing

o

o

•

Deliverable name
Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON software

Task
Setting up an office in USA for NA & SA coverage

•
•

Deliverable name
Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON software

Task
Direct actions

•

Deliverable name
Acquiring one new Partner

•

Deliverable name
article in an industry magazine.

Task
Indirect actions

•

Deliverable name
Global marketing campaign strategy update for all regions

•

Deliverable name
OEM instructional videos for case study implementation in all regions

Workpackage
Project Management

o

Task
Operational Project Management

•

Deliverable name
Standard Quarterly Project Report 2

•

Deliverable name
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Standard Quarterly Project Report 1

o

•

Deliverable name
Standard Quarterly Project Report 3

•

Deliverable name
Standard Quarterly Project Report 4

Task
Strategic Project Management

•

Deliverable name
Project Report Out

Your value proposition
The main stakeholder and beneficiary of our SIM-ON solution proposed in the project is defined as the “property owner”. The
capabilities of the end user can be extended or widened for various customers with different roles. As a solution that is intended to
integrate multiple and multidisciplinary aspects of smart building management, SIM-ON is dedicated to solve problems that might
be defined as: a.) Dedicated smart building systems incompatibility and closed architecture creates silos. Customers and users
need a single tool for efficient and easy operation of multiple systems of different vendor’s IoT components. These are currently
managed in multiple brand specific applications. Interoperability of systems is a feature unique to SIM-ON that will allow
composition of optimal, flexible, and modifiable home automation solutions. b.) Most home automation device manufacturers
are focused on developing, designing, manufacturing, and selling hardware solutions. The majority of user interfaces they provide
are presented as a simple 2D console with buttons. Multifunctional hardware user interfaces are used including smart buttons,
voice commands, and gesture recognition solutions. c.) There is a need for location tracking of various types coupled with data
presentation in a 3D environment. This is vital for various use cases such as: - remote surveillance of elderly people while
preserving privacy leveraging such devices as telemetric bracelets with 3D position tracking and fall indicator - awareness of
on-premises locations of children and animals with their location(s) identified real time in a 3D building environment model. Home equipment and other objects can be located with relocations tracked also integrated in the 3D model. d.) Lack of proper
and up-to-date documentation containing actual property information. Preferred solution is an inexpensive method of 3D building
scanning with fair accuracy. e.) SIM-ON extends the lifecycle of many IoT devices by allowing them to remain within our single
multi-vendor system. This eliminates electronic waste caused by continually swapping out complete systems to go with the latest
advancements in device technology. f.) Most systems lack the capability of multiple users with various roles giving them
different levels of viewability, controllability, and editability of the system. Within SIM-ON we are able to solve the challenge of
providing information to a guest allowing them to control only the devices and consume information they are given specific rights
to engage. This is very helpful for multi-tenant or share-housing situations where an owner wants them to understand where
locations of specific items are or the ability to view asset operational documentation but disallow viewing things like mechanical
systems or an owner’s private rooms. g.) Most homeowners only call for repairs at item failure. They are not aware or do not
remember regular maintenance intervals. SIM-ON adds value by providing a way to schedule all maintenance or other ongoing
attention needed to every asset or equipment item in the home. h.) Often, regular interval scheduled maintenance causes a
waste of money and material replacing elements. Often maintenance is unnecessarily done or done later than needed. With
SIM-ON’s AI capability, measurements can be monitored for timely end of life conditions of asset elements. i.) Scheduling of
household services is often only reactionary. As it was shown above, there are several gaps in currently available solutions that
could be integrated within the 3D models containing multiple layers with data linked to their location.
The developed solution will allow to integrate previously incompatible solutions from various manufacturers of consumer
electronics, placing them in the 3D space of a digitized object. The solution will then allow all important objects and elements of
interior equipment in the scanned 3D space to be tagged. Devices, furniture, as well as household appliances and audio / video
devices can be tagged in such a way that will allow collection of digital data on their energy consumption, service history, warranty
cards and other important information, such as purchase receipts, spare parts, or even contact numbers for contacting warranty
and service providers. In the future, the 3D model of the room will also allow for full integration with the e-commerce industry. Any
digitized interior design products can be placed into the living space, then ordered and delivered with a few clicks without ever
leaving the home. Additionally, the implementation of the position tracking module in the space of a flat or a single-family house
will help family members to monitor the current location (and in the future, also vital signs) of their children, the elderly, and even
animals freely leaving the house. After a child returns home from school or the cat returns from a walk, the system will record the
sensor logging in the network. The elderly living alone will have the comfort of safety, knowing that someone from the family or the
system's algorithm is watching over any unusual situations like someone in one place without movement, which may indicate a fall
or fainting. Most homeowners only call for repairs at item failure. They are not aware or do not remember regular maintenance
intervals. SIM-ON adds value by providing a way to schedule all maintenance or other ongoing attention needed to every asset or
equipment item in the home. Often, regular interval scheduled maintenance causes a waste of money and material replacing
elements. Often maintenance is unnecessarily done or done later than needed. With SIM-On’s AI capability, measurements can be
monitored for timely end of life conditions of asset elements. For example, the air pressure differential could be measured on
either side of an inline air filter. Once the differential reached a predetermined value, SIM-ON could place an online order for a new
filter while simultaneously creating a work order for the actual replacement to happen. This method has now effectively taken into
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account heavy or light occupancy or air quality and filter replacement happens when it is actually needing replaced, not before or
after. Scheduling of household services is often only reactionary. SIM-ONs ability to schedule events such as recycling pick-up,
refuse disposal, lawn care, garden care provides a single source for these services to be managed. One difficulty owner’s face in
legacy solutions is they typically only are provided a 2D flat interface. This requires every device be labeled without having the
visual context of where the device is located in the facility. For example, if a single room has (6) electrical outlets, how would I
know which one was operating which device without a long description? SIM-ON places each device with full associated
information and data in the actual location within the 3D visual interface. SIM-ON provides a single source of truth for all data,
historical or current, relative to any asset, equipment, system, or any other element an owner desires to tag and notate.

What is the market state of the art?
What are the existing solutions and what are their limits?
There is no software solution on the market similar to SIM-ON functionality that will provide homeowners with a detailed AsBuilt 3D
realistic model capturing the current facility status or which can provide a mix of the most important functionalities needed to
operate the facility, its equipment or to plan maintenance. There are several technologies and toolkits offered by a specific group
of entrepreneurs which can be used. Home automation&IoT hardware manufacturers can deliver basic software to operate smart
dev, while their partnered system integrators can develop a limited customisation of the home operation system through the one of
an open API software platform which requires programming skills. Facility & assets management software is very specific and not
yet connected with any home IoT system, so need to be additionally configured as separate software with no link to smart control
-Fig1 None of the above can offer a complete dedicated software package that can be used by a standard household as a facility
operating system
Explain for your solution and for each existing solution you identified to which extent they relieve the pains and satisfy the gains
expected by the stakeholders of your value chain.
Solution : Your solution

Pain 1

Description
- KNX has amassed an extensive customer base through years of operations being known as home
automation industry standard. Regardless, they lack innovative solutions expected by contemporary
customers. - Implementing a 3D model as an interface for the KNX system was discussed by their R&D
Department many times. Due to the size of their company the lacked the agility required to implement it on
their own.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
Yes
Justify
KNX is the global standard for the home automation professional. They have the most reliable smart home
solutions and the largest number of implementations all over the world. Despite this, KNX lacks the user
friendly solution that could increase the usage of home automation systems by increasing user interaction.
Global digitalization brings more and more software applications to the standard household. KNX’s position of
software provider for the home of the future is being threatened. By bringing SIM-ON 3D visualisation to
integrate with the KNX standard and joining the largest global association of professional installer partners, all
KNX users will get access to much more functionality than just operation of smart devices. SIM-ON may
become one of the most favored for standard households which will strengthen KNX's position as a global
leader.
Specify how you measure this pain relief (Use KPI. Example: 10% CO2 emission reduction, ...)
Action (increase, decrease,...)
Increase
Category
3D interface in home automation systems
Value
10
Unit measure (%, km, liters)
% of total KNX customers
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Estimated time (in months) to achieve this performance ?
36

Pain 2

Description
- Many customers excited with 3D digitization lose their interest in the 3D model after a short period of time
without any other functionality. This results in only 5% of Matterport's online scanned properties have any
activity (being used and paid for). - Matterport's residential customers are single purpose customers. The
scanning service is used primarily only to showcase their property during the sales process.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
Yes
Justify
A significant portion of Matterport model scans are inactive. SIM-ON will bring millions of Matterport inactive
models back to life by building direct functionality packages on top of current 3D models stored on Matterport
servers. The 3D visualisation provided by Matterport scanning technology will become a digital container for
all household equipment assets SIM-ON customers can store for years. The integration with smart systems
will provide real time signal visualisation inside the Matterport model. This will allow for millions of inactive
Matterport customers to reuse content they have, update facilities by rescaning them to their current status,
and increase Matterport revenue streams through their monthly subscriptions.
Specify how you measure this pain relief (Use KPI. Example: 10% CO2 emission reduction, ...)
Action (increase, decrease,...)
Increase
Category
number of active accounts
Value
20
Unit measure (%, km, liters)
% of total Matterport active users
Estimated time (in months) to achieve this performance ?
24

Pain 3

Description
Digital solutions for residential use are very immature and almost do not exist, since: - Several apps need to
be used to control different IoT devices from various hardware providers with all of them looking the same
and lacking a spacial interface depicting device locations in the home. - There is no software to manage
home assets within a property. Existing facility management systems (FM) using BIM 3D models are crafted
for industrial/commercial properties making them cost prohibitive for homeowners.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
Yes
Justify
SIM-ON will be the first market solution to provide multiple functionalities for daily home operation. SIM-ON
provides asset management, IoT & smart device control, 3D object localisation inside the building, and
maintenance scheduling. This will allow us to build a complete digital experience for every property.
Specify how you measure this pain relief (Use KPI. Example: 10% CO2 emission reduction, ...)
Action (increase, decrease,...)
Increase
Category
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digitalization in residential sector
Value
10
Unit measure (%, km, liters)
% of homes using smart technology
Estimated time (in months) to achieve this performance ?
24

Gain 1

Description
- The additional features of SIM-ON software gives Matterport customers extended life for 3D scanned
models of their properties. Average life of a 3D Matterport space can be extended from a few weeks to many
years. Matterport subscriptions are monthly recurring. - Through SIM-ON, Matterport gains access to the
home automation industry, an area not addressed in their operations.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
Yes
Justify
Smart home users will be able to adopt 3D digitization using Matterport scanning technology. Matterport has
been trying for a number of years to build a digitalization standard for the residential sector providing free
access to their scanning technology. This means that a property owner can use Matterport’s free hosting
plan for one active property shared through the internet. Thanks to this policy, all smart home users could
implement SIM-ON software without cost, while Matterport will gain access to millions of potential users from
the home automation sector who will need a 3D model of their apartment.
Specify how you measure this gain relief (Use KPI. Example: 10% CO2 emission reduction, ...)
Action (increase, decrease,...)
Increase
Category
3D Matterport scans
Value
5000
Unit measure (%, km, liters)
new Basic accounts users monthly
Estimated time (in months) to achieve this performance ?
12

Gain 2

Description
- KNX will get access to a modern 3D interface which can be used for millions of the existing KNX customers
now able to upgrade old-fashioned software to customers' current expectations. - Upgrade of existing home
software will become a new business opportunity for each of the 95,000 installation companies that KNX has
all over the world. - KNX is the unquestionable home automation global leader. SIM-ON opens up KNX
company access to the FM (Facility Management) sector, which they currently do not operate in today.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
Yes
Justify
By bringing SIM-ON 3D visualisation to KNX standard and joining the largest global association of
professional installer partners, all KNX users will get access to much more functionality than just operation of
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smart devices. SIM-ON may become one of the most favored for standard households which will strengthen
KNX's position as a global leader.
Specify how you measure this gain relief (Use KPI. Example: 10% CO2 emission reduction, ...)
Action (increase, decrease,...)
inrease
Category
software upgrade to a 3D standards
Value
10
Unit measure (%, km, liters)
% of total KNX customers
Estimated time (in months) to achieve this performance ?
36

Gain 3

Description
A single solution across multiple platforms and hardware devices which will provide: - remote device
management in 3D spatial context, - home asset management with event and maintenance scheduling, - real
time positioning system for the 3D home environment
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
Yes
Justify
There is no other solution on the market providing a similar feature set that can be used in such an
economical monthly subscription, or even free of charge. According to market reports, digitalization that
improves the standard of living is highly demanded by the residential sector. Technology awareness of
modern society confirms the correct timing and market readiness for SIM-ON to become a potential standard
as the leader in software dedicated to operate and maintain any facility.
Specify how you measure this gain relief (Use KPI. Example: 10% CO2 emission reduction, ...)
Action (increase, decrease,...)
Increase
Category
digitalization in residential sector
Value
10
Unit measure (%, km, liters)
% of homes using smart technology
Estimated time (in months) to achieve this performance ?
24

Solution : Open API software platforms
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Pain 1

Description
- KNX has amassed an extensive customer base through years of operations being known as home
automation industry standard. Regardless, they lack innovative solutions expected by contemporary
customers. - Implementing a 3D model as an interface for the KNX system was discussed by their R&D
Department many times. Due to the size of their company the lacked the agility required to implement it on
their own.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
KNX, who will be one of the most valuable SIM-ON customers, is known as the most prestigious and reliable
home automation provider on the global market. They have the exact same software interface like the other
260 hardware competitors available at Google Store. Although the open software platforms OpenHAB and
Home Assistant do integrate KNX products to a certain extent, they do copy the same boring interface as all
the native solutions. None of them is working with a real building model.

Pain 2

Description
- Many customers excited with 3D digitization lose their interest in the 3D model after a short period of time
without any other functionality. This results in only 5% of Matterport's online scanned properties have any
activity (being used and paid for). - Matterport's residential customers are single purpose customers. The
scanning service is used primarily only to showcase their property during the sales process.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
All the software platforms integrate the communication between the different IoT hardware vendors yet do
not deal with 3D positioning of the assets or signals.They have no direct connection between the geometry
and the sensor data, so they are useless for Matterport’s 5 mln current customers.

Pain 3

Description
Digital solutions for residential use are very immature and almost do not exist, since: - Several apps need to
be used to control different IoT devices from various hardware providers with all of them looking the same
and lacking a spacial interface depicting device locations in the home. - There is no software to manage
home assets within a property. Existing facility management systems (FM) using BIM 3D models are crafted
for industrial/commercial properties making them cost prohibitive for homeowners.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
There are a few software platforms that are competitive with each other. These are built by communities like
OpenHAB and Home Assistant. Both examples are free open source solutions which already integrate a big
number of hardware and IoT manufacturers. The main problem is that they are dedicated for software
developers and not for a final user without programming skills. This makes the usage of them for regular
households very limited. Additionally, big brands like SAMSUNG, Amazon, Google, and Apple are also trying to
support industry integration by releasing products like SmartThings HUB, Alexa, Nest Home and HomeKIT. In
those cases the integration is very business oriented where competitive companies do not support each
other's products. Regardless of an open source, free to use platform or commercial solution which integrates
a few more hardware systems, none of the available software supports other systems. SIM-ON’s
functionalities are the answer to a homeowner's biggest pain.

Gain 1

Description
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- The additional features of SIM-ON software gives Matterport customers extended life for 3D scanned
models of their properties. Average life of a 3D Matterport space can be extended from a few weeks to many
years. Matterport subscriptions are monthly recurring. - Through SIM-ON, Matterport gains access to the
home automation industry, an area not addressed in their operations.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
There is no direct link between Matterport and IoT software platforms to date. It is currently impossible to
enrich the Matterport user experience with any intelligent home data.

Gain 2

Description
- KNX will get access to a modern 3D interface which can be used for millions of the existing KNX customers
now able to upgrade old-fashioned software to customers' current expectations. - Upgrade of existing home
software will become a new business opportunity for each of the 95,000 installation companies that KNX has
all over the world. - KNX is the unquestionable home automation global leader. SIM-ON opens up KNX
company access to the FM (Facility Management) sector, which they currently do not operate in today.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
Open API software platforms do not support any 3D interface so to date. They do not support any facility
management features at this point.

Gain 3

Description
A single solution across multiple platforms and hardware devices which will provide: - remote device
management in 3D spatial context, - home asset management with event and maintenance scheduling, - real
time positioning system for the 3D home environment
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
The only gain that the Open API software platforms can provide to the homeowner is an option to integrate
many IOT hardware providers in software packages. Unfortunately that can be useful only if the potential user
has advanced programming skills and can program their home automation system. In that case they will be
forced to use a standard interface, or can program their own graphical user interface dedicated for their
house. Such a solution is always possible, can take several weeks of custom development, but will not be
scalable to any other facility.

Solution : Home automation & IoT hardware providers

Pain 1

Description
- KNX has amassed an extensive customer base through years of operations being known as home
automation industry standard. Regardless, they lack innovative solutions expected by contemporary
customers. - Implementing a 3D model as an interface for the KNX system was discussed by their R&D
Department many times. Due to the size of their company the lacked the agility required to implement it on
their own.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
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No
Justify
KNX is being considered a direct competitor to other home automation system manufacturers. None of them
would consider sharing their new visually upgraded control panel if they had one.

Pain 2

Description
- Many customers excited with 3D digitization lose their interest in the 3D model after a short period of time
without any other functionality. This results in only 5% of Matterport's online scanned properties have any
activity (being used and paid for). - Matterport's residential customers are single purpose customers. The
scanning service is used primarily only to showcase their property during the sales process.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
No hardware producers who build authoring software for intelligent buildings have any business or technology
relation with Matterport. Matterport is focused on addressing residential digitization and scanning.

Pain 3

Description
Digital solutions for residential use are very immature and almost do not exist, since: - Several apps need to
be used to control different IoT devices from various hardware providers with all of them looking the same
and lacking a spacial interface depicting device locations in the home. - There is no software to manage
home assets within a property. Existing facility management systems (FM) using BIM 3D models are crafted
for industrial/commercial properties making them cost prohibitive for homeowners.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
Unfortunately this pain is not resolved by any of the existing solutions currently within the hardware providers
on the market. None of the manufacturers are interested in software development, focusing mostly on
hardware improvement and its own drivers.

Gain 1

Description
- The additional features of SIM-ON software gives Matterport customers extended life for 3D scanned
models of their properties. Average life of a 3D Matterport space can be extended from a few weeks to many
years. Matterport subscriptions are monthly recurring. - Through SIM-ON, Matterport gains access to the
home automation industry, an area not addressed in their operations.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
None of the IoT hardware producers has any business or technology relation with Matterport.

Gain 2

Description
- KNX will get access to a modern 3D interface which can be used for millions of the existing KNX customers
now able to upgrade old-fashioned software to customers' current expectations. - Upgrade of existing home
software will become a new business opportunity for each of the 95,000 installation companies that KNX has
all over the world. - KNX is the unquestionable home automation global leader. SIM-ON opens up KNX
company access to the FM (Facility Management) sector, which they currently do not operate in today.
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Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
None of the home automation hardware manufacturers has such functionality within their own software.

Gain 3

Description
A single solution across multiple platforms and hardware devices which will provide: - remote device
management in 3D spatial context, - home asset management with event and maintenance scheduling, - real
time positioning system for the 3D home environment
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
None of the many hardware providers offer functionality similar to SIM-ON for the property owner who has a
home automation system installed. SIMLAB will try to make all of those hardware providers that are currently
competitors into software collaborators via SIM-ON authoring software, which will be offering far more
features than traditional software for smart facilities.

Solution : Facility & asset management software providers

Pain 1

Description
- KNX has amassed an extensive customer base through years of operations being known as home
automation industry standard. Regardless, they lack innovative solutions expected by contemporary
customers. - Implementing a 3D model as an interface for the KNX system was discussed by their R&D
Department many times. Due to the size of their company the lacked the agility required to implement it on
their own.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
Facility Management toolkits are not provided today by any of the KNX technology partner’s solutions
available to the building industry. There is no known direct connection between KNX control panel and any
facility management software.

Pain 2

Description
- Many customers excited with 3D digitization lose their interest in the 3D model after a short period of time
without any other functionality. This results in only 5% of Matterport's online scanned properties have any
activity (being used and paid for). - Matterport's residential customers are single purpose customers. The
scanning service is used primarily only to showcase their property during the sales process.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
It is known that Matterport presently is being used by facility owners only as a digitalization toolkit, to capture
the current status of the property. There are no direct features built in any of FM software which are extending
Matterport functionalities yet.
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Pain 3

Description
Digital solutions for residential use are very immature and almost do not exist, since: - Several apps need to
be used to control different IoT devices from various hardware providers with all of them looking the same
and lacking a spacial interface depicting device locations in the home. - There is no software to manage
home assets within a property. Existing facility management systems (FM) using BIM 3D models are crafted
for industrial/commercial properties making them cost prohibitive for homeowners.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
Facility management software from the commercial sector and the ones available for Industry 4.0 may be
able to provide many SIM-ON features. Those toolkits are typically implemented in individual facilities.
Conversely, customization makes FM software bespoke which directly contributes to the excessive costs
making it a prohibitive solution for a small property owner. Typically, such software customisation packages
utilize BIM models with costs starting from 100K EUR. They take several months to implement. This is cost
prohibitive for the residential sector making mass digitization unaffordable.

Gain 1

Description
- The additional features of SIM-ON software gives Matterport customers extended life for 3D scanned
models of their properties. Average life of a 3D Matterport space can be extended from a few weeks to many
years. Matterport subscriptions are monthly recurring. - Through SIM-ON, Matterport gains access to the
home automation industry, an area not addressed in their operations.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
Yes
Justify
Facility management solutions which are using Matterport models are bringing Matterport additional benefits
and new revenue streams from the commercial buildings sector. Matterport scanning is currently the quickest
and most cost effective way to digitize any property space. Many facility managers are using Matterport
models to capture building current status. Since only 10% of Matterport customers are related to industry
and the commercial property sector, the benefits for Matterport are limited. Millions of Matterport customers
counted as the remaining 90% of the residential sector do not have access to any FM software.
Specify how you measure this gain relief (Use KPI. Example: 10% CO2 emission reduction, ...)
Action (increase, decrease,...)
inrease
Category
commercial property digitalization level
Value
20
Unit measure (%, km, liters)
%
Estimated time (in months) to achieve this performance ?
12

Gain 2

Description
- KNX will get access to a modern 3D interface which can be used for millions of the existing KNX customers
now able to upgrade old-fashioned software to customers' current expectations. - Upgrade of existing home
software will become a new business opportunity for each of the 95,000 installation companies that KNX has
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all over the world. - KNX is the unquestionable home automation global leader. SIM-ON opens up KNX
company access to the FM (Facility Management) sector, which they currently do not operate in today.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
There is no direct link between the KNX or any other significant home automation provider and the facility
management software vendors today.

Gain 3

Description
A single solution across multiple platforms and hardware devices which will provide: - remote device
management in 3D spatial context, - home asset management with event and maintenance scheduling, - real
time positioning system for the 3D home environment
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
Although some professional FM software packages provide those gains, they are not available for our main
target group which is focused on traditional family households. Because of the total cost and programming
skills required for customisation of the final output, these solutions are not targeted to consumers, only for
the high value commercial buildings.

Solution : Smarthome systems integrators

Pain 1

Description
- KNX has amassed an extensive customer base through years of operations being known as home
automation industry standard. Regardless, they lack innovative solutions expected by contemporary
customers. - Implementing a 3D model as an interface for the KNX system was discussed by their R&D
Department many times. Due to the size of their company the lacked the agility required to implement it on
their own.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
External system integrators can install only what the manufacturer they represent provides. They must be
certain to properly protect the customer’s facility in order to be secured from any liability if the control of the
system fails. In this case, unless KNX and other device manufacturers announce a new better software
solution, the system integrators have no ability to upgrade their business offer. They are completely
dependent on the hardware provider.

Pain 2

Description
- Many customers excited with 3D digitization lose their interest in the 3D model after a short period of time
without any other functionality. This results in only 5% of Matterport's online scanned properties have any
activity (being used and paid for). - Matterport's residential customers are single purpose customers. The
scanning service is used primarily only to showcase their property during the sales process.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
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Justify
Unfortunately, the huge global network of smart systems integrators who provide onsite installation services
do not have access to Matterport technology yet. There is no direct link between the 3D scanning sector and
the IoT devices.

Pain 3

Description
Digital solutions for residential use are very immature and almost do not exist, since: - Several apps need to
be used to control different IoT devices from various hardware providers with all of them looking the same
and lacking a spacial interface depicting device locations in the home. - There is no software to manage
home assets within a property. Existing facility management systems (FM) using BIM 3D models are crafted
for industrial/commercial properties making them cost prohibitive for homeowners.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
Smart home systems integrators are the companies competent enough to install a manufacturer's
smart-home hardware and configure all of the related electronics in the facility. They can provide service, but
they are lacking the skills to provide programming work to deliver SIM-ON features for individual customers.
With a significant customer budget, an individual customer can receive a dedicated system which may have
similarity with SIM-ON features, but still requires extended delivery time. This is not a standard offer. KNX
has built a network of over 95 000 installation partners for their own technology all over the world. Each of
them installs systems in numerous new smart buildings every year, while providing constant technology
support for many hundreds of customers. Each of these KNX partners will have enough competences to
perform SIM-ON software configuration and extend their business offer when our software is released.

Gain 1

Description
- The additional features of SIM-ON software gives Matterport customers extended life for 3D scanned
models of their properties. Average life of a 3D Matterport space can be extended from a few weeks to many
years. Matterport subscriptions are monthly recurring. - Through SIM-ON, Matterport gains access to the
home automation industry, an area not addressed in their operations.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
Smart home system integrators have not developed a business relationship with Matterport yet. Once the
SIM-ON product is released, most of them will become Matterport resellers and service providers growing
both Matterport and their own business.

Gain 2

Description
- KNX will get access to a modern 3D interface which can be used for millions of the existing KNX customers
now able to upgrade old-fashioned software to customers' current expectations. - Upgrade of existing home
software will become a new business opportunity for each of the 95,000 installation companies that KNX has
all over the world. - KNX is the unquestionable home automation global leader. SIM-ON opens up KNX
company access to the FM (Facility Management) sector, which they currently do not operate in today.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
Today, KNX does not enjoy technology gains from a wide network of system integrators. As soon as SIM-ON
is released, all of their system integrators will become first contact prospects bringing an upgrade possibility
to millions of KNX customers.
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Gain 3

Description
A single solution across multiple platforms and hardware devices which will provide: - remote device
management in 3D spatial context, - home asset management with event and maintenance scheduling, - real
time positioning system for the 3D home environment
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
A skilled automation engineer could achieve functionality similar to SIM-ON by partnering with a software
development studio to develop a custom user experience according to the client request. This usually takes a
lot of development time and is often cost prohibitive. Owners of exclusive private properties spend hundreds
of thousands of EUR just for the home automation system. It is quite possible that the custom software
development can meet all the expectations of the homeowner. However, bespoke projects are not available
for everyone due to the high cost. We do not think that existing solutions solve the problem.

What are the risks ?
Risk 1 (type : Commercial)
Description of the risk

There is a risk that someone on the market develops a similar solution prior to ours. In that
event, we may face higher barriers to entry impacting our business case considerably
during our first year. The risk is high, but we are constantly monitoring the market and
competition. Based on our relationships with strategic partners, there are no competitive
products in development that present our level of advancement or contain our vast
functionality and integration potential. If any of the producers decides to take such a step,
we have at least 18 months of development time advantage to gain an appropriate market
position over

Likelihood (importance : High)

We are monitoring the market closely. The main approach is still to build a proprietary,
holistic solution package and sell it to the customer. None of the market leaders seems
interested in opening the architecture or investing in software to allow customers an easier
integration with their direct competition. If any of the software companies would like to
imitate SIM-ON software success, they would need to get a strong technology backup from
the same partners that already have signed a cooperation agreement with SIMLAB. Without
such support from market leaders like Matterport or KNX, any other solution might achieve
a market success, but will not replace SIM-ON product.

Effect (importance : High)

Introducing a similar solution prior to ours would be a huge risk to the whole project.
SIM-ONs concept is to become a new de-facto standard and own a sizable segment of the
market. If a competitor precedes our offering to the market it will be detrimental to our
corporate growth, customer base, and revenues from SIM-ON early months of operation.
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Mitigation method(s) (importance : • Securing cooperation with suppliers of technology necessary to develop our software
High)
(Matterport, KNX, SAMSUNG) • Launch of Case Studies and their publicity in the FM
industry in order to create a recognizable brand • Commencement of patent activities
Link your risk to an innovation
activity
Link your risk to a market
deployment activity

Risk 2 (type : Technological)
Description of the risk

An inability to effectively integrate the equipment of different manufacturers into a single
platform. In this event we would lose the unique feature of the developed product and
inhibit introduction to the market. The same might happen once one of the hardware
manufacturers will resign from the close cooperation (KNX, FIBARO, SmartThings).

Likelihood (importance : Medium)

Risk is highly improbable. During early research we conducted tests with smart devices
from different off-the-shelf producers and faced no insurmountable roadblocks. We believe
that only a fraction of devices may be unable to integrate. Most of the producers try
themselves to become compatible with KNX, ZigBee or z-wave standard. SIMLAB has
verified technical possibilities to work with all those mentioned. There are several
producers that are forcing their own closed ecosystem, but usually they are being avoided
by the aware customers who are pushing interoperability more and more nowadays.
SIMLAB is planning to mitigate this risk by integrating interoperability standards like Matter
directly into the SIM-ON, so if any of the hardware producers will block API access (due to
business or technology reasons), integration with Matter will be an alternative way to
integrate with SIM-ON.

Effect (importance : High)

Lack of success in this field results in an inability to develop the proposed product.

Mitigation method(s) (importance : • Building a competent team • Building a network of strategic partners with software
High)
companies providing the support of their knowledge and expertise • Building up a new
partnership alliance with hardware manufacturers working with the same standards (e.g.
Schneider Electric owns 30% of KNX market delivering devices to KNX customers, while
Hager owns another 20%). SIMLAB is planning to mitigate this risk by integrating
interoperability standards like Matter directly into the SIM-ON, so if any of the hardware
producers will have a technology problem with API release or will block SIMLAB access to
this API, integration with Matter might be an effective way to be compatible with SIM-ON.
Link your risk to an innovation
activity
Link your risk to a market
deployment activity
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Risk 3 (type : Societal acceptance)
Description of the risk

A reluctance on the part of manufacturers of smart and IoT devices to integrate with
SIMLAB software functioning as an overlay on their products. Some of those
manufacturers have already invested significant resources in building their own application
to manage IoT devices they are selling, treating SIM-ON as a competitive software. In those
cases SIMLAB is planning to promote SIM-ON as a complementary solution where IoT is
just one of many functionalities controlled, along with asset information storage and 3D
positioning system providing a complete operating system for the home environment. We
are also mitigating that risk already through cooperation with the largest technology
partners (SAMSUNG, KNX) and creating a quality standard required of the end customer.
We also intend to integrate with partners who have HUB as an API gateway to other less
known brands of IoT producers instead individual producers.

Likelihood (importance : Medium)

Cooperation agreements we have already executed prove there is interest within significant
entities for SIM-ON solutions. We are in discussion with other global market leaders to
establish additional cooperation agreements. So far we have not experienced any refusals
from potential partners we have approached.

Effect (importance : High)

Lack of cooperation from significant producers/service providers will not compromise the
project as such, but may prove detrimental to the timeframe stated for return of
investment.

Mitigation method(s) (importance : • Cooperation with the largest technology partners (SAMSUNG, KNX) and creating a quality
High)
standard satisfactory to the end customer. • Integration with partners who have a HUB as
an API gateway to other less known brands of IoT sensors instead of individual producers.
Some of those HUB solutions are OpenSource which will allow SIM-ON to integrate a
hardware manufacturer even without a direct agreement or close cooperation. This means
that even if a hardware partner will cancel cooperation with SIMLAB, their products will still
work with SIM-ON through one of the HUB solutions available to the public community. •
Purposeful selection of early adopters within first months of implementation for building
positive, global footprint, effective case studies, and awareness of the product throughout
the market. • A marketing campaign presenting SIM-ON as a complementary solution
which will focus additionally on management of digital asset library and real-time 3D
positioning system.
Link your risk to an innovation
activity
Link your risk to a market
deployment activity

Risk 4 (type : Commercial)
Description of the risk

Unexpected delays in the project due to the global economic situation and experienced
programmers employment difficulties.
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Likelihood (importance : Medium)

The Applicant does not anticipate delays in the implementation of works, but the pandemic
and economic situation is causing problems in supplies and human resources in the IT
sector. Rapidly rising salary rates over the last 3 years have significantly increased the
cost of software development.

Effect (importance : High)

Problems with employing experienced staff in the required time will affect the extension of
the project implementation, delays in the implementation of milestones, the final quality of
the SIM-ON product, as well as the team's motivation related to individual overwork.

Mitigation method(s) (importance : • Properly selected management team, both Subject Matter Experts (SME) and
High)
administrative people. • Constant recruitment and cooperation with HR agencies. •
Periodic meetings of the management team. • Motivation programs for the team. • Ongoing
analysis of the market situation and achieved results.
Link your risk to an innovation
activity
Link your risk to a market
deployment activity

Risk 5 (type : Technological)
Description of the risk

Research problems not foreseen at the planning stage of programming works.

Likelihood (importance : High)

Ambitious programming projects are characterized by the uncertainty of precise and
long-term planning. It is difficult to predict what may happen during the implementation of
technologies that were not used in such an aspect before. In the event of any deviations,
the Applicant will analyze the situation and take appropriate corrective actions to achieve
the assumed effect. AI, 3D-modeling, spatial positioning, Big Data, IoT interoperability - all
of those technologies already exist, but SIM-ON will use them in a new innovative cross
platform connection which might cause software clutches in the early stage of the product
release.

Effect (importance : Low)

Technological problems which will definitely occur during a highly sophisticated software
development are expected, but thanks to the experience of the management team, all of
them should be manageable and should not affect key milestones. Software development
by its nature is flexible enough allowing companies to use several alternative methods to
achieve a goal and avoid a potential problem. The main focus of the management team will
be constant monitoring and situation analysis to choose the best possible solution which
will fit best SIM-ON requirements and secure established delivery deadlines.

Mitigation method(s) (importance : • Properly selected management team, both Subject Matter Experts (SME) and
High)
administrative people. • Personal skills development program and competences training. •
Constant recruitment and cooperation with HR agencies. • Periodic meetings of the
management team. • Ongoing analysis of the relevant technology progress and achieved
results.
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Link your risk to an innovation
activity
Link your risk to a market
deployment activity

Risk 6 (type : Other)
Description of the risk

The development of the COVID-19 pandemic causing delays in deliveries, mobility, and
medical dismissal of staff

Likelihood (importance : High)

The progressive international vaccination program largely reduces the further spread of the
virus and dangerous mutations, but the further consequences of the pandemic are
unknown

Effect (importance : High)

Threat of Completely stopping the project. Preventing the implementation of the project
due to the development of the pandemic causing delays in delivery, mobility, staff leave.

Mitigation method(s) (importance : Admission to remote work, teleconferences, video meetings; subcontracting agreements
High)
with penalties for late delivery.
Link your risk to an innovation
activity
Link your risk to a market
deployment activity

Risk analysis

Technology available, no market. (Technology risk)

What is the Innovation ?
What is your unique selling point?
Our main unique selling point of SIM-ON is empowering customers and users to manage data from various IoT devices and
platforms in real-time, spatial context within one software platform. Key unique features are: - Single solution across multiform
platforms, brands, and types of IoT smart devices - Remote management in the 3D spatial context for better understanding of
sensor data and home equipment - Real time positioning system in the 3D home environment - Home asset management Permission based communication toolkit - Revolutionary low price for individual users (considering software capabilities)
-Multi-user role based access control allowing subsets of information to viewed or managed by each role -Multiple homes are able
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to be managed in a single account
What is your unique Positioning/Place on the market?
Thanks to the fact that SIM-ON will support integration of most of the existing smart hardware/software solutions on the market
SIMLAB will take a unique position in the existing market. Our product will empower both customers and suppliers. Customers
will be able to use more freedom in developing and equipping their properties with smart devices. Suppliers will be able to integrate
with SIM-ON and reach a larger group of potential customers and users. That means that SIMLAB, instead of just being another
actor within the smart/IoT device market and home automation, will become an important part of the value chain of most of its
actors. Please refer to additional slides pack - Fig 1
What is your innovation?
SIM-ON will be the first to convert market hardware competitors into software COLLABORATORS through an easy and intuitive web
platform allowing for wide interoperability. SIM-ON will be an online 3D model visualisation platform working as the “information
container” for ALL DATA related to any physical space through all the life cycle of the building. This will allow each family to create
their own “home owners manual” to increase their personal comfort, cost savings and simplify management of their property.
SIM-ON will use a cost effective 3D scanning method available through mobile devices (smartphones), to create a secure interface
to control and store information about their personal living space, its equipment, appliances and other property related items.
Within the application, real-time 3D location tracking will be used to monitor healthcare, eldercare, and childcare activities in the
home. SIM-ON will provide a scheduling tool for maintenance items in the home.
Is it an Idea or a Technology based Innovation?
Technology
What is the level of your innovation ?
Obviously innovative and easily appreciated advantages to customer
What is the type of your innovation ?
Significant improvement of something existing
Justification of your level of innovation
The main concept of our SIM-ON product was developed through consultation with many industry leaders. Matterport and KNX
both signed Letters of Intent confirming their commitment to introducing SIM-ON to their millions of customers. Matterport is the
world's largest scanning technology company based in the Silicon Valley region of California in the USA. KNX is the world’s largest
home automation provider. SIM-ON will bring unquestionable added value to both partners' current products which are dedicated
to property owners. After review of the SIM-ON prototype, they both confirmed that this solution is in high demand and will be
readily appreciated as providing additional advantages to each property owner already having a home automation system.
Justification of your type of innovation
As mentioned before there are already hundreds of applications provided by IoT hardware providers to the residential and building
industry. Unfortunately all of the application interfaces look completely the same, having a similar “2D - folder type structure”
interface. The apps are used mostly for simple actions like turning ON / OFF of particular devices in the property. SIMLAB wants
to change how people perform digitalization and utilize smart home concepts by delivering a single source solution to the property
owner. This solution will help them with daily property related activities by replacing multiple software and services solutions for
Facility Management. 3D scanning has also become familiar to most property owners in recent years. Using this technology as a
“data container” for a standard family household will be a significant improvement for people to use digitalization and technology
on a daily basis.
Bottlenecks to be removed

•

Compatibility with current methods of rapid 3D capture through mobile devices (importance : Low)
The concept of SIM-ON is completely dependent on a 3D online model of an individual customer space. Today, only
Matterport provides the best possible experience although their mobile app is only available for the iPhone devices.
Delaying the Android scanning solutions to be released might affect SIM-ON target group, although according to the
SIMLAB market knowledge, those solutions are to be released in the next few months supported by companies like
Samsung and even Microsoft. Additionally there is the possibility to hire a professional scanning company to create a
very professional 3D facility model (this service across the EU costs on average 200 EUR). In the light of the
professional price of several current home automation providers exceeding over 50K EUR, and the price of the
SIM-ON subscription fee, the external scanning service fee will not become a barrier for commercial success of the
SIM-On platform.

•

Exact 3D position of each asset, device and IoT sensor reflecting real life locations (importance : Low)
Although SIM-ON will be very intuitive in use and natural for all homeowners, the process of receiving a 3D model
might be intimidating for some of the users with limited technology knowledge. This will require an information
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campaign before launching the product with good training materials and an established network of partners to provide
expected scanning service.

•

Integration with e-commerce to place 3D products in the user space before purchase (importance : Low)
The number of 3D models available through the online e-commerce stores is still very limited, although growing very
fast (Amazon is the unquestionable leader). The moment when it will be possible to find a product from any category
to be placed in the 3D property model at SIM-ON is still a few years ahead, but SIMLAB is planning to be an early
adopter of this tech to provide such a functionality. Before this moment will happen, SIM-ON will be compatible with
e-commerce shopping platforms by downloading all of the information and data of product assets needed for
maintenance of the user products.

•

AI and machine learning integration for automatic object identification (importance : Low)
Some of the customers could consider automatic object recognition a threat to their privacy. An effective education
campaign and a protective SIM-ON license agreement must be implemented prior to the software release date.

•

Open API of SIM-On product allows other hardware producers to be compatible with their competition (importance :
Low)
Publishing a software SDK brings a lot of responsibilities to software producers. During utilization of the software by
external technology partners or service providers, any software update makes it necessary to immediately update the
SDK. Even the smallest change might cause dependent partners to immediately experience fatal working errors.
These errors may be related to features which are deprecated, modified, improved, or added. The only way to mitigate
these errors is to constantly monitor all of the software changes. Monitoring such updates multiplies customer
service and maintenance team costs and efforts.

•

Ability to manage home automation ecosystem with devices provided by different vendors (importance : Low)
Some of the IOT hardware providers do not grant access to their communication protocols to protect their own
exclusivity. Their business model includes revenue from monthly paid subscription plans allowing for few additional
software features. Solving this issue will be possible once SIM-ON builds an impressive community of users. This will
be significant to mentioned hardware providers. This will allow SIMLAB to develop business license solutions to
provide the best customer experience.It is also worth mentioning that today, just a few of the well known smart
hardware providers may be considered a bottleneck, like Aerlo and Ring. Many of the producers already provide free
SDK access to all developers (Samsung, Google, Alexa or KNX).

•

Digital container for property assets and information (manual, warranty, contact info, receipt) (importance : Low)
There are very few bottlenecks identified for this feature. The main risk for the asset management module may be
how the potential SIM-ON users will perceive the platform. Many of the potential users who are not technology aware
might consider SIM-ON as a smarthome software integrator not even knowing about the asset management features
it offers.SIM-ON has potential as a data container by homeowners who do not have a single IoT device on the
property. Marketing campaigns focused on asset and facility management benefits need to be well prepared to avoid
such a situation.

•

Scheduling and events timeline for maintenance and operations (importance : Low)
The main risk for the facility management module and events scheduling feature might be how the potential SIM-ON
users will perceive the platform. Most of the future users who are not technology aware might only consider SIM-ON
as a software to operate a typical smart home. They may not consider SIM-ON to track all the events and history
documentation through a facility calendar.

•

Position tracking of live objects (animals, humans) in closed space including life-sensor signals (importance : High)
There are technical issues that must be solved during the process. Most critical is the balance between signal
emission and efficiency that impacts the demanded marker power consumption. Position tracking with assumed
accuracy and time interval of multiple objects will be demanding for the central system and influence the system
scalability.

•

Low energy signalisation of position status change for objects utilizing passive sensors (no-power) (importance :
Low)
The most important problem for passive markers is an excitation method. There has to be an physical
(electromagnetic) field that will provide energy to power the marker. If there is no change or in case of energy
blackout, item position change will not be detected.

•

Real time position tracking of house equipment in 3D space (importance : Medium)
Markers will be designed, programmed, and defined for each equipment case. This will influence the production cost,
marker size, and increase the skills required for installation. Universal markers will be difficult to optimize. There will
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probably need to have hardware solutions developed for multiple marker types and designs.Position tracking with the
required accuracy and a time interval of multiple objects will be demanding for the central system and influence the
system scalability.
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Development

What are your development stages ?
Past achievements
What TRL have you achieved?
6/9
Technological developments so far

Comment your past technology achievements
As a preparation for a national grant, multidisciplinary analysis was done including current, state-of-art investigation and IP
analysis. Research was focused on 3D environments and user interface demonstrations developed in simulated and actual
environments. This model was then integrated into an energy management system cooperating with an advanced interface
supported by an advisory system using a data acquisition. A virtual 3D building model was used for an intelligent data acquisition
system to link the equipment location with energy consumption. It will be used to influence the user and achieve the project goals
which are 5-20% energy consumption reduction depending on user approach. In cooperation with KNX and Matterport the main
framework and features of the future smart home software was created. In addition, with Matterport we have developed a rapid
digitalization method dedicated for that purpose. All of the above achievements defined the baseline for SIM-ON development.
Indicate your current BRL (Business Readiness Level)
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4/9
Marketing developments so far

Comment your past marketing achievements
In order to ensure continuity of adequate finances In the initial phase of the development of SIM-ON, two projects were acquired
based on the experience and knowledge of the Matterport scans mechanics: the SwedenHouse portal and inTown, focusing on the
sale of prefabricated houses on the Japanese market. The task of SIMLAB was to create full portals with a Matterport
walk-through in which there were custom tags and a chat bot located in the 3D space allowing interaction with the user. At a later
stage, the funding that we managed to obtain resulted in the creating four test installations in the field of energy consumption
monitoring allowing for tests in normal use conditions. The final projects were the prototype of the SIM-ON system installed in the
Misawa show house. This included a local application storing tasks in the first version, controlling several devices via IR drivers,
and a test application in the EMT systems training center now implemented.

Current stages
What is the current state-of-the-art ?
Feature
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Real time position tracking of house equipment in 3D space

Current state-of-the-art

Existing Technology/knowledge
Existing solutions used in internal, closed environment systems are mainly based on XY coordinate
derivation utilizing various triangulation methods. Markers may be based on active (energy
consuming) RFID solutions or passive methods.

Progress beyond the
state-of-the-art

Technology/knowledge to be developed
For real time position tracking of household equipment, a system needs to be developed to meet
specific requirements in terms of resolution, accuracy and time interval of identification, range of
operation, multi-identification (within a given time interval) while concurrently meeting the
requirements of energy consumption, and weight and dimensions of marker.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
The added value will be an open, flexible and adaptive system that could be defined by advanced
users or installers, that is energy efficient and requires limited maintenance. The system architecture
will be compatible for all types of objects.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO)
?
We have full freedom-to-operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that may block development
of the product.

Feature
Low energy signalisation of position status change for objects utilizing passive sensors (no-power)

Current state-of-the-art

Existing Technology/knowledge
Location information for selected static objects usually is based on static solutions. The simplest
approach is marking them on static paper or pdf building plans. This gives no information about the
object status, the actual presence in a certain location, or usage occurrence.

Progress beyond the
state-of-the-art

Technology/knowledge to be developed
Passive markers will be needed in order to achieve the feature. In case of the selected equipment an
alternative method of position indication might be used. For passive markers, an excitation method
(for electronic RFID hardware) has to be developed.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
The main achievement will be demanding system spatial resolution and items position derivation
based on limited information provided by the hardware system. System has to allow the “safe” or
“permitted” area for each object/item location.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO)
?
We have full freedom-to-operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that may block development
of the product.

Feature
Position tracking of live objects (animals, humans) in closed space including life-sensor signals
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Current state-of-the-art

Existing Technology/knowledge
Existing solutions used in internal, closed environment systems are mainly based on XY coordinate
derivation based on various triangulation methods. Markers can be based on active (energy
consuming) RFID solutions or passive methods. Main disadvantage is lack of height information (fall
indicators and other signals are needed for elderly people care). Furthermore, the most popular
solutions do not provide defined for our project accuracy - below 2m. Dynamic tracking of people
with 1-2m resolution can be used for sufficiently accurate surveillance without privacy violation
compared to TV surveillance systems.

Progress beyond the
state-of-the-art

Technology/knowledge to be developed
Development of algorithms for a set configuration of devices using their software that will enable the
achievement of the assumed milestones, i.e. resolution, accuracy and time interval of identification,
range of operation, multi-identification (in a given time interval) and meeting the requirements of
energy consumption and weight and dimensions of the element. This will certainly require
non-standard system and software solutions based on the application notes of device
manufacturers.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
Within the framework of the notified project, the applicant plans to provide the possibility to fix a
position for at least 50 static and 10 movable objects for every 100 square meters of area.
Currently, location accuracy is 3m (according to Mark Roberti - RFID Journal). We intend to improve
the accuracy of the system to reach 2m. The marker should constantly communicate with the router
on the local network, ensuring an uninterrupted battery life of up to 6 months for the prototype of the
device. The project also assumes measurement in the Z axis which is a very rare solution and is
based on software calculation (in higher-order software). We intend to utilize direct measurement.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO)
?
We have full freedom-to-operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that may block development
of the product.

Feature
Scheduling and events timeline for maintenance and operations

Current state-of-the-art

Existing Technology/knowledge
There are many professional software packages which allow tracking facility maintenance events.
Most of them are dedicated to commercial facilities as a part of a much bigger, more complex
Facility Management software system. Few applications are available for the residential sector.
Many systems are only utilized by enterprise property owners and managers to control tenant
payment deadlines or scheduled maintenance of major asset groups like elevator shafts, HVAC
systems, and fire safety systems. When an individual property owner wants to record the next
month's garbage collection dates, or wants to remember when the maintenance visit for the air
conditioner unit was set with the service provider, he usually is using a physical calendar or writing
notes in spreadsheets, since there is not a software toolkit commonly known and used for this
purpose.

Progress beyond the
state-of-the-art

Technology/knowledge to be developed
Implementation of custom user roles and privileges will need to be developed. This will allow events
to be selectively shared between users who have access to the same property. It is also required
that the event reminders can be sent to the proper mailbox via automatic PUSH notification.
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According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
A very small number of property owners are using digitalization for the facility maintenance and daily
operation. Providing a simple and intuitive event management toolkit inside SIM-ON software will
give all property owners the capability to retain a complete service history log as well as create
future events. This has the potential to become a great / priceless facility documentation similar to a
car service history report. This adds further value to a prospective buyer in the sales process of the
property. SIM-ON through will be a future communication platform for all the service teams, where
sharing a maintenance event through a google calendar might contain a direct link to a 3D online
property model, where all working conditions and access to the location can be verified before
visiting the property.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO)
?
We have full freedom-to-operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that may block development
of the product.

Feature
Digital container for property assets and information (manual, warranty, contact info, receipt)

Current state-of-the-art

Existing Technology/knowledge
There are many well known and popular BMS (Building Management System) solutions available on
the market. Currently most of them, like Ecodomus, IBM Tririga, ORACLE Primavera, AppFolio
Property Manager, and others, are costly and dedicated to commercial facilities. Each requires time
consuming customisation efforts and programming skills to install, implement, and maintain. There
are non commercial solutions available for property owner use that are applying 3D technology for
asset management. Most are off the shelf and can not be set up in a few hours at a reasonable cost.
Many homeowners digitize their assets and house equipment using a spreadsheet application and
digital folders on personal computers.

Progress beyond the
state-of-the-art

Technology/knowledge to be developed
SIM-ON will need to provide an intuitive classification system of interior elements. In the free
SIM-On license, it is planned to store data from a maximum of 20 selected objects. In the paid
version, the user will be able to store information related to over 100 property elements on SIMLAB
servers. Classification systems of this data and streaming technology both need to be developed to
optimise storage and internet traffic for SIM-ON cloud services. This will enable space optimization
and minimize storage costs. Web3D spatial positioning and information visualisation methods will
need to be created to provide access to a 3D model within all popular web browsers available on the
market. A user role system will be developed allowing users who have access to the same property
to have assigned privileges to the sensitive information about the particular assets in the property.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
Each home owner or property manager will get access to a very cost effective digital toolkit. This
allows storage of all important data related to a property and each individual equipment.
Additionally, SIM-On will display the equipment or asset location in a photorealistic 3D digitized
model online, without a need of any software installation. Free photogrammetry scanning methods
through most popular smartphone devices will give access for millions of potential customers to a
complete digital twin of their individual property. This will speed up digitization of the building
industry sector, which, according to Boston Analytics reports, is still the least computerized industry
in the global economy.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO)
?
Full freedom to operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that might block development of the
product.

Feature
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Ability to manage home automation ecosystem with devices provided by different vendors

Current state-of-the-art

Existing Technology/knowledge
The assumptions of the project and the basic functionality of the product were confirmed in a test
carried out with the help of FIBARO. FIBARO is a Polish manufacturer of devices and home
automation systems. The possibility of connecting through the API of this hardware producer was
verified, meeting the network security procedures. Integration with the API of Matterport, the
company that provides a platform for 3D scanning was tested including the possibility of 3D product
placement for very complex web 3D scenarios. Tests and industrial research conducted as part of
the project "An effective energy management system in intelligent buildings with IoT solutions,
based on the Digital Twin model" with the number POIR.04.01.01-00-0028 / 19, allowed us to draw
conclusions. These are the basis for the preparation and implementation of a prototype of a product
based on the integration of IoT devices from independent manufacturers and other product
functionalities listed above.

Progress beyond the
state-of-the-art

Technology/knowledge to be developed
Because of the lack of a single standard for IoT data exchange protocols, it is impossible to control
devices from different manufacturers within one ecosystem. The proposed solution will solve this
problem by creating a superior layer over all other IoT systems where all the groups of
manufacturers or other organizations can connect through the SIM-ON API. There are currently
solutions that try to integrate z-wave (or wifi) devices within one network, however, as is the case
with SAMSUNG Smartthings HUB, the solution is not fully satisfactory because most of these
solutions are hardware like the SmartThings HUB, not software platforms. Moreover, large
companies which are the market leaders, limit the possibility of choosing system components and
devices to their own solutions, which is unfavorable for the end user and blocks mass availability of
the IoT devices. To allow market interoperability a SIM-ON API needs to be developed and shared
with most of the IoT hardware providers.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
SIM-ON can manage the entire smart home ecosystem. According to Eurostat statistics, one in five
homes in Europe are already smart. On average 4 applications are used to support IoT devices. The
applicant intends to provide a single application to control the entire home instead of needing 4.
Additionally a property owner will be able to extend his home automation installation using devices
from additional hardware providers that he may not be able to use at his facility today. That may
bring additional economic benefits to the property owner having in mind that wired KNX components
can cost over 1K EUR. Economical wireless IOT sensors can be purchased for less than 20 EUR from
many manufacturers. Expensive, but very reliable wired systems (from companies like KNX), will
also benefit from SIM-ON integration. Property owners will have options outside of the current
proprietary system not allowing options beyond the original provider to rebuild or expand the system
in the future.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO)
?
We have full freedom-to-operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that may block development
of the product.

Feature
Open API of SIM-On product allows other hardware producers to be compatible with their competition

Current state-of-the-art

Existing Technology/knowledge
There are several available software platforms which are using IFTTT (If This Then That)
methodology, but all of them are programming environments which are dedicated for electronic
engineers and software experts, not for the property owners. For a typical homeowner without
programming knowledge, it is nearly impossible to use openHUB, SmartThings HUB, Home
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Assistant, OpenMotics, FHEM or any other platform to build individual solutions. In the same way,
an IOT hardware manufacturer has a very difficult decision to make to determine which platform he
needs to support for his solution, knowing it is not an environment that the homeowner will be able
to use.

Progress beyond the
state-of-the-art

Technology/knowledge to be developed
Authoring of the IFTTT programming language needs to be well designed and implemented for the
SIM-ON solution. Classification for all of the objects and events needs to be structured and
completed.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
Any IOT hardware or residential service provider will have an option to integrate with the SIM-ON
control panel for all aspects of management and daily property operation. Additionally, IOT
hardware providers, home automation installers, and other residential related services or software
developers (cleaning, laundry, renovation, social media, entertainment and others), will be able to
integrate with the SIM-ON platform.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO)
?
We have full freedom-to-operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that may block development
of the product.

Feature
AI and machine learning integration for automatic object identification

Current state-of-the-art

Existing Technology/knowledge
There are numerous AI object recognition software packages that may be used by programmers for
automatic facility asset detection. All of them are using images while some of them can recognize
objects from a video (which is technically a series of images). The 3D model used by SIM-ON
contains a number of high resolution images for texturing, making detection an easy integration
process. Currently, AI is an uncommon toolkit. Most solutions using AI are designed for use by
developers only. AI technology is growing and is currently considered R&D.

Progress beyond the
state-of-the-art

Technology/knowledge to be developed
Although AI can be an off-the-shelf solution, a proper dataset of objects needs to be well defined for
building environments. This task is relatively simple though time consuming. Even though SIM-ON
will grow with additional functionality, new AI features will be developed to cover more advanced
user support offered by SIM-ON. This will leverage Deep Learning to learn from numerous facilities
stored on SIMLAB servers.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
People usually do not consider a facility management system as a requirement. Most maintenance
is reactionary when the situation occurs requiring an immediate and unplanned fix or service of the
broken equipment in the building. Automatic object detection will be the first AI algorithm, which will
identify and suggest devices for scheduled events to be tagged by the user. This will include which
of them may benefit from additional information to be stored to protect from unexpected
interruptions to services in the case of failure. Implementation of AI will bring to SIM-ON users new
software features which will make facility management much less time consuming and more cost
effective.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO)
?
Full freedom to operate. There are numerous AI and Machine Learning open API packages that may
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be used for commercial purpose, totally free of charge.

Feature
Integration with e-commerce to place 3D products in the user space before purchase

Current state-of-the-art

Existing Technology/knowledge
In 2020 the e-commerce sector was valued at $10.36 trillion USD. The revenue forecast for 2027 is
$27.15 trillion USD with a growth rate CAGR of 14.7% from 2020 to 2027. Industry leaders like
Shopify and Magento are the unquestionable leaders in providing shopping services platforms for a
global network of producers, but 99% of their services are based on product pictures and old school
catalogs. Technology providers like Threekit and Vectary are able to provide 3D assets for
e-commerce platforms, so their business is doubling each year and first 3D products can already be
downloaded through the online stores. SIMLAB has already started internal talks with Shopify in San
Francisco to introduce the SIM-ON concept and get access to a required SDK for future integration
to provide a single source experience for a future household. Amazon already is testing technology
offering several 3D models of the selected products.

Progress beyond the
state-of-the-art

Technology/knowledge to be developed
3D optimization standards for Web3D must be established as well as product placement
methodology for download and storage of 3D asset files. Connection to the most common
e-commerce platforms needs to be integrated and aligned with their searching system through SDK.
The complexity and reliability of this task is important specifically so that the SIM-ON solution will
be a web solution primarily. Consequently much of SIMLAB's efforts will be dedicated to the speed
of data loading and transfer for the solution to be used by customers via current internet browsers.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
Web3D is the future for the e-commerce sector. In a few years, thanks to Web3D being available for
all internet browsers, 3D scanning capabilities of each modern smarthome and an e-commerce
platform offering online shopping experience with 3D models to be placed in customer houses,
SIM-ON will be become a secure place where people can operate the house on a daily basis, but also
purchase new products, without moving from the house. Cost and time saving ecommerce are well
known benefits and will be the best shopping experience and one of most important values added
for a household using SIM-ON. Number of returns, product waste and possible refunds will be
reduced by trying each of the products in simulated space before actually buying it. Exchanging
product pictures with interactive and configurable 3D product models for all of the online shopping
portals is going to be a must. This is the next known technology change which is already coming.
SIM-ON will be ready for it.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO)
?
We have full freedom-to-operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that may block development
of the product.

Feature
Exact 3D position of each asset, device and IoT sensor reflecting real life locations

Current state-of-the-art

Existing Technology/knowledge
There is currently no system available for the consumer market which will allow the homeowner or
tenant to create a 3D map of assets and devices in the property they own or are using. Complex and
costly BIM software with similar functionality is dedicated mostly for powerful computers of
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engineers during the construction process only. Advanced FM (Facility Management) solutions
using a 3D model are expensive and available only for large facilities. To maintain a list of home
equipment, people are usually using a typical spreadsheet. The home automation producers and
smart system integrators are delivering a software which is presented in a visually flat perspective
where devices are grouped into folders.

Progress beyond the
state-of-the-art

Technology/knowledge to be developed
Classification systems for all the IoT devices, sensors and asset management will need to be
developed. Filtering and 3D positioning options are also required in order for the walkthrough
experience to be natural and intuitive for all users, regardless of their technology experience.
Navigation throughout 3D space models needs to be developed and available for all of the popular
internet browsers as well as mobile platforms and their input method (phones, PC, IoS devices,
touch screens, keyboard, mouse, smart glasses and smart watches).
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
Thanks to a visual representation of the position of each IoT device and its status, precise location
of any house equipment asset, SIM-ON experience will be more intuitive and natural in use than any
other home dedicated software known so far. Added value of the 3D interface was already
confirmed by all of the home automation systems who hope to implement this functionality to their
software as soon as SIM-ON will be ready for that to occur. So far the most important parameter for
all the smart home integrators was the number of clicks needed to make an action of the exact
smart devices in the property. Numerous and unnecessary clicks make the software boring and
complicated for the experience crafted for a particular user. Introducing SIM-ON to the market,
facility software will become more visual and will definitely change how people are currently using
smart systems. A 3D facility model will become a requirement for a more convenient lifestyle and
digitalization experience.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO)
?
We have full freedom-to-operate. There are no existing patents or IPRs that may block development
of the product.

Feature
Compatibility with current methods of rapid 3D capture through mobile devices

Current state-of-the-art

Existing Technology/knowledge
3D scanning has been known for many years in the commercial digitalization sector. It is possible to
scan not only a small apartment, but also a complete industrial or airport complex using LIDAR
technology which provides outstanding quality within 1 mm resolution per pixel. Unfortunately the
cost for such a service is very high and time to process the data takes weeks. The possibility to
create a 3D model of an object or a space using a depth sensor camera combined with a
photogrammetry software package is a big technological change. The output of such a combination
gives a 3D model which is lower resolution in geometry, but very good in visual quality. This is
accomplished by using photographs as textures like Google Earth which is the best example of this
technology. SIM-ON’s 3D interface has the potential to be a great link between the $10.36 Trillion
USD e-commerce market (in 2020) and a 3D space model of the consumer scanned facility where 3D
products can be placed.

Progress beyond the
state-of-the-art

Technology/knowledge to be developed
Optimisation algorithms to provide desired speed of model loading and reliability of the service
needs to be developed and implemented. This will be a challenge to provide the same speed for
different scales of the facility model sizes. Additionally direct connection to partners technology
through SDK needs to be established to provide a flawless customer experience. It is planned to
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connect to Matterport’s platform through their partner SDK program, and also other producers who
provide 3D scanning services through mobile devices.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your added value ?
There are very few solutions in the market which give access to scanning technology through
personal mobile devices like smart glasses, phones or tablets. The most advanced Matterport 3D
scanning application is only available for the iPhone, and remains in a test period with Android
devices. Samsung scanning app is at the same time not yet fully completed so users do not even
know that it is available through their phones. Even if this technology would be operable today and
fully accessible, the final output remains problematic. This is exactly Matterport 's largest challenge
of their platform. Once the 3D model of the space is created, there is not much that the owner can do
with it. SIM-ON will be value added by converting the beautiful 3D models to working and fully
interactive toolkits used on a daily basis for standard home routines and management. Those 3D
models will get a new life and will be more useful for the owner allowing for complex interaction.
According to your Technology/knowledge to be developed, what is your freedom-to-operate (FTO)
?
The applicant has the intellectual property rights that are necessary for the implementation of the
project and the implementation of its results. It did not use the rights of third parties at the stage of
building the project concept, nor at the stage of its implementation. The Patent Attorney Magdalena
Filipek was hired to conduct a patent clearance examination. The examination was conducted for a
day of 15.04.2021 using the following databases: - with regard to Polish patent documents: on-line
databases of the Polish Patent Office (Search Engine of Protected Objects, Register Plus) -in terms
of foreign patent documents: ESPACENET database, ORBIT - an international commercial patent
database. After carrying out the state-of-the-art research, no solutions, technologies or R&D work
results were identified that were protected and whose existence would make it impossible or
unreasonable to carry out the planned implementation of the project results.

What are the steps needed to bring your innovation to market (or close to it)? Detail the status and comment for each step.

•

Technology transfer
Not planned

o

•

Feasibility study
Done

o

•

Comments
Technology transfer as such is not planned. Software will become SIMLAB's IPR but, thanks to open architecture,
potential users and IoT manufacturers will be able to use it freely to adapt their devices to cooperate with
SIM-ON.

Comments
The feasibility study was a part of the preparation process performed before application for previous activities
and projects. The study was revised and updated to align with the scope of the SIM-ON project. The most
important aspects that were taken into account were: - analysis and comparison of currently available and
prospective IoT components and home automation systems, - 3D models acquisition, processing, and storage
methods, - user interface characteristics and communication methods, - availability and complexity of
positioning system solutions for indoor use. The next step was a market analysis and problem identification.
Based on previous steps, the pilot solution proposed was formulated and tested using a mock-up software
solution. All demanded technologies and solutions were analysed in order to identify the third-party intellectual
property rights. The analysis showed no threats for the final solution (mainly based on unique software
integration of available components).

Prototyping
Done

o

Comments
The most important aspect of a proposed solution was tested during realization of a national grant project “An
efficient energy management system in intelligent buildings with IoT solutions, based on the Digital Twin model”
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(project number POIR.04.01.01-00-0028/19) That project is an innovative, scalable, and open energy management
system cooperating with an advanced interface supported by an advisory system using a data acquisition system
and virtual building model. The technology demonstrator, tested in a controlled environment, was able to control IoT
components, based on predefined algorithms and to communicate with the user via 3D interface. Location
technology was tested by an external R&D Institute independently from SIMLAB activities. The main purpose of the
project is integration of mentioned above technologies and software solution formulation for project goal
achievement

•

Demonstration or Testing activities
Done

o

•

Pilot
Done

o

•

Comments
We are planning to engage one subcontractor for the project. EMAG Research Institute is a part of the
Łukasiewicz network that joins the most important research institutes in Poland. EMAG combines knowledge in
fields of technical, electrical, and software solutions in industrial practice and research. EMAG experience
comprises projects in a field of natural and industrial process monitoring, decision making, big data analysis,
metrology, and electric control in industrial applications. EMAG will author, develop, and deliver a cost effective
hardware solution for 3D positioning with a standalone hardware solution as part of the SIM-ON object location
and tracking system according to SIMLAB specifications. This system will be distinguished from market
available solutions in terms of accuracy, marker height, and low-level system integration with SIM-ON. This will
be the initial hardware solution for SIM-On users to purchase directly from EMAG, or eventually other hardware
providers.

Market study
Done

o

•

Comments
Using the general assumption of our SIM-On concept, a pilot project with one of Japan’s top 5 largest volume
home builders was implemented in June 2021. Misawa Homes Company, Ltd., has constructed a real
open-house (demo facility) in Tokyo named “House of 2030” where a prototype of SIM-On was specially prepared
and programmed in one of the floors of a single family property. The main feedback from the visitors to this
house is very enthusiastic and positive. Consequently, Misawa, who is building nearly 10,000 homes per year in
Japan, has confirmed their interest in using SIM-On solutions upon completion of our product development.

Engagement by industrial research team of one of their company’s business units in project activities
Planned in project

o

•

Comments
The main achievement of the national grant project was an innovative, scalable and open energy management
system cooperating with an advanced interface supported by an advisory system using a data acquisition
system and virtual building model. The result of the project is technology demonstrated at TRL 6. A virtual 3D
building model is being used for an intelligent data acquisition system that allows it to link the
appliance/equipment location with energy consumption. It will be used to influence the user and achieve the
project goals which are 5% energy consumption reduction for comfort-oriented users and 20% for energy-saving
oriented users respectively. In cooperation with KNX and Matterport, the main framework and features of the
future smart home software was created. In addition, with Matterport we have developed a rapid digitalization
methodology dedicated for that purpose. All of the above experiences and achievements defined the baseline
for SIM-On development.

Comments
A complete market study of current existing software used both for the home automation and IOT sector, as well
as the residential services industry, was done and completed by SIMLAB. The results of market study were
validated during our business negotiations both with digitalization and IOT sector global leaders including
Matterport, KNX, FIBARO, and Samsung Research Lab. It was commonly agreed that there is no similar solution
to the one proposed by SIM-On, as well as there is no direct interest from any of those companies to build a
software similar to the one proposed by SIMLAB. At the same moment all of the named partners agreed that
SIM-On will add tremendous value to the products and services that each of these technology partners provides,
so a business relationship to promote our SIM-On solution to the market was established.

Business plan
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Done

o

•

Launch a start-up or spin-of
Not planned

o
•

Comments
Simlab will cover it's own contribution from internal revenue streams and own capital

Capital investment (VC, Angel, other)
Not planned

o

•

Comments
SIMLAB will be sole owner of SIM-ON, no spin-off company is needed to commercialize developed innovation.

Investment from public authority (national, regional)
Not planned

o
•

Comments
SIM-ON will be available to customers as: Basic/free license subscription - monthly revenue generation is
planned on advertisements displayed in the application. Premium license - the customer will pay a EUR 9
monthly license subscription. This amount is similar to familiar subscriptions such as Netflix, telephone,
internet, etc. SIMLAB's partners that have executed letters of intent have over 100,000,000 customers that
SIM-ON will be presented to . Our assumptions are based on acquisition of approximately 2,000,000 customers
on Basic and 110,000 customers on Premium license subscriptions. This will occur 5 years from the closing of
the grant project. SIMLAB will launch promotional campaigns for the product. Marketing materials in the form
of videos, training tutorials, interviews with users, and presentations of demonstration installations will be
prepared utilizing demonstration houses in which the test systems and solutions of our product have been
installed.

Comments
During the development stage (up to TRL 8) no external capital investment streams are expected or necessary.
An investment round A is planned for Q1 2024 leveraging Silicon Valley based investors in order to secure
additional funds for scale-up and globalization of SIM-ON.

Other
Desirable

o

Comments
Among other actions needed to bring our innovation to market are: 1. Securing SIM-ON trademark rights
worldwide. SIM-ON will be available equally in all countries, regions and continents of the world. We need to
ensure our trademark is properly secured and that there is no infringement on other trademarks. Initially, we will
make application for registration as atrademark of the European Union (EU) to EUIPO, the European Union
Intellectual Property Office.Approval from EUIPO will grant us trademark rights within EU creating the ability for
us to apply for an international registration through the WorldIntellectualProperty Organization. 2. Signing
distribution agreements with our key partners and resellers in order to secure, formalize and scale our sales
streams.

What are your future developments ?
EIC Mandatory Milestones
Milestone
SIM-ON demonstator containing core subsystems integrated and tested in operational conditions

•

Achievement
TRL 7

•

Expected month
18

•

This milestone is my 'key milestone'
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True

•

Description
At the end of system integration phase, a fully functional demonstrator of the SIM-ON system will be available.
Certain risks depend on components: - fully functional database (bi-directional access, upload and download
abilities must be assured) methodology developed in previous projects must to be upgraded - 3D model environment
acquired in the most efficient manner with xyz navigation, combined with AI object recognition. A commercial AI
solution and Matterport as a business partner will be used to to minimize risk. - IoT control layer with
multi-directional communication requiring accesibility to the API currently provided by Fibaro and KNX business
partners. - location and tracking system linked to the 3D model. Assumed accuracy and performance will be provided
by experienced subcontractor. - advanced Graphical User Interface for various customers with the ability to manage
scenes (Simlab 3D tech experience will assure success).

Workpackage

Task

End month

Further develop subsystems,
integrate into solution with
open API, BMS, and standalone
solution

Authoring a visual programming language for multi-brand
automatic procedures

18

Further develop subsystems,
integrate into solution with
open API, BMS, and standalone
solution

Systems preparation for integration into stand-alone application

18

Further develop subsystems,
integrate into solution with
open API, BMS, and standalone
solution

Professional Building Managment Systems Integration

18

Further develop subsystems,
integrate into solution with
open API, BMS, and standalone
solution

Open API for all other external IoT providers

18

Develop components
containing location, 3D model
formulation, IoT layer, and AI
identification.

Home Automations systems integration including IoT, CCTV and
VC

9

Develop components
containing location, 3D model
formulation, IoT layer, and AI
identification.

Experimental comparative analysis of various additional
scanning (digitization) methods

9

Develop components
containing location, 3D model
formulation, IoT layer, and AI
identification.

Backend solution for automatic equipment identification using
visual algorithms (AI)

9

Develop components
containing location, 3D model
formulation, IoT layer, and AI
identification.

Development of solutions for reading passive and active RFID
tags.

9

Technology demonstrator
development including
database, GUI and Facility
Management Tools

Communication and visualisation hub development

3
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Technology demonstrator
development including
database, GUI and Facility
Management Tools

Back-end Facility & Asset maintenance managment tool
development

3

Technology demonstrator
development including
database, GUI and Facility
Management Tools

Graphical User Interface (GUI) prototype development

3

Milestone
SIM-ON final solution demonstrator tested and validated with pre-release features

•

Achievement
TRL 8

•

Expected month
24

•

This milestone is my 'key milestone'
False

•

Description
At the end of that phase fully functional demonstrator of SIM-ON system will achieve TRL 8, while additional features
will be integrated: - an open API allowing various intedpendent users to connect to SIM-ON system. There are no
critical risks in this point, although some older, wired solutions may prove problematic - connection to the most
popular and professional oriented systems like KNX which has become a standard of BMSs. There is no risk in this
output since KNX has already signed a contract with SIMLAB - standalone SIM-ON version software will be
implemented in a private network systems. Limited access to local systems is a problem, but using a bypass solution
like the KNX standard will help to solve this issue.

Workpackage

Task

End month

Promotion during project

Indirect actions

24

Promotion during project

Direct actions

24

Tests and scale-up preparation

E-commerce

24

Tests and scale-up preparation

Development of a tool for identifying, reporting, and debugging
the test installations

24

Tests and scale-up preparation

Advanced analytics mechanism

24

Tests and scale-up preparation

Preparation of the system for scale-up and formulation of
payment mechanism

24

Management

Operational Project Management

24

Management

Strategic Project Management

24

Milestone
SIM-ON final solution market ready and tested

•

Achievement
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TRL 9

•

Expected month
36

•

This milestone is my 'key milestone'
False

•

Description
At the end of testing phase, system is market-ready, with full functionality proven in a real environment. For wide
range of buildings and facilities types and IoT systems, all functions are tested. System operation in terms of
positioning, multidomain data exchange, IoT module, and graphical user interface performance is tested. There are
certain risks in this step. Network load will vary depending on useability and the server load will increase in a
nonlinear way. The server performance must be monitored to provide an efficient balance in a global scale. Advanced
solutions like 5G need to be used (if available). Fully developed and tested in real conditions system (test will be
performed with beta testers provided by key partners: KNX and Matterport) wlll be introduced to the market.

Workpackage

Task

End month

Setting up regional structures
for worldwide coverage

Setting up an office in Sweden for Western and Central EU
coverage

29

Setting up regional structures
for worldwide coverage

Setting up an office in Japan for AP coverage

36

Setting up regional structures
for worldwide coverage

Setting up an office in USA for NA & SA coverage

36

Promotion and marketing

Direct actions

36

Promotion and marketing

Indirect actions

36

Project Management

Operational Project Management

36

Project Management

Strategic Project Management

36

Your Custom Milestones
Milestone
Location and tracking system within internal building 3D environment

•

Expected month
9

•

Description
Real-time positioning system that will allow to location and tracking of selected objects within the building
environment providing accuracy of 2m margin. There will be several problems to achieve such a resolution in an
affordable way, specially for active markers and their total cost. The same risk applies to selecting an appropriate
technology for passive markers and related system performance in the period of blackout (recheck the presence and
position of items, markers multiplication etc.). Tailor made hardware and proper software solutions will be applied to
minimize such a risk.

Workpackage

Task

Deliverable

Develop components
containing location, 3D model
formulation, IoT layer, and AI

Development of solutions for reading passive
and active RFID tags.

Functional demonstrator of
location and tracking system
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identification.

Milestone
Integration with KNX system

•

Expected month
18

•

Description
Integration with professional home automation systems based on KNX protocols is most important for project
results given KNX is the global standard for the home automation professional. KNX has the most reliable smart
home solutions and the largest number of implementations globally. KNX provides an industrial standard for HVAC,
CCTV, fire protection, alarm, and professional lighting systems. This will allow SIM-ON to be a solution solving
interoperability problems with other manufacturers, and providing GUI improvements via photorealistic 3D model of
actual facility. Providing KNX integration will attract other manufacturers to a SIM-ON partnership which will be
available through OpenAPI. Although KNX is the world's most complex system, there is no risk in integration since
KNX is very interested in working with SIMLAB to provide software to its customers, numbering over 10 million.

Workpackage

Task

Deliverable

Further develop subsystems,
integrate into solution with
open API, BMS, and standalone
solution

Professional Building Managment Systems
Integration

KNX plug-in module

The timeline of your project (Gantt Chart)
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The work plan is a kind of "storytelling" presenting the logical sequence of your work packages leading to the major deliverables
of your project.
The first work package defined in the project will contain the integration of existing components into a functional demonstrator
including a multi-disciplinary database, facility and asset management system, and GUI. These three components will be combined
as the backend solution supporting SIM-ON and preliminarily connected to a GUI composed of a Matterport 3D scan. At this stage
all previously developed systems, subsystems,and components will be integrated within a single environment. This single
environment will be linked to a multi-domain backend database solution together with a communication hub becoming a core part
of the system. It combines direct access for multi-domain data attached location specifically in the 3D model. A GUI will be built
allowing access to the data with real-time, two-way access to external services like the tracking system and IoT control module.
Collectively, the GUI and communication hub will form a SIM-ON demonstrator at TRL 7 with the communication hub as a core of
the system allowing it to connect all services and features. For certain conditions and objects, the hardware system components
for location tracking, standalone application servers, and other energy consuming devices will be developed and tested within the
scope of energy efficiency, accuracy, and useability. A control unit will be developed and connected to the main SIM-ON data
exchange hub. Data will be displayed real-time in the SIM-ON 3D environment. Compatibility will be tested in actual operational
conditions. The methods of developing the dedicated SIM-ON independent 3D model acquisition will be accomplished within the
second work package of the project. Current technologies and available solutions will be re-investigated for optimal solution
gathering, development, and integration. This will be an important step in ensuring the most achievable accessibility in terms of
cost, time, efficiency, and user-friendly 3D scanning method. Despite the source of the scan, the 3D model will require
optimization for various devices. Fast, cost efficient, and user-available scanning methods will allow development of further
solutions like timeline stages. Timeline scans will be based on scanning at various user determined intervals to track changes
along the timeline. Real-time methods and tools will be made available for use in AR solutions. Artificial Intelligence will be used
to identify house equipment objects and to find differences between multiple virtual 3D models in order to detect configuration
changes. That task will be performed using external AI service and data provided by SIMLAB. Machine learning solutions are
available on the market. Those combined with a SIMLAB provided data feed will allow needed algorithms to be developed. The
next task in that work package 2 is development of a location and tracking system performed by a subcontractor providing needed
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knowledge and experience. Hardware solutions developed by EMAG will be linked to a hub created in WP1 and integrated with the
SIM-ON system. The object location and tracking system will be developed and integrated with the SIM-ON 3D environment. A
standalone external service will be derived including the active and passive RFID devices that will be tested in dedicated building
types and objects. The external service will also have features for advanced 3D model conditioning service, AI used for system
change tracking, and a layer that will connect IoT components and communication tools provided by various vendors. The third
task in the second work package will be the integration of various vendors IoT layers. A smart home systems voice or gesture
control interface will be integrated with SIM-ON software. The third work package will commence the final solution integration
using the fully developed software modules. For a complete and integrated system, external services will be prepared and
connected. Hardware and software solutions of smart home systems will be connected to a multi-purpose data exchange hub as a
core of SIM-ON. There will be several methods and related approaches used to assure the success of SIM-ON market penetration.
One of these will be open access to SIM-ON through a dedicated and shared API. This would open the market to numerous smaller
IoT manufacturers currently unable to access the market segment. KNX based professional standards will be connected with KNX
as a standard protocol provider within WP3. For closed environments and professional providers, standalone, closed applications
will be provided. System development and testing during this stage will bring achievement of TRL 7. The last step of the
development process will be multispectral application testing and performance optimization. Testing programs that will allow
optimizing the performance will also provide a cost-efficient solution that will be sufficiently scalable in order to achieve the sales
goals. The e-commerce layer integration will be expanded beyond the simple property control and management. With the trend
toward modern, maintenance demanding appliances, automation systems, and expansion of other home environment
components, SIM-ON will relieve the user in home management for a reasonable monthly cost. Network, cloud, software, and
hardware solutions must be planned, calculated, optimized and stress tested in real world conditions impacted by multiple users
concurrently accessing the system. This will be accomplished at TRL 8. Detailed description of work packages and tasks is
provided in attached graphics (Fig. 6-8). Personnel will be assigned to each task within workpackages depending on the skills,
speciality and project demands. All team members are cooperating closely in matrix structure, led by task owners responsible for
bringing in deliverables and features according to plan set out in work packages structure. Team rosters are in constant change
mode, adapting to needs, requirements and priorities set out by project manangement team. This agile approach will not only
prevent some tasks to get delayed or lagged but will also support effective knowledge distribution through the team
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Innovation activities (TRL < 9)
•

Management

Type of workpackage
Management
Start month
1
End month
24
Number of tasks
2
Total costs
109612 €
Objectives of the workpackage
This workpackage is focused on proper execution of the work plan in accordance to obligations and tolerances set out in
application and specified in grant agreement. Whole project will be managed using internal methodology based on our experience
and best pracitces derived both from PRINCE2 and AGILE. Main targets of this WP are jointly: 1. securing highest possible quality
of end product. 2. securing timely execution of substantial WPs 3. securing cost effective execution
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Management : Operational Project Management
Description
1) Maintenance and update of the project plan, 2) Definition and maintenance of project-internal processes, 3) Tracking of
milestones and deliverables, 4) Document management, including revision management, 5) Preparation and consolidation of
project-internal, 6) Preparation of cost statements, 7) Preparation of project document templates, 8) Monitoring of resource
utilization (including financial/budget info) and preparation of interim reports to Steering Group, 9) Monitoring of project work
adherence to EC rules and regulations.
Targeted TRL
TRL 8
Effect
Operational project management is focused on day to day management of all project aspects and tasks. This is done through
preparation, maintaining and updating management products like: - risks registers - issues registers - quality registers - IPR &
freedom to operate registers - lessons learned registers - documentation templates As depicted in products above, OPM
comprises of many subtasks, among them: risk managmenet, IPR management and knowledge management throught the project
Proper realization of Operational Project Mangement is crucial for achieving results set out in project initiation documentation
(based on application and grant agreement). This pack helps ensuring that all the tolerances are met and all the actions are
properly planned, documented and registered.
Target
Ecosystem
Deliverables

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Standard
Quarterly
Project Report
1

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

Intermediary

3

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Standard
Quarterly
Project Report
2

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

Intermediary

6

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Standard
Quarterly
Project Report
3

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

Intermediary

9

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Standard
Annual Project
Report 1

Public = Public, fully Intermediary
open, e.g. web

12

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Standard
Quarterly
Project Report
4

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

Intermediary

15

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Standard
Quarterly
Project Report
5

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

Intermediary

18

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Standard
Quarterly

Sensitive = Limited
under the

Intermediary

21

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)
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Project Report
6

conditions of the
Grant Agreement

Standard
Annual Project
Report 2

Public = Public, fully Final
open, e.g. web

24

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Costs
Total: 80000€ - 1 type(s) of cost

A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
80000
Person-months
30
Description
- Project Manger - 0,5 FTE - 32 000 EUR - Project Management Officer - 0,8 FTE - 48 000 EUR -
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Management : Strategic Project Management
Description
Strategic Project Management focuses on setting up the structure and rules for proper, timely and organized project execution.
Those aims are achieved through issuing strategic decisions, like: 1. approvals for project initiation 2. approvals for project
execution 3. approvals for execution of project stages and/or extraordinary plans 4. extraordinary decisions on strategic levels 5.
approvals for stage/project closure Additionally, within this task all key roles in the project will be chosen and delegated for project
execution.
Targeted TRL
TRL 8
Effect
Main effect of the strategic project management is ongoing ensurance of: 1. having a dedicated authority for project initiation and
closure 2. having a dedicated authority for delivery of project's products 3. project maintaining its validity throughout it's execution
4. having a point of contact between organization, funding authorities and project team 5. plans for achieving project results
(benefits) are constantly reviewed and verified throughout project's execution
Target
Ecosystem
Deliverables

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Project
Initiation
Documentatio
n

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

1

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Project
Closure
Documentatio
n

Public = Public, fully Final
open, e.g. web

24

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Intermediary

Costs
Total: 29612€ - 1 type(s) of cost

A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
29612
Person-months
7
Description
Steering Commitee (SC) costs - President of SC - 0,1 FTE - 17 712 EUR - COO & General counsel in
SIMLAB/ SC member - 0,1 FTE - 6 600 EUR - Lead Technical SC member - 0,1 FTE - 24500 - 5 300
EUR
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Innovation activities (TRL < 9)
•

Promotion during project

Type of workpackage
Preparation to market activities
Start month
1
End month
24
Number of tasks
2
Total costs
332111 €
Objectives of the workpackage
In this WP, direct and indirect actions are planned to increase market awareness and grow our prospect base by educating them
about the value that SIM-On brings to smart home management. The main tasks will be: Implement CRM system to collect and
manage prospects and sales pipeline Joint marketing with business & tech-partners Define trade show exhibition strategy Author
articles and content for media and trade distribution Social media campain start Promotional videos showing how SIM-ON works
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Promotion during project : Indirect actions
Description
It is planned to employ one PR / Marketing professional to develop our overall go-to-market strategy including SEO, digital
marketing strategy, inbound digital marketing, outbound digital marketing, the SIM-On website, and will oversee execution of those
plans. SIMLAB also plans to prepare a series of promotional and instructional videos showing how to use SIM-ON as well as
preparation of printed materials to provide business and technology partners necessary informations to implement SIM-ON
through their sales channels and marketing campains.
Targeted TRL
TRL 8
Effect
The result of the actions taken will be a modern website showing the solution and enabling online license subscriptions with
payments. Instructional videos will be released through streaming services. SIMLAB will also employ a marketing specialist who
will have appropriate knowledge and proven experiance in promoting technology solutions in social media and a knowladge in
building global product awarness. This person will be dedicated by SIMLAB to coordinate and maintaine proper relations with the
most valuable SIM-On strategic partners and will support their marketing agences with valuable materials to build joint marketing
campains for selected target groups of partners existing customers. KNX, FIBARO and Matterport markeitng budgets exceed 5
milions USD/year. Close cooperation with those brands gives access to marketing campains not available for any startup. In Nov
2021 Schneider Electric and Hager declared marketing and sales of SIM-ON future product to their customers as well.
Target
System
Deliverables

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

PR/Marketing
strategy

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

3

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

New website

Public = Public, fully Final
open, e.g. web

24

DEC: Websites, patents filing, press & media
actions, videos, etc.

Instructional
videos

Public = Public, fully Intermediary
open, e.g. web

24

DEC: Websites, patents filing, press & media
actions, videos, etc.

Intermediary

Costs
Total: 84500€ - 2 type(s) of cost

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
63500
Description
Instructional videos - EUR 10,000, instructional videos will show you how to use the application and
additional features step by step. Promotional video, EUR 22,500, It will be a professional film
promoting the solution, a filmmaker, a recording studio and a teacher will be involved in the
preparation website creation - EUR 20,000, It will be a professional website promoting the solution,
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A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
21000
Person-months
6
Description
Responsible for contacts with external companies, including Partners in PR and Marketing matters
and with external marketing and PR agencies to promote SIM-ON in Social Media
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Promotion during project : Direct actions
Description
Together with KNX, Fibaro and Matterport, participate and exhibit at industry trade shows to present SIM-On in collaboration with
our partners: a.) Light & Building, in the field of home automation in Frankfurt at the invitation of KNX), b.) BIM World Munich in the
field of BIM design in Munich at the invitation of Fibaro, c.) IBS (International Builders Show) the largest home building show in the
world in Orlando, Florida, USA Submit media content for trade journals, publications and video channels.
Targeted TRL
TRL 8
Effect
The effect of the actions taken will be a gain of market awareness and unique value propositions of SIM-ON to industry specialists
and potential customers. SIMLAB plans to develop to partner alliances at the events for the product in order to penetrate using
B2B2C to expand the market of SIM-ON users. It is also planned to write at least one article for trade journals and promotion in
these journals. Several instructions and manuals will be writen and filmed to anable partners (KNX, Matterport, Fibaro) instalation
providers in understanding the product and final customer benefits.
Target
System
Deliverables

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Article in a
trade journal

Public = Public, fully Final
open, e.g. web

24

DEC: Websites, patents filing, press & media
actions, videos, etc.

Signing a new
partnership
agreement for
the promotion
and sale of
SIM-ON.

Public = Public, fully Intermediary
open, e.g. web

24

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Costs
Total: 247611€ - 1 type(s) of cost

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
247611
Description
Trade fair - EUR 65,000, Airfare, accommodation, diet, exhibition costs and the cost of preparing the
stand were taken into account. Trade article - 2,500, The article will describe how SIM-ON works, we
plan to prepare it in the form of an interview with our CEO. Promotion in Social Media 180 111, This
is the largest cost, which includes paid advertising mainly on Facebook, affiliate agreements with
infiltrators including the promotion of our solution among their audiences. This will be a SIMLAB self
actions, which will be alligned in time and coordinated with content with a paid campains released
by SIMLAB technology and business partners (KNX, Matterport, FIBARO).
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Innovation activities (TRL < 9)
•

Technology demonstrator development including database, GUI and Facility Management Tools

Type of workpackage
Development/Technology development
Start month
1
End month
3
Number of tasks
3
Total costs
140067 €
Objectives of the workpackage
Development of key software solution for combining multi-disciplinary data from various sources containing multi-domain
information and features like: - 3D model of the building (mesh) - Facility and Asset Management (databases and timeline) - IoT
signals and control (incl. / switch off and constant monitoring of sensors) - Graphical user interface This will allow to build an
authoring communication hub for all major systems components including their beck-end integration.
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Technology demonstrator development including database, GUI and Facility Management Tools : Communication and
visualisation hub development
Description
Preparation of a back-end environment enabling the implementation of tasks related to communication with the SIMLAB cloud and
solutions of IoT device suppliers (Fibaro first). Assessment of communication possibilities in order to develop cross data and
signal transmissions and exchange including for household appliances and electronics, gates, remotely controlled handles, and a
number of sensors. The assumption of the system is to operate on the basis of authentication of credentials directly in the
systems of solution providers with the use of software tokens. Development of security protocols and data registration procedures
in a cloud solution. Analysis of user preferences on the basis of integrated prototypes of all system modules in terms of
expectations regarding future software and smart home performance using a 3D scan.
Targeted TRL
TRL 7
Effect
The aim of the work carried out within this stage is to develop a backend IT solution that integrates data from multiple sources and
contains multi-domain information based on a 3D model. The database enables user (via GUI) to access multiple layers containing
physical, statistical data and also IoT signals/commands and algorithms taking into account their work in the cloud. As a result, we
will get a backend software solution for combining data collected from multiple sources and containing multi-domain information
needed for subsequent work packages. As a result of this task, we will obtain a full backend solution for further development from
the front-end.
Target
System
Deliverables

Multidomain
database
based on 3D
model

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

3

DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Intermediary

Costs
Total: 49458€ - 2 type(s) of cost

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
16665

A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
32793

Description
Sets of IoT devices for building a smart home system based on the products and system
compatibility of the Polish manufacturer FIBARO Kits of components from non-FIBARO
manufacturers of home and utility automation systems (KNX, Xiaomi, Samsung, and others) PCs for
the x6 developer & 3D Artist 2x laptops Server DELL PowerEdge R340 Switch ""J9980A HPE 1820
24G Router RB2011UiAS-IN UPS SMT750RMI2UC x 2 Adobe package - 2 stations PC computer - 4
pieces NavVis M6 skaner or similar, rent 4K touch monitor - 75 " - 2 pieces Autodesk 3Ds Max for the
duration of the project Microsoft Azure Cloud License Autodesk ReCap Pro
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Person-months
11
Description
Architect .NET (50% FTE): responsible for system cloud for communication hub core concept
Backend developer (70% FTE): Architect.NET assistance for communication hub concept
development IOT Specialist (50% FTE): IoT communication hub layer development Angular
developer (25% FTE): core client layer development C # tool developer (50% FTE): sensors and
signals layer develompent Unity Developer (30% FTE): web integration tools develompent UX
Designer (12,5% FTE): user behaviour modelling UI Designer (12,5% FTE): application interface
communication protocol design Project analyst (40% FTE): data management model, data flow
model
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Technology demonstrator development including database, GUI and Facility Management Tools : Back-end Facility & Asset
maintenance managment tool development
Description
Formulation of backend solution for maintenance management tools that include following features and modules: - assets data
aggregation module and database for gaining, storing, and exchanging data across time. Data collection and aggregation HUB database frame for device data combined with documentation including multimedia files and direct link to specific object location
in a spatial representation of a building to store location data used in next stage for asset location attachment in the 3D scan timeline tool for 3D model upgrade along the time continum of building development (stages) and structure modification - timeline
tool for ongoing inspection planning to ensure optimal building maintenance, user communication, and informing the user about
upcoming deadlines
Targeted TRL
TRL 7
Effect
Database architecture containing the following modules and abilities to perform the following actions: - a functional facility
management tool for the home user that will assure ability of more advanced facility management solutions typically unavailable
for common user - mapping of devices in digital model of a real space in a digital twin model containing data with object and tag
locations - database layer allowing information storage about the location, status and additional info for electronic, mechanical
appliances, home equipment, structures and materials - database layer with ability to store photos, videos, and documents for any
asset utilizing various file formats and automatic hyperlink execution - asset positioned in 3D environment with storage of
additional information including related files and external content with the capability to store asset location for further 3D
visualization in 3D scan model environment
Target
Subsystem
Deliverables

Asset
management
tool

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

3

DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Intermediary

Costs
Total: 44741€ - 2 type(s) of cost

A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
28076
Person-months
9
Description
Architect .NET (25% FTE): responsible for cloud solution of Back-end Facility & Asset maintenance
managment tool Backend developer (10% FTE): Architect.NET assistance for maintenance
management tool develoment Angular developer (50% FTE): core client for assets management and
maintenance tool develompent C # tool developer (50% FTE): assets and management tools
develoment JavaScript tools developer (25% FTE): web client develoment for assets and
management Unity Developer (40% FTE): web tools develoment UX Designer (12,5% FTE): user
behaviour modelling UI Designer (12,5% FTE): application interface communication protocol design
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3D Artist (30% FTE): 3D layout of a GUI design Project analyst (30% FTE): data management for a
maintenance and assets hub

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
16665
Description
Sets of IoT devices for building a smart home system based on the products and system
compatibility of the Polish manufacturer FIBARO Kits of components from non-FIBARO
manufacturers of home and utility automation systems (KNX, Xiaomi, Samsung, and others) PCs for
the x6 developer & 3D Artist 2x laptops Server DELL PowerEdge R340 Switch ""J9980A HPE 1820
24G Router RB2011UiAS-IN UPS SMT750RMI2UC x 2 Adobe package - 2 stations PC computer - 4
pieces NavVis M6 skaner or similar, rent 4K touch monitor - 75 " - 2 pieces Autodesk 3Ds Max for the
duration of the project Microsoft Azure Cloud License Autodesk ReCap Pro
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Technology demonstrator development including database, GUI and Facility Management Tools : Graphical User Interface (GUI)
prototype development
Description
The Matterport 3D user interface will include the following features to be developed: - Physical devices in 3D space providing
ability to locate and place one device with one marker in a 3D linked to exact location in a real space - Virtual shortcuts in 3D space
allowing for control of multiple markers via 3D GUI (multiple switches – single control). - User Interface that will allow roles with
rights definitions for various user types (owner, visitor, child, adult) in easy and intuitive way - External provider scenes in 3D space
will simplify operation on different provider's systems accessible from SIM-ON GUI - Event list & maintenance calendar picker
allowing various ways of event visualization, maintenance dates aggregation, and sorting - Asset visualization module for
displaying asset data like: text, pictures, movies and PDF documents - Dashboard application layout improvement in order to
optimize the visualization layer - Mobile browser support including IOS, Android
Targeted TRL
TRL 7
Effect
A fully functional user interface that allows navigation through the application in the 3D scan view and the classic dashboard. A
tool that will provide a unique experience for the user with ability to control the property's smart device system with standard 2D
dashboard as well as in a 3D model based scan interface. Adjusting the display to the popular browsers on the market will allow
penetration of the global market without restrictions caused by different operating systems' popularity. Taking into account the
number of mobile devices and their capability for smart home systems control, adaptation of the application for mobile OS is vital
for global sales success. Scaling and adaptation to the screens of different devices is required. User Interface should be optimized
for touchscreen operation and augumented reality tools.
Target
Subsystem
Deliverables

GUI based on
3D Matterport
model

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

3

DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Intermediary

Costs
Total: 45868€ - 2 type(s) of cost

C.2 Purchase costs Equipment

Amount (€)
16665
Description
Sets of IoT devices for building a smart home system based on the products and system
compatibility of the Polish manufacturer FIBARO Kits of components from non-FIBARO
manufacturers of home and utility automation systems (KNX, Xiaomi, Samsung, and others) PCs for
the x6 developer & 3D Artist 2x laptops Server DELL PowerEdge R340 Switch ""J9980A HPE 1820
24G Router RB2011UiAS-IN UPS SMT750RMI2UC x 2 Adobe package - 2 stations PC computer - 4
pieces NavVis M6 skaner or similar, rent 4K touch monitor - 75 " - 2 pieces Autodesk 3Ds Max for the
duration of the project Microsoft Azure Cloud License Autodesk ReCap Pro
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A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
29203
Person-months
10
Description
Architect .NET (25% FTE): responsible for cloud solution of a system GUI Backend developer (20%
FTE): backend solutions for GUI development IOT Specialist (50% FTE): IoT and asset layer
develompent and equipment layers formulation as an input for GUI design and I/O signals list
formulation Angular developer (25% FTE): core client for assets management and maintenance tool
develompent JavaScript tools developer (25% FTE): web client develoment for GUI Unity Developer
(30% FTE): web tools develoment UX Designer (25% FTE): user behaviour modelling UI Designer
(25% FTE): application interface communication protocol design 3D Artist (70% FTE): a complete
development of GUI design Project analyst (30% FTE): data flow definition, I/O list formulatoion
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Innovation activities (TRL < 9)
•

Develop components containing location, 3D model formulation, IoT layer, and AI identification.

Type of workpackage
Development/Technology development
Start month
4
End month
9
Number of tasks
4
Total costs
570489 €
Objectives of the workpackage
Object location and tracking system prototype will be developed, tested and prepared for integration with SIM-ON. This work
package has four main tasks: 1. Development of solutions to read passive and active RFID tags. 2. Automatic object recognition
through AI 3. Experimental comparative analyzes of scanning (digitization) methods to harvest a digital model of various types of
building objects 4. Repeatable algorithm and methodology for selecting IoT devices for a defined type of cathegory
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Develop components containing location, 3D model formulation, IoT layer, and AI identification. : Home Automations systems
integration including IoT, CCTV and VC
Description
After the system integration, further testing with the Fibaro solution, other vendor's IoT standards will be supported. Fibaro was
chosen due to being a Polish production with local technical support and their numerous demonstration installations in close
proximity to the SIMLAB headquarters. Next step is system expansion for top manufacturersand to integrate equipment from other
manufacturers and build standard classes of the IoT devices: - Samsung SmartThings is one the most popular industry standards.
Samsung initially created SmartThings for their IoT components. Now is is abvailable to be used by various vendors - Amazon's
Alexa is the most popular voice assistant enabling a user to control IoT devices. Alexa integration with SIM-ON will allow it to
control thousands of IoT solutions - GoogleHome is open for various solutions inegrated with Google.
Targeted TRL
TRL 7
Effect
The effect of this task is a step that will allow to either market competition or integration of SIM-ON with competitor's solutions.
Chosen vendors cover the majority of home IoT market allowing SIM-ON to engage millions of smart home systems. Furthermore,
a large number of supported devices will enable SIMLAB front-end the appropriate control components with customization
capablities done by the user (Display Manager). The multi-provider IoT software hub that allows a user to log into various device
manufacturers within one application will be a unique solution within the target market segment. Multivendor IoT appliance
connection ability with facility management tools provide unprecedented versatility, which is also unique on the market.
Target
System
Deliverables

Hardware
connectinon
plugin for
SIM-ON

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

9

DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Intermediary

Costs
Total: 162432€ - 2 type(s) of cost

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
51950

A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
110482

Description
Sets of IoT devices for building a smart home system based on the products and system
compatibility of the Polish manufacturer FIBARO Kits of components from non-FIBARO
manufacturers of home and utility automation systems (KNX, Xiaomi, Samsung, and others) PCs for
the x6 developer & 3D Artist 2x laptops Server DELL PowerEdge R340 Switch ""J9980A HPE 1820
24G Router RB2011UiAS-IN UPS SMT750RMI2UC x 2 Adobe package - 2 stations PC computer - 4
pieces NavVis M6 skaner or similar, rent 4K touch monitor - 75 " - 2 pieces Autodesk 3Ds Max for the
duration of the project Microsoft Azure Cloud License Autodesk ReCap Pro
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Person-months
35
Description
Architect .NET (33,6% FTE): responsible for cloud solution of a backend solution for automation
systems 2x Backend developer (33,6% FTE): backend solutions for automation systems IOT
Specialist (33,6% FTE): IoT connecton protocols development, communication methods, system
integration 2x Angular developer (33,6% FTE): core client for assets of a solution for automation
systems 2x C # tool developer (33,6% FTE): assets solution for automation systems 2x JavaScript
tools developer (33,6% FTE): web client develoment for solution for automation systems Unity
Developer (33,6% FTE): web tools develoment UX Designer (33,6% FTE): user behaviour modelling UI
Designer (33,6% FTE): application interface communication protocol design 3D Artist (33,6% FTE):
GUI design for solution for automation systems Project analyst (33,6% FTE): data flow definition, I/O
list formulatoion Information systems tester (33,6% FTE): modules testing Data security specialist
(33,6% FTE): protocols security assurance
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Develop components containing location, 3D model formulation, IoT layer, and AI identification. : Experimental comparative
analysis of various additional scanning (digitization) methods
Description
The main goal of this stage is to generate software that integrates layers containing a spatial model of the managed facility, the
location of sensors, effectors, and IoT devices from various manufacturers within the facility management module in terms of a
digital twin. As part of the detailed tasks of the stage, there will be, among others: - Creation of basic server modules necessary for
the operation of the system on the basis of research from the previous workpackage. - Creation of a module responsible for
visualisation of data from IOT sensors, a module responsible for analytics and data processing, modules responsible for user
authorization and tracking user interaction with the system for the purpose of optimizing process efficiency.
Targeted TRL
TRL 7
Effect
Development of technological requirements for an interactive 3D model used for the needs of smart home software and
methodology for converting model geometry from BIM documentation in order to use it instead of the as-built model. Comparison
of the performance of the as-built model (3D scanning) with the as-designed model (BIM 3D model) in terms of quality and
performance in real-time applications on various devices. Comparison of laser scanning, photogrammetry, and computer modeling
technologies to create the most realistic 3D model of the property. Augmented Reality mode will be developed. In order to link AR
compatible devices, 3D scan will be replaced with camera mode while using the AR goggles or tablets / even phone cameras.
TIMELINE STAGES for SIM-On will be developed providing the possibility to step through any stage scanned at any prior time(s).
Target
Subsystem
Deliverables

Geometry
preparation
tool

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

9

DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Final

Costs
Total: 162432€ - 2 type(s) of cost

A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
110482
Person-months
34
Description
Architect .NET (33,6% FTE): responsible for cloud solution of a backend solution for scanning
methods test software 2x Backend developer (33,6% FTE): backend solutions for scanning methods
test software IOT Specialist (33,6% FTE): IoT components identification protocols 2x Angular
developer (33,6% FTE): core client for assets of a solution for scanning methods test software 2x C
# tool developer (33,6% FTE): assets solution for equipment identification 2x JavaScript tools
developer (33,6% FTE): web client develoment for solution for scanning methods test software Unity
Developer (33,6% FTE): web tools develoment UX Designer (33,6% FTE): user behaviour modelling UI
Designer (33,6% FTE): application interface communication protocol 2x 3D Artist (33,6% FTE): GUI
design for solution Project analyst (33,6% FTE): data flow definition, I/O list formulatoion Information
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systems tester (33,6% FTE): modules testing Data security specialist (33,6% FTE): protocols security
assurance

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
51950
Description
Sets of IoT devices for building a smart home system based on the products and system
compatibility of the Polish manufacturer FIBARO Kits of components from non-FIBARO
manufacturers of home and utility automation systems (KNX, Xiaomi, Samsung, and others) PCs for
the x6 developer & 3D Artist 2x laptops Server DELL PowerEdge R340 Switch ""J9980A HPE 1820
24G Router RB2011UiAS-IN UPS SMT750RMI2UC x 2 Adobe package - 2 stations PC computer - 4
pieces NavVis M6 skaner or similar, rent 4K touch monitor - 75 " - 2 pieces Autodesk 3Ds Max for the
duration of the project Microsoft Azure Cloud License Autodesk ReCap Pro
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Develop components containing location, 3D model formulation, IoT layer, and AI identification. : Backend solution for automatic
equipment identification using visual algorithms (AI)
Description
Formulation and implementation algorithms using scanned surface images for: - automatic identification of scanned objects (e.g.
TV sets, audio equipment, fireplace, stove, washing machine, fridge, etc.) with automatic tag assignment - categorization of
devices in terms of application performed according to previously defined categories based on destination and performance grouping broken down by energy demand with classification based on energy consumption for various scenarios and timeframes automatic analysis of connectable IoT sensors with hints supporting user in decision process and IoT device selection - 3D product
placement for any external digital content (ex. furniture producers, BIM objects) with preparation for external product libraries and
3D scanning ability
Targeted TRL
TRL 7
Effect
This task is focused on accelerating the process of pre-configuration of space in 3D with the use of image analytic modules.
Analytics and algorithms supporting user, or in certain cases, automation of configuration allowing time saved and minimizing
human error. Asset assignment for certain appliances together with predefined categories of 3D model objects allows quick
visualization of system abilities and advising user to supplement data. After entering the scan, the system should recognize and
prompt the user of devices discovered on the scan and how to best manage and control them using IoT devices available to be
integrated in the system from a catalogue of available solutions. Virtual advisor will be focused on user awareness and increased
focus on future savings acheved with the sytems without compromising the comfort zone.
Target
Subsystem
Deliverables

Automatic
equipment
identification
module

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

9

DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Final

Costs
Total: 157607€ - 2 type(s) of cost

A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
107200
Person-months
33
Description
Architect .NET (32,68% FTE): responsible for cloud solution of a backend solution for equipment
identification 2x Backend developer (32,68% FTE): backend solutions for solution for equipment
identification IOT Specialist (32,68% FTE): IoT components identification protocols 2x Angular
developer (32,68% FTE): core client for assets of a solution for equipment identification 2x C # tool
developer (32,68% FTE): assets solution for equipment identification 2x JavaScript tools developer
(32,68% FTE): web client develoment for solution for equipment identification Unity Developer
(32,68% FTE): web tools develoment UX Designer (32,68% FTE): user behaviour modelling UI
Designer (32,68% FTE): application interface communication protocol design 2x 3D Artist (32,68%
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FTE): GUI design for solution Project analyst (32,68% FTE): data flow definition, I/O list formulatoion
Information systems tester (32,68% FTE): modules testing Data security specialist (32,68% FTE):
protocols security assurance

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
50407
Description
Sets of IoT devices for building a smart home system based on the products and system
compatibility of the Polish manufacturer FIBARO Kits of components from non-FIBARO
manufacturers of home and utility automation systems (KNX, Xiaomi, Samsung, and others) PCs for
the x6 developer & 3D Artist 2x laptops Server DELL PowerEdge R340 Switch ""J9980A HPE 1820
24G Router RB2011UiAS-IN UPS SMT750RMI2UC x 2 Adobe package - 2 stations PC computer - 4
pieces NavVis M6 skaner or similar, rent 4K touch monitor - 75 " - 2 pieces Autodesk 3Ds Max for the
duration of the project Microsoft Azure Cloud License Autodesk ReCap Pro
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Develop components containing location, 3D model formulation, IoT layer, and AI identification. : Development of solutions for
reading passive and active RFID tags.
Description
Real-time location system development with using active and passive RFID tags: - Solutions for reading passive RFID tags for
positioning of inanimate objects like: mobile phone, TV remote controller, and other objects in commercial and healtcare
applications (AED, wheelchair, etc.). - Research on solutions for reading active RFID tags in online real-time positioning and
tracking of animate objects, with extension to external positioning system (GPS, Glonass, Galileo, Beidou). Virtually merged data
from internal and external location systems. - Solutions integrating active RFID tags with biometric sensors for combining location
data and live signals. - Solutions to minimize energy consumption by active RFID tags, possibly with additional power supply
(micro solar panel). - Positioning algorithms of active RFID tags in terms of resolution, range, multi-identification and optimization
of energy consumption.
Targeted TRL
TRL 7
Effect
Developed algorithms will enable the achievement of the assumed milestones, i.e. resolution, accuracy and time interval of
identification, range of operation, multi-identification (within a given time interval) and meeting the requirements of energy
consumption and weight and dimensions of the element. This will certainly result in non-standard system and software solutions in
relation to the application notes of device manufacturers. The ability to immediately locate smart safes and cabinets for
documents, medicines, and similar items. We plan to use the so-called "RFID Paper", i.e. self-adhesive stickers. A separate
outcome will be the possibility of integrating RFID systems with biometric sensors, primarily heart rate, temperature, and an
accelerometric motion sensor for notifying staff in senior care institutions of resident's condition.
Target
Subsystem
Deliverables

Functional
demonstrator
of location and
tracking
system

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

9

DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Final

Costs
Total: 88018€ - 1 type(s) of cost

B. Subcontracting costs

Amount (€)
88018
Name (if not known yet, please write unknown)
not given
Description
Location and tracking system develoment costs: 1. Research on solutions for reading passive RFID
tags. 2. Research on solutions for reading active RFID tags. 3. Research on solutions integrating
active RFID tags with biometric sensors. 4. Research on solutions to minimize energy consumption
by active RFID tags. 5. Research on positioning algorithms of active RFID tags in terms of resolution,
range, multi-identification and optimization of energy consumption. System prototype design. 6.
Development of working prototype of the system.
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Justification of compliance with the best value for money principle (e.g. criteria and/or procedure
used for the selection of the subcontractors)
not given
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Innovation activities (TRL < 9)
•

Further develop subsystems, integrate into solution with open API, BMS, and standalone solution

Type of workpackage
Development/Technology development
Start month
10
End month
18
Number of tasks
4
Total costs
770181 €
Objectives of the workpackage
The most important tasks in the entire project after preparation of the visualization layer and the back-end is an integration of
various Home Automation manufacturers and providers into one solution. Due to the specificity and variety of solutions available
on the market, it is necessary to integrate devices with different types of applications (cable, wireless, voice controlled, etc.).
Connection of those devices to a designed BMS will provide intuitive operating system for any facility.
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Further develop subsystems, integrate into solution with open API, BMS, and standalone solution : Authoring a visual
programming language for multi-brand automatic procedures
Description
The aim of the task is to develop a user-friendly methodology for creating automatic scenes between devices from different
vendors. Currently, there are no systems that allow you to freely automate the dependencies between different providers of IoT
solutions. The main tasks of this stage will be: 1. Build a user friendly scene builder together with search and filtering elements
according to category, manufacturer, application, etc. 2. Selection and development of algorithms enabling automation (trigger
generation and automation methods with connections between IoT appliances and systems, scenes setting, etc.) 3. Development
of the system logic - backend solution with queueing algorithms and task execution together with scene protection from
multiplication, looping caused by improper user actions
Targeted TRL
TRL 7
Effect
Empowering user to build logical scenes with predefined scene creator using IoT devices of various device manufacturers
interoperably will be a breakthrough in the market compared to the current environment of closed manufacturer-provided systems
not integrating with other vendors devices in a smart home solution. Flexible and open system for the entire property of the user.
Scene creation ability is the most imortant function of smart home systems in terms of time saving for home management and a
great benefit for the end user. Furthermore, functionality will allow optimization of the home automation system by diversification
of available hardware options including unavailable solutions that are not provided by a certain vendor.
Target
Subsystem
Deliverables

User-friendly
interface for
scene creation
and
management
tool

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

18

DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Final

Costs
Total: 203328€ - 2 type(s) of cost

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
12178
Description
Sets of IoT devices for building a smart home system based on the products and system
compatibility of the Polish manufacturer FIBARO Kits of components from non-FIBARO
manufacturers of home and utility automation systems (KNX, Xiaomi, Samsung, and others) PCs for
the x6 developer & 3D Artist 2x laptops Server DELL PowerEdge R340 Switch ""J9980A HPE 1820
24G Router RB2011UiAS-IN UPS SMT750RMI2UC x 2 Adobe package - 2 stations PC computer - 4
pieces NavVis M6 skaner or similar, rent 4K touch monitor - 75 " - 2 pieces Autodesk 3Ds Max for the
duration of the project Microsoft Azure Cloud License Autodesk ReCap Pro
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A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
191150
Person-months
59
Description
Architect .NET (26,4% FTE): cloud solution of a backend solution for automation procedures 4x
Backend developer (26,4% FTE): backend solutions for automation procedures 2x IOT Specialist
(26,4% FTE): IoT connecton protocols development, communication methods, system integration 4x
Angular developer (26,4% FTE): core client for assets of a solution for automation procedures 2x C #
tool developer (26,4% FTE): assets solution for automation procedures 2x JavaScript tools developer
(26,4% FTE): web client develoment for solution for automation procedures 2x Unity Developer
(26,4% FTE): web tools develoment UX Designer (26,4% FTE): user behaviour modelling UI Designer
(26,4% FTE): application interface communication protocol design 2x 3D Artist (26,4% FTE): GUI
design Project analyst (26,4% FTE): data flow definition, I/O list formulatoion 2x Information systems
tester (26,4% FTE): modules testing Data security specialist (26,4% FTE): protocols security
assurance
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Further develop subsystems, integrate into solution with open API, BMS, and standalone solution : Systems preparation for
integration into stand-alone application
Description
The main goal of the stage is to continue creating proprietary software while implementing completely different modules than in
the previous stage. As part of the task, experimental program code will be created for the local LAN of a given property and a
separate version for the Internet. The software will be developed to integrate the digital twin model with control systems from
different manufacturers, with particular emphasis on the interoperability of the designed solution. As part of the specific tasks, the
stage is planned to include, among other things: - Security for closed group of users - Industry sector, hotels
Targeted TRL
TRL 7
Effect
- Development of a stationary application version operating in the local LAN network of a building facility based on a 3D model Development of a startup configuration module for the installation of a smart home using a 3D model and IOT sensors - An
authorization module that will allow authorized user access to the platform - Communication module that allows data exchange
with the SIMLAB cloud - Analytical module that allows to present historical data - Asset management module to manage the
information catalog of each of the marked objects - Calendar synchronization module - Automatic update module - Voice
communication module (Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa, perform analysis to determine the optimal one) - information
module from RSS feeds and user's social media Development of a version of a web application operating on the Internet based on
360 panoramas or a 3D model (depending on the performance of the Internet connection).
Target
Subsystem
Deliverables

Standalone
SIM-ON
system
version (to be
instaled on
computer)

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

18

DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Final

Costs
Total: 191005€ - 2 type(s) of cost

A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
179565
Person-months
56
Description
Architect .NET (24,8% FTE): responsible for cloud solution adaptation for stand-alone application 4x
Backend developer (24,8% FTE): backend solutions for stand-alone application 2x IOT Specialist
(24,8% FTE): IoT connecton protocols development, communication methods, system integration 4x
Angular developer (24,8% FTE): core client for assets of a solution for stand-alone application 2x C #
tool developer (24,8% FTE): assets solution for stand-alone application 2x JavaScript tools developer
(24,8% FTE): web client develoment for stand-alone application 2x Unity Developer (24,8% FTE): web
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tools develoment UX Designer (24,8% FTE): user behaviour modelling UI Designer (24,8% FTE):
application interface communication protocol 2x 3D Artist (24,8% FTE): GUI design for stand-alone
application Project analyst (24,8% FTE): data flow definition, I/O list formulatoion 2x Information
systems tester (24,8% FTE): modules testing Data security specialist (24,8% FTE): protocols security
assurance

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
11440
Description
Sets of IoT devices for building a smart home system based on the products and system
compatibility of the Polish manufacturer FIBARO Kits of components from non-FIBARO
manufacturers of home and utility automation systems (KNX, Xiaomi, Samsung, and others) PCs for
the x6 developer & 3D Artist 2x laptops Server DELL PowerEdge R340 Switch ""J9980A HPE 1820
24G Router RB2011UiAS-IN UPS SMT750RMI2UC x 2 Adobe package - 2 stations PC computer - 4
pieces NavVis M6 skaner or similar, rent 4K touch monitor - 75 " - 2 pieces Autodesk 3Ds Max for the
duration of the project Microsoft Azure Cloud License Autodesk ReCap Pro
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Further develop subsystems, integrate into solution with open API, BMS, and standalone solution : Professional Building
Managment Systems Integration
Description
Devolopment of a toolkit for SIM-ON connection to a professional oriented systems. KNX is an example of a professional standard
of BMS. FIWARE is another example as an EU based open source software platform standards organization similar to KNX but
focused on global market. That will allow SIM-ON to be incorporated in commercial solutions, combining advanced automation
systems such as: - HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning) systems utilizing BacNet, Modbus protocols. - CCTV (video
surveillance systems, IR cameras) using IP solutions based on RTSP protocol. - Fire protection (fire detection systems based on
Modbus, LON protocols) system connection and visualization. - Alarm systems (break-in detection system, zone-breach detection
systems) compatible with KNX standard, system connection and visualization - Meters (water, heat, gas, electricity) usage and
consumption monitoring - Lighting (Professional ligting system) based on DALI protocol
Targeted TRL
TRL 7
Effect
Creates integration of professional BMS solutions that require extensive knowledge and experience in terms of installation of
home automation systems. Extensive wired systems using many industrial communication protocols within its own structure to
enables SIMLAB to create a visualization layer for various types of commercial buildings. Professional BMS association with
intuitive layer of control and visualization provided by SIMLAB will allow for holistic approach to building management and lower
the technical knowledge demands on personnel. Connection of fire detection and signalization system for example, will allow
immediate identification of location of triggered sensor in a 3D model making alarm verification simpler. Other systems will be
supported similarly to described above.
Target
Subsystem
Deliverables

KNX plug-in
module

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

18

DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Final

Costs
Total: 187924€ - 2 type(s) of cost

A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
176669
Person-months
55
Description
Architect .NET (24,4% FTE): responsible for cloud solution of a backend solution for BMS integraton
4x Backend developer (24,4% FTE): backend solutions for BMS integraton 2x IOT Specialist (24,4%
FTE): IoT connecton protocols development, communication methods, system integration 4x
Angular developer (24,4% FTE): core client for assets of a solution for BMS integraton 2x C # tool
developer (24,4% FTE): assets solution for BMS integraton 2x JavaScript tools developer (24,4%
FTE): web client develoment for solution for BMS integraton 2x Unity Developer (24,4% FTE): web
tools develoment UX Designer (24,4% FTE): user behaviour modelling UI Designer (24,4% FTE):
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application interface communication protocol design 2x 3D Artist (24,4% FTE): GUI design for
solution for BMS integraton Project analyst (24,4% FTE): data flow definition, I/O list formulatoion 2x
Information systems tester (24,4% FTE): modules testing Data security specialist (24,4% FTE):
protocols security assurance

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
11255
Description
Sets of IoT devices for building a smart home system based on the products and system
compatibility of the Polish manufacturer FIBARO Kits of components from non-FIBARO
manufacturers of home and utility automation systems (KNX, Xiaomi, Samsung, and others) PCs for
the x6 developer & 3D Artist 2x laptops Server DELL PowerEdge R340 Switch ""J9980A HPE 1820
24G Router RB2011UiAS-IN UPS SMT750RMI2UC x 2 Adobe package - 2 stations PC computer - 4
pieces NavVis M6 skaner or similar, rent 4K touch monitor - 75 " - 2 pieces Autodesk 3Ds Max for the
duration of the project Microsoft Azure Cloud License Autodesk ReCap Pro
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Further develop subsystems, integrate into solution with open API, BMS, and standalone solution : Open API for all other external
IoT providers
Description
Creation of an open development environment based on a generally available API that can be accessed by IoT vendors in order to
enable independent integration with the SIM-ON solution. Taking into account the limited programming resources and business
strategy based on the integration of the partners' solutions, opening the API will definitely increase the integration possibilities of
SIM-ON in the marketplace. Small manufacturers of IoT devices without a proprietary user interface are able add their products to
the range of SIM-ON compatible products, thus increasing their competitive advantage in the market. These types of capabilities
are frequently used to allow scaling of a solution without the need to involve internal resources in product development.
Targeted TRL
TRL 7
Effect
The task is to relieve SIMLAB programmers and enable integration for external companies, even if they were outside the sphere of
interest of SIMLAB. Properly prepared programming environment with instructions for independent integration with SIM-ON.
Additional packages include technical support for interested entities and the possibility of paid assistance. The end result should
be a separate environment that does not affect either the development or programming layer, which, after entering the integration
data and verification in SIMLAB, is uploaded by us to the programming environment, possibly including bug fixes.
Target
Subsystem
Deliverables

Open API
module for IoT
devices (with
documentatio
n)

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement
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DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Final

Costs
Total: 187924€ - 2 type(s) of cost

A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
176669
Person-months
55
Description
Architect .NET (24,4% FTE): responsible for cloud solution of a backend solution for open API
protocol 4x Backend developer (24,4% FTE): backend solutions for open API 2x IOT Specialist (24,4%
FTE): IoT connecton protocols development, communication methods, system integration 4x
Angular developer (24,4% FTE): core client for assets of a solution for open API 2x C # tool developer
(24,4% FTE): assets solution for open API 2x JavaScript tools developer (24,4% FTE): web client
develoment for solution for open API 2x Unity Developer (24,4% FTE): web tools develoment UX
Designer (24,4% FTE): user behaviour modelling UI Designer (24,4% FTE): application interface
communication protocol design 2x 3D Artist (24,4% FTE): GUI design for solution for open API
Project analyst (24,4% FTE): data flow definition, I/O list formulatoion 2x Information systems tester
(24,4% FTE): modules testing Data security specialist (24,4% FTE): protocols security assurance
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C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
11255
Description
Sets of IoT devices for building a smart home system based on the products and system
compatibility of the Polish manufacturer FIBARO Kits of components from non-FIBARO
manufacturers of home and utility automation systems (KNX, Xiaomi, Samsung, and others) PCs for
the x6 developer & 3D Artist 2x laptops Server DELL PowerEdge R340 Switch ""J9980A HPE 1820
24G Router RB2011UiAS-IN UPS SMT750RMI2UC x 2 Adobe package - 2 stations PC computer - 4
pieces NavVis M6 skaner or similar, rent 4K touch monitor - 75 " - 2 pieces Autodesk 3Ds Max for the
duration of the project Microsoft Azure Cloud License Autodesk ReCap Pro
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Innovation activities (TRL < 9)
•

Tests and scale-up preparation

Type of workpackage
Development/Technology development
Start month
19
End month
24
Number of tasks
4
Total costs
413052 €
Objectives of the workpackage
Complete system activation for selected objects and testing in actual operation environment and conditions. Develop conclusions
to optimize the reliability of system operation. Record events requiring user or service tech action. Categorization and description
of errors. Minor repairs and replacement of IoT components to test new market solutions and compare their reliability. Testing and
diagnostic tools developed. Implement analytical tools in the admin panel, on client and applicant sides.
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Tests and scale-up preparation : E-commerce
Description
As the use of internet sales continues to expand, assisted COVID-10 pandemic, newer and more efficient customer access
methods must be developed. 3D scan, AR, and other virtualization components provide a broad perspective for tools supporting
e-commerce: - Connecting the smart home system with suppliers of household equipment, appliances, and furnishings - Intelligent
prompting and advertising for the user - Possibility to visualize models in real 3D spaces - A system for commercial enterprises to
present products with the possibility of selecting and purchasing them directly by the user - E-commerce integration with BMS
functions like maintenance work orders, air filter elements, water filter elements, and other items that demand a paid regular
service or supply schedule.
Targeted TRL
TRL 8
Effect
E-commerce system solution expanding SIM-ON capabilities goes far beyond property control. Adding e-commerce functionality
will allow for virtual and effective advertising, presentation, and sale of goods on the internet. Adding to this the ability of discovery,
selection, and virtual placement of the equipment in one's own home while maintaining its actual environment and dimensions will
be a great step forward for the digitization of purchases.
Target
Subsystem
Deliverables

E-commerce
module

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

24

DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Final

Costs
Total: 102437€ - 2 type(s) of cost

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
1201

A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
101236

Description
Sets of IoT devices for building a smart home system based on the products and system
compatibility of the Polish manufacturer FIBARO Kits of components from non-FIBARO
manufacturers of home and utility automation systems (KNX, Xiaomi, Samsung, and others) PCs for
the x6 developer & 3D Artist 2x laptops Server DELL PowerEdge R340 Switch ""J9980A HPE 1820
24G Router RB2011UiAS-IN UPS SMT750RMI2UC x 2 Adobe package - 2 stations PC computer - 4
pieces NavVis M6 skaner or similar, rent 4K touch monitor - 75 " - 2 pieces Autodesk 3Ds Max for the
duration of the project Microsoft Azure Cloud License Autodesk ReCap Pro

Person-months
31
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Description
Architect .NET (25,6% FTE): cloud solution of a backend solution for e-commerce layer 3x Backend
developer (25,6% FTE): backend solutions for e-commerce IOT Specialist (25,6% FTE): IoT connecton
protocols development, communication methods, system integration with e-commerce platforms 4x
Angular developer (25,6% FTE): core client for assets preparation 2x C # tool developer (25,6% FTE):
assets solution for e-commerce integration JavaScript tools developer (25,6% FTE): web client
develoment for solution for e-commerce tools 2x Unity Developer (25,6% FTE): web tools develoment
including e-commerce tools UX Designer (25,6% FTE): e-commerce oriented user behaviour
modelling UI Designer (25,6% FTE): application interface communication protocol design 2x 3D
Artist (25,6% FTE): GUI design Project analyst (25,6% FTE): data flow definition, commercial
platforms analysis Information systems tester (25,6% FTE): systems testing Data security specialist
(25,6% FTE): protocols security assurance
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Tests and scale-up preparation : Development of a tool for identifying, reporting, and debugging the test installations
Description
Monitoring of network parameters and response times between the server and individual types of sensors in test installations.
Developing conclusions to improve system performance. Development of reports on the operation of smart homes selected for
testing. Full analytics of historical data. Preparation of reports on daily energy consumption (electricity, water, gas) depending on
the season and time of day. Development of templates and statistical calculators in the form of consumer profiles and their life
preferences depending on age, place of residence, and other factors determined in the course of industrial research of previous
stages.
Targeted TRL
TRL 8
Effect
Monitoring of the correct operation of the solution in real conditions. Development of conclusions to optimize the reliability of the
system operation. Recording of events requiring user or service technician interaction. Categorization and description of errors.
Minor repairs and replacement of IoT components to test new market solutions and compare their reliability. Monitoring of
network parameters and response times between the server and individual types of sensors in test installations, developing
conclusions to improve system performance. Development of reports on the functioning of smart houses selected for testing. Full
analytics on historical data. Preparation of reports on daily energy consumption (electricity, water, gas) depending on the season
and time of day. Development of templates and statistical calculators in the form of consumer profiles and their life preferences
depending on age, place of residence, and other factors determined during previous research.
Target
Subsystem
Deliverables

Stable and
optimized
SIM-ON
software
solution

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

24

DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Final

Costs
Total: 102437€ - 2 type(s) of cost

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
1201

A.1 Personnel costs-

Amount (€)

Description
Sets of IoT devices for building a smart home system based on the products and system
compatibility of the Polish manufacturer FIBARO Kits of components from non-FIBARO
manufacturers of home and utility automation systems (KNX, Xiaomi, Samsung, and others) PCs for
the x6 developer & 3D Artist 2x laptops Server DELL PowerEdge R340 Switch ""J9980A HPE 1820
24G Router RB2011UiAS-IN UPS SMT750RMI2UC x 2 Adobe package - 2 stations PC computer - 4
pieces NavVis M6 skaner or similar, rent 4K touch monitor - 75 " - 2 pieces Autodesk 3Ds Max for the
duration of the project Microsoft Azure Cloud License Autodesk ReCap Pro
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Employees

101236
Person-months
31
Description
Architect .NET (24,8% FTE): responsible for cloud solution of a backend solution for testing tools 3x
Backend developer (24,8% FTE): backend solutions for testing tools IOT Specialist (24,8% FTE): IoT
connecton protocols development, communication methods, system integration 4x Angular
developer (24,8% FTE): core client for assets of a solution for testing tools 2x C # tool developer
(24,8% FTE): assets solution for testing tools JavaScript tools developer (24,8% FTE): web client
develoment for solution for testing tools 2x Unity Developer (24,8% FTE): web tools develoment UX
Designer (24,8% FTE): user behaviour modelling UI Designer (24,8% FTE): application interface
communication protocol design 2x 3D Artist (24,8% FTE): GUI design for solution for advanced
analytics Project analyst (24,8% FTE): data flow definition, I/O list formulatoion Information systems
tester (24,8% FTE): systems testing Data security specialist (24,8% FTE): protocols security
assurance
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Tests and scale-up preparation : Advanced analytics mechanism
Description
Data management and analytic tools for final SIM-ON solution implementation. - Power and other media consumption analytics.
Data will be collected from various media meters, then organized and displayed in a user-defined manner (rooms, apartments)
depending of facility size - Charts, comparision day/day, week/week, month/month, year/year etc. Graphic module for configurable
and dynamic charts presented on a dashboard with user defined filters - Machine learning with the use of algorithms that monitor
user activities for advanced use and activity investigation and preferences - A system for collecting and analyzing global data for a
group of users in terms of their preferences and geographic location (Big-Data).
Targeted TRL
TRL 8
Effect
Overall system performance including home/facility energy efficiency control tools: - Advisory system for indication of possible
savings (""energy guard"" – home appliances usage planning). As an example, user energy consumption awareness - Possibility to
reduce CO2 gas emissions by reducing energy consumption (together with above mentioned ""energy guard"", overall energy usage
and related CO2 generation is taken into account. As an example, optimal usage of heating and cooling system with respect to
user comfort. - Automation of heating / cooling processes in buildings depending on the intensity of use. Advanced automation of
thermal comfort assurance is one of the energy saving methods. - Chatbot that will provide the ability to achieve quick, easy and
intuitive interaction with the user based on conversation. Chatbot will be based on an avatar placed on the scan, so that user will
have exact situation presented and explained.
Target
Subsystem
Deliverables

Advanced
analytics
mechanism
module

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

24

DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Final

Costs
Total: 105741€ - 2 type(s) of cost

A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
104502
Person-months
32
Description
Architect .NET (24,8% FTE): responsible for cloud solution of a backend solution for advanced
analytics 3x Backend developer (24,8% FTE): backend solutions for advanced analytics IOT
Specialist (24,8% FTE): IoT connecton protocols development, communication methods, system
integration 4xAngular developer (24,8% FTE): core client for assets of a solution for advanced
analytics 2x C # tool developer (24,8% FTE): assets solution for advanced analytics JavaScript tools
developer (24,8% FTE): web client develoment for solution for advanced analytics 2x Unity Developer
(24,8% FTE): web tools develoment UX Designer (24,8% FTE): user behaviour modelling UI Designer
(24,8% FTE): application interface communication protocol design 2x 3D Artist (24,8% FTE): GUI
design for solution for advanced analytics Project analyst (24,8% FTE): data flow definition, I/O list
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formulatoion Information systems tester (24,8% FTE): modules testing Data security specialist
(24,8% FTE): protocols security assurance

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
1239
Description
Sets of IoT devices for building a smart home system based on the products and system
compatibility of the Polish manufacturer FIBARO Kits of components from non-FIBARO
manufacturers of home and utility automation systems (KNX, Xiaomi, Samsung, and others) PCs for
the x6 developer & 3D Artist 2x laptops Server DELL PowerEdge R340 Switch ""J9980A HPE 1820
24G Router RB2011UiAS-IN UPS SMT750RMI2UC x 2 Adobe package - 2 stations PC computer - 4
pieces NavVis M6 skaner or similar, rent 4K touch monitor - 75 " - 2 pieces Autodesk 3Ds Max for the
duration of the project Microsoft Azure Cloud License Autodesk ReCap Pro
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Tests and scale-up preparation : Preparation of the system for scale-up and formulation of payment mechanism
Description
Analysis of project applications, modification of the sales strategy, and development of a product distribution strategy in the sales
network of partner companies. Creation of a cloud application as a lightweight version, allowing a view of the most important
information about the client's smart home, as well as verifying the correct operation of individual modules of the local application
and network application and their communication with the service servers. Implementation of analytical tools in the administration
panel, on both the client and applicant sides. Development of a commercialization strategy in the field of big data generated by IoT
devices and data from sensors of users of smart home systems. Development of a license system and integration of the user
account with the network payment system as part of the purchase of paid licenses specified in the product commercialization
strategy.
Targeted TRL
TRL 8
Effect
As part of this stage, the applicant intends to obtain the customer's response to the product being created. It is planned to make
the product available to a control group that already has a smart home installation, but has not had any previous contact with the
software, without taking part in the earlier stages of the project. In order to monitor cumulative data generated by thousands of ioT
devices of clients and users of the applicant's software, an administration panel will be created allowing for quick analysis of
BigData data stored on the servers. This data will be used to profile the preferences of smart home consumers and to process
statistical data in the future. The validity of the functional assumptions, their usefulness and the users' reactions to the changes
that the applicant intends to introduce to the smart sector and home automation will be checked.
Target
Subsystem
Deliverables

Test report

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

24

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Final

Costs
Total: 102437€ - 2 type(s) of cost

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
1201

A.1 Personnel costs-

Amount (€)

Description
Sets of IoT devices for building a smart home system based on the products and system
compatibility of the Polish manufacturer FIBARO Kits of components from non-FIBARO
manufacturers of home and utility automation systems (KNX, Xiaomi, Samsung, and others) PCs for
the x6 developer & 3D Artist 2x laptops Server DELL PowerEdge R340 Switch ""J9980A HPE 1820
24G Router RB2011UiAS-IN UPS SMT750RMI2UC x 2 Adobe package - 2 stations PC computer - 4
pieces NavVis M6 skaner or similar, rent 4K touch monitor - 75 " - 2 pieces Autodesk 3Ds Max for the
duration of the project Microsoft Azure Cloud License Autodesk ReCap Pro
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Employees

101236
Person-months
31
Description
Architect .NET (25,6% FTE): for cloud solution of a backend solution for scale up mechanism 3x
Backend developer (25,6% FTE): backend solutions for scale up solutions IOT Specialist (25,6% FTE):
IoT connecton protocols development, communication methods, system integration 4x Angular
developer (25,6% FTE): core client for assets preparation for scale up 2x C # tool developer (25,6%
FTE): assets solution for payment methods implementation JavaScript tools developer (25,6% FTE):
web client develoment for solution for payment methods and scale up development 2x Unity
Developer (25,6% FTE): web tools develoment including payment tools UX Designer (25,6% FTE):
user behaviour modelling UI Designer (25,6% FTE): application interface communication protocol
design 2x 3D Artist (25,6% FTE): GUI design Project analyst (25,6% FTE): data flow definition, I/O list
formulatoion Information systems tester (25,6% FTE): systems testing Data security specialist
(25,6% FTE): protocols security assurance
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Market/Scale-up activities
•

Setting up regional structures for worldwide coverage

Type of workpackage
Development/Technology development
Start month
25
End month
36
Number of tasks
3
Total costs
852000 €
Objectives of the workpackage
Aim of this WP is to establish, organize and maintain structures dedicated for regional suport. Such an approach is crucial for
facilitating global implementation of our solution within the market worldwide. This pack is divided into three main tasks, focusing
on offices in three regions: - USA for NA & SA coverage; - Japan for AP coverage. - Sweden for Western & Central EU coverage. In
that model our HQ in Poland becomes R&D and Corporate Center also covering Eastern EU
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Setting up regional structures for worldwide coverage : Setting up an office in Sweden for Western and Central EU coverage
Description
This tasks focuses on all actions required to set up SIMLAB structures in Sweden. Main tasks are: 1.
Organizing local office:
finding proper realty and signing the lease. Furnituring and equipping with needed hardware, software and ammeniti es 2.
Organizing local strutctures: populating office with key personel to maintain operations and serve customers. We plan to emploi at
least: one office manager with PM bacground, two Product Owners, one technical expert for quick troubleshooting and taking care
of our clients needs and one office clerk for administrative suport. 3.
Identification of requirements and development of
dedicated, regional market penetration plan for SIM-ON. The first task of our Product Owners will be an extensive research in the
market through interviews with potential users on localization requirements for the software to adapt and address Customer needs
in full extent.
Targeted TRL
TRL 9
Effect
This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop
marketing reach, build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB
to set up proper and effective sales channels and relations within the region
Target
Ecosystem
Deliverables

Dedicated,
localized
version of
SIM-ON
software

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Public = Public, fully Final
open, e.g. web

29

DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Costs
Total: 284000€ - 3 type(s) of cost

A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
144000
Person-months
48
Description
Employing key staff for Japan office - Office Manager, Product Owner, Technical Support Specialist i
Admnistrative Specialist.

C.1 Purchase costs Travel and subsistence

Amount (€)
20000
Description
Two business travels expected - connected to setting up the office and employing key personnel
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C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
120000
Description
office rent & office furnishing - 10 000 EUR/month
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Setting up regional structures for worldwide coverage : Setting up an office in Japan for AP coverage
Description
This tasks focuses on all actions required to set up SIMLAB structures in Japan. Main tasks are: 1.
Organizing local office:
finding proper realty and signing the lease. Furnishing and equipping with needed hardware, software and amenities 2.
Organizing local strutctures: populating office with key personel to maintain operations and serve customers. We plan to employ at
least: one office manager with PM background, two Product Owners, one technical expert for quick troubleshooting and taking
care of our clients needs and one office clerk for administrative suport. 3.
Identification of requirements and development of
dedicated, regional market penetration plan for SIM-ON. The first task of our Product Owners will be an extensive research in the
market through interviews with potential users on localization requirements for the software to adapt and address Customer needs
in full extent.
Targeted TRL
TRL 9
Effect
This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop
marketing reach, build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB
to set up proper and effective sales channels and relations within the region
Target
Ecosystem
Deliverables

Dedicated,
localized
version of
SIM-ON
software

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Public = Public, fully Final
open, e.g. web

36

DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Costs
Total: 284000€ - 3 type(s) of cost

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
120000

C.1 Purchase costs Travel and subsistence

Amount (€)
20000

Description
office rent & office furnishing - 10 000 EUR/month

Description
Two business travels expected - connected to setting up the office and employing key personnel

A.1 Personnel costs-

Amount (€)
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Employees

144000
Person-months
48
Description
Employing key staff for Japan office - Office Manager, Product Owner, Technical Support Specialist i
Admnistrative Specialist.
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Setting up regional structures for worldwide coverage : Setting up an office in USA for NA & SA coverage
Description
This tasks focuses on all actions required to set up SIMLAB structures in the USA. Main tasks are: 1.
Organizing local office:
finding proper realty and signing the lease. Furnituring and equipping with needed hardware, software and ammeniti es 2.
Organizing local strutctures: populating office with key personel to maintain operations and serve customers. We plan to emploi at
least: one office manager with PM bacground, two Product Owners, one technical expert for quick troubleshooting and taking care
of our clients needs and one office clerk for administrative suport. 3.
Identification of requirements and development of
dedicated, regional market penetration plan for SIM-ON. The first task of our Product Owners will be an extensive research in the
market through interviews with potential users on localization requirements for the software to adapt and address Customer needs
in full extent.
Targeted TRL
TRL 9
Effect
This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop
marketing reach, build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB
to set up proper and effective sales channels and relations within the region
Target
Ecosystem
Deliverables

Dedicated,
localized
version of
SIM-ON
software

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

EU Classified =
Classified
information as
referred to in
Commission
Decision 2015/444

36

DEM : Demonstrator, pilot, prototype, plan
designs

Final

Costs
Total: 284000€ - 3 type(s) of cost

C.1 Purchase costs Travel and subsistence

Amount (€)
20000
Description
Two business travels expected - connected to setting up the office and employing key personnel

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
120000
Description
office rent & office furnishing - 10 000 EUR/month
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A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
144000
Person-months
48
Description
Employing key staff for Japan office - Office Manager, Product Owner, Technical Support Specialist i
Admnistrative Specialist.
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Market/Scale-up activities
•

Promotion and marketing

Type of workpackage
Market activities
Start month
24
End month
36
Number of tasks
2
Total costs
266700 €
Objectives of the workpackage
As part of this work package, the website will be maintained, changes will be implemented informing about new additions to
SIM-ON. Promotion in social media will be continued and cooperation with the marketing and sales departments of selected
technology partners (KNX, FIBARO, Matterport) will be tightened. The applicant will write one more objective article for the trade
journal to promote SIM-ON without the partners participation.
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Promotion and marketing : Direct actions
Description
Together with KNX, Fibaro and Matterport, participate and exhibit at industry trade shows to present SIM-On in collaboration with
our partners: a.) Light & Building, in the field of home automation in Frankfurt at the invitation of KNX), b.) BIM World Munich in the
field of BIM design in Munich at the invitation of Fibaro, c.) IBS (International Builders Show) the largest home building show in the
world in Orlando, Florida, USA Submit media content for trade journals, publications and video channels.
Targeted TRL
TRL 9
Effect
The effect of the actions taken will be a gain of market awareness and unique value propositions of SIM-ON to industry specialists
and potential customers. SIMLAB plans to develop to partner alliances at the events for the product in order to penetrate using
B2B2C to expand the market of SIM-ON users. It is also planned to write at least one article for trade journals and promotion in
these journals.
Target
System
Deliverables

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Acquiring one
new Partner

Public = Public, fully Final
open, e.g. web

36

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

article in an
industry
magazine.

Public = Public, fully Intermediary
open, e.g. web

36

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Costs
Total: 214700€ - 1 type(s) of cost

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
214700
Description
Fairs - 65,000, Article - 2,500,
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Promotion and marketing : Indirect actions
Description
It is planned to retain the role of PR and Marketing professional. Tutorial videos showing new additions to SIM-ON and various
features and uses of the application will be further developed.
Targeted TRL
TRL 9
Effect
The result of the actions taken will be a modern website showing the solution and enabling online license subscriptions with
payments. The website will also include instructional videos on how to use SIM-ON or links to these videos on other video
streaming services. SIMLAB will also employ a specialist who will have appropriate knowledge about promoting solutions in
social media and will be responsible for contacts with marketing department of valuable SIMLAB partners, but also influencers
who are promoting smart home solutions.
Target
System
Deliverables

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Global
marketing
campaign
strategy
update for all
regions

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

30

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

OEM
instructional
videos for
case study
implementatio
n in all regions

Public = Public, fully Intermediary
open, e.g. web

36

DEC: Websites, patents filing, press & media
actions, videos, etc.

Final

Costs
Total: 52000€ - 2 type(s) of cost

C.3 Purchase costs Other goods, works and
services

Amount (€)
10000

A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
42000

Description
Instructional videos - 10,000

Person-months
12
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Description
Responsible for contacts with external companies, including Partners in PR and Marketing matters
and with external marketing and PR agencies to promote SIM-ON in Social Media. Coordination
activities between partners marketing departments on high scale and SIMLAB activities.
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Market/Scale-up activities
•

Project Management

Type of workpackage
Management
Start month
24
End month
36
Number of tasks
2
Total costs
34067 €
Objectives of the workpackage
"This workpackage is focused on proper execution of the work plan in accordance to obligations and tolerances set out in
application and specified in grant agreement. Whole project will be managed using internal methodology based on our experience
and best pracitces derived both from PRINCE2 and AGILE. Main targets of this WP are jointly: 1. securing highest possible quality
of end product. 2. securing timely execution of substantial WPs 3. securing cost effective execution "
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Project Management : Operational Project Management
Description
1) Maintenance and update of the project plan, 2) Definition and maintenance of project-internal processes, 3) Tracking of
milestones and deliverables, 4) Document management, including revision management, 5) Preparation and consolidation of
project-internal, 6) Preparation of cost statements, 7) Preparation of project document templates, 8) Monitoring of resource
utilization (including financial/budget info) and preparation of interim reports to Steering Group, 9) Monitoring of project work
adherence to EC rules and regulations.
Targeted TRL
TRL 9
Effect
Operational project management is focused on day to day management of all project aspects and tasks. This is done through
preparation, maintaining and updating management products like: - risks registers - issues registers - quality registers - lessons
learned registers - documentation templates Proper realization of Operational Project Mangement is crucial for achieving results
set out in project initiation documentation (based on application and grant agreement). This pack helps ensuring that all the
tolerances are met and all the actions are properly planned, documented and registered.
Target
System
Deliverables

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Standard
Quarterly
Project Report
2

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

Intermediary

30

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Standard
Quarterly
Project Report
1

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

Intermediary

27

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Standard
Quarterly
Project Report
3

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

Intermediary

33

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Standard
Quarterly
Project Report
4

Sensitive = Limited
under the
conditions of the
Grant Agreement

Final

36

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Costs
Total: 19200€ - 1 type(s) of cost

A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
19200
Person-months
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7
Description
- Project Manger - 0,3 FTE - 9 600 EUR - Project Management Officer - 0,3 FTE - 9 600 EUR
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Project Management : Strategic Project Management
Description
"Strategic Project Management focuses on setting up the structure and rules for proper, timely and organized project execution.
Those aims are achieved through issuing strategic decisions, like: 1. approvals for project initiation 2. approvals for project
execution 3. approvals for execution of project stages and/or extraordinary plans 4. extraordinary decisions on strategic levels 5.
approvals for stage/project closure Additionally, within this task all key roles in the project will be chosen and delegated for project
execution."
Targeted TRL
TRL 9
Effect
Main effect of the strategic project management is ongoing ensurance of: 1. having a dedicated authority for project initiation and
closure 2. having a dedicated authority for delivery of project's products 3. project maintaining its validity throughout it's execution
4. having a point of contact between organization, funding authorities and project team 5. plans for achieving project results
(benefits) are constantly reviewed and verified throughout project's execution
Target
System
Deliverables

Project Report
Out

Dissemination level Nature

Delivery
month

Type

Public = Public, fully Final
open, e.g. web

36

R: Document, report (excluding the periodic
and final reports)

Costs
Total: 14867€ - 1 type(s) of cost

A.1 Personnel costsEmployees

Amount (€)
14867
Person-months
3
Description
Steering Commitee (SC) costs - President of SC - 0,1 FTE - 8 900 EUR - COO & General counsel in
SIMLAB/ SC member - 0,1 FTE - 3 300 EUR - Lead Technical SC member - 0,1 FTE - 2 667 EUR

What is your winning team ?
Your team
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Team member : Jakub Osyra

•

Gender
Male

•

Position
Technology Development Chief

•

Domains of expertise
o Electronics
o Automatic control
o Virtual reality
o Computer science
o Energy management

•

Is this team member a shareholder? If not, type 0%, if yes, define how many share(s) he/she owns
1%

•

Workpackages on which this person will work on
o Further develop subsystems, integrate into solution with open API, BMS, and standalone solution
o Tests and scale-up preparation
o Develop components containing location, 3D model formulation, IoT layer, and AI identification.
o Technology demonstrator development including database, GUI and Facility Management Tools
o Setting up regional structures for worldwide coverage

Team member : Damon Hernandez

•

Gender
Male

•

Position
Business Head of Department

•

Domains of expertise
o Web 3d

•

Is this team member a shareholder? If not, type 0%, if yes, define how many share(s) he/she owns
0%

•

Workpackages on which this person will work on
o Tests and scale-up preparation
o Promotion and marketing
o Promotion during project

Team member : Karolina Drwięga-Waliczek

•

Gender
Female

•

Position
COO Chief Operating Officer

•

Domains of expertise
o Mergers and acquisitions
o company law

•

Is this team member a shareholder? If not, type 0%, if yes, define how many share(s) he/she owns
5%
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•

Workpackages on which this person will work on
o Setting up regional structures for worldwide coverage
o Project Management
o Management

Team member : Bartosz Stępień

•

Gender
Male

•

Position
Software Architect

•

Domains of expertise
o Software engineering
o 3D modelling

•

Is this team member a shareholder? If not, type 0%, if yes, define how many share(s) he/she owns
1%

•

Workpackages on which this person will work on
o Develop components containing location, 3D model formulation, IoT layer, and AI identification.
o Technology demonstrator development including database, GUI and Facility Management Tools
o Tests and scale-up preparation
o Further develop subsystems, integrate into solution with open API, BMS, and standalone solution

Team member : Michal Szopa

•

Gender
Male

•

Position
Product Manager

•

Domains of expertise
o Smart home automation
o Customer needs
o Internet of Things
o End user requirements
o User experience evaluation

•

Is this team member a shareholder? If not, type 0%, if yes, define how many share(s) he/she owns
0%

•

Workpackages on which this person will work on
o Setting up regional structures for worldwide coverage
o Promotion during project
o Promotion and marketing
o Tests and scale-up preparation

Team member : Marek Wilert

•

Gender
Male

•

Position
Digital Director

•

Domains of expertise
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o
o
o

design
GUI
User experience design

•

Is this team member a shareholder? If not, type 0%, if yes, define how many share(s) he/she owns
1%

•

Workpackages on which this person will work on
o Further develop subsystems, integrate into solution with open API, BMS, and standalone solution
o Develop components containing location, 3D model formulation, IoT layer, and AI identification.
o Technology demonstrator development including database, GUI and Facility Management Tools

Team member : Tomasz Czapla

•

Gender
Male

•

Position
Collaborative projects Manager

•

Domains of expertise
o Virtual modeling
o project managem
o research and development
o Energy management system

•

Is this team member a shareholder? If not, type 0%, if yes, define how many share(s) he/she owns
0%

•

Workpackages on which this person will work on
o Technology demonstrator development including database, GUI and Facility Management Tools
o Project Management
o Tests and scale-up preparation
o Promotion and marketing
o Further develop subsystems, integrate into solution with open API, BMS, and standalone solution
o Setting up regional structures for worldwide coverage
o Management
o Promotion during project
o Develop components containing location, 3D model formulation, IoT layer, and AI identification.

Team member : Marek Kozlak

•

Gender
Male

•

Position
CEO Chief executive Officer

•

Domains of expertise
o Software engineering
o Virtual Reality and computer graphics
o BIM
o BIM

•

Is this team member a shareholder? If not, type 0%, if yes, define how many share(s) he/she owns
92 %

•

Workpackages on which this person will work on
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Promotion during project
Tests and scale-up preparation
Setting up regional structures for worldwide coverage
Develop components containing location, 3D model formulation, IoT layer, and AI identification.
Promotion and marketing
Technology demonstrator development including database, GUI and Facility Management Tools
Project Management
Further develop subsystems, integrate into solution with open API, BMS, and standalone solution
Management

What is the company's and/or founder's track record?
SIMLAB is a technology company focused on facility digitalization. We develop software applications for home and building
owners, to be used by operators and occupants of houses, offices, factories, hospitals, hotels, and multi–family residential
buildings. SIMLAB applications turn personal living spaces and working environments into multimedia digital command centers,
accessible by computer, tablet, and smartphone. We empower users with interactive and intelligent digital twins of their structures,
leveraging a combination of 3D models of the property, real–time data from sensors, and user–defined asset information. SIMLAB
applications allow a way to track changes in a structure. They provide an interface to supervise any project, maintenance, or
renovation progress as well as monitor facility aging. We provide easy and intuitive digital solutions for the full life cycle of the
building. Marek K. is our founder, we have described his track record under staff members’ experience.
Highlight relevant achievements and experience of your staff members.
Marek K. PhD - Pushing limits for 12 years of VR & AR while working on real-time applications and professional simulator projects
for global clients. Co-founder of first company in virtual reality listed on WSE. Experienced R&D director, responsible for tech
improvements of global companies building a competitive advantage and GTM strategy. Damon H. - Subject matter expert in
Web3D, 20+ years in Web3D & xR as designer, developer, advisor, and executive. Web3d standards authority, leader in WebVR &
WebxR since conception. Tomasz Cz. PhD - Experienced research and development project manager. Academic researcher at
Silesian University of Technology. Jakub O. - Experienced in programming real-time applications and virtual reality simulators.
Always delivering cutting-edge projects, and nothing is impossible for him. Michel S.- Sales director, internat. home automation
hardware provider. Experienced product owner. Strong in identifying and understanding customer needs and requirements
What is your ability to scale up?
Currently, SIMLAB employs specialists managing programming, HR, accounting, administration, marketing, and projects. We have
extensive experience in the rapid increase in our core engineering team. The Covid-19 pandemic has changed the way people
recruit in the IT industry. Our recruitment programs have provided us with strong colleague candidates that we have commitments
from in Japan, Sweden, and the USA. These candidates are considered authorities in the fields of Web3D, digital twins, tech in the
built environment, and have expansive global networks. In these leaders, we have the capability to build out the necessary forces
in global digital marketing, sales structures, platform infrastructure, globalization in terms of addressing tax structures, financial
managers, customer success systems, public relations, risk management, and other necessary facets of the organization.
Technical/business experience of the team, including management capacity to lead a growing team.
SIMLAB, as a technology company, is growing alongside its portfolio. We started as a small group of programmers and visionaries.
We have evolved into a well organized, small enterprise. We have expanded from 3 people to matrix-driven task teams of around
30 people. Our management board and advisory board has many years of experience in running Proptech and IT businesses such
as: EON Reality (California, USA), Saudi Aramco (Saudi Arabia), i3D (Poland), OBRUM company from the Polska Grupa Zbrojeniowa
(Polish Armaments Group) and BIMobject (Sweden). We also have experience in conducting research and development projects
together with the National Center for Research and Development in Poland.
To which extend does your team fit in your project?
It is a perfect fit. Core members of the team have worked on the concept of SIM-On from the very beginning. The project manager
has extensive experience in leading and implementing research and development projects, with proven success stories both in
mechanical and IT fields. We are a group of highly skilled professionals leveraging modern technologies for facilities and
properties. We are passionately creating solutions that help anyone manage and communicate with the environments in which we
all live, work, and play in a modern and simple way. Our team is a well-coordinated group of 3D and AR / VR enthusiasts who have
been working together for years. Currently at SIMLAB, and previously on projects for companies such as i3D or BIMobject.
Do you have the team you need to implement the action ? If not, what competencies/skills are missing and how will you acquire
them? :
Yes
Are there any workforce's skills related issues that could compromise the ability of a project partner to exploit the innovation? (If
Yes, please comment) :
No
How do you plan to ensure gender balance among the member of your team, including executive positions? (CEO, CTO, CMO,
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CFO, ...)
SIMLAB is fully aware of gender balance importance and is proactive in maintaining such. Shared on our website
(https://simlab.pl/about-us/) within our core team we have five female professionals. Karolina is the COO responsible for defining
and implementing development and transformation actions regarding the whole company. She will also act as one of three main
decisionmakers within Steering Committee for management of this project. Klaudia, Ewa, Kasia and Marta are important players in
both programming and design core teams constantly delivering added value to our products and working environment. Currently
we have a 25% to 75% split between genders, but we are actively looking to close the gap in our recruitment plans (overseen by
Karolina).

Your value chain
Key partners
RD organisation / lab
Large company
Large company
Comment
Matterport is a leading global provider of 3D space scanning solutions around the world and is a strategic partner providing base
and key technology used in SIM-ON. To bring SIM-ON to market, Matterport has given us access to their sales team and their
extensive customer base. Additionally, we plan to offer the SIM-ON solution to Matterport scanning contractors through
Matterport’s distribution channels. Matterport’s servers house over 5.5 million scanned areas setting them apart as the clear
leader in this market sector. Our collaboration and cooperation with Matterport has been ongoing since 2019. KNX is a global
supplier of automation solutions and IoT devices with a base of over 95,000 partners and device manufacturers. KNX is very
interested in working with SIMLAB to provide software to its customers, numbering over 10 million. EMAG has extensive R&D
facilities in the field of positioning and tracking objects in space that we will use for enhanced system functionalities.

Your other partners
Manufacturer
Large company
Other
Assembler
SME
Consumer/ client
Consumer/ client
Consumer/ client
Comment
The main target and source of acquiring SIM-On customers beyond key partners are the countless number of other manufacturers
of IoT solutions. For example, FIBARO, a Polish manufacturer of IoT components that has over 250,000 control units installed all
over the world. Each is used by an average of two users that can be converted into several hundred thousand user accounts.
Integration with IoT communication standards (such as SmartThings) will allow automatic access to hundreds of devices from
similar manufacturers used by tens of millions of customers. Conversion of only 5% gives a potential of several million target
customers. Integration and installation companies that have direct contact with the multiple clients are also an attractive source
to maximize and scale distribution. This could create thousands of testimonials and a good complement to marketing campaigns.
What are their interest? To what extent they are already committed and incentivised?
Both Matterport and FIBARO, the largest Polish producer of intelligent systems and home automation are already direct
technological partners of SIMLAB and a potential distribution point for SIM-ON. After receiving the project, it is planned to sign a
distribution agreement with KNX of Belgium for distribution to their customers. This agreement guarantees the introduction of
SIMLAB products to the KNX offer catalog, which is used by all installations and video partners of KNX, the world's largest provider
of solutions for smart homes. The planned introduction of additional functionalities expands the possibilities and market
competitiveness of the above-mentioned producers and allows them to increase the market coverage with their solutions. It is
also important that SIM-ON is compatible with various devices from different manufacturers, which allows the delivery of
complementary elements not only from the catalog of a given manufacturer, but also between all compatible IoT devices.
How does the project engage end-users?
An end user organization outside of the project is consulted
Comment
Our end-user engagement strategy comprises of three main actions. First step, which is already happening is engagement of
end-user organizations and market leaders in defining the product and its features. During this stage we have engaged KNX and
Matterport (LoI) presented SIM-ONs concept to them and gathered feedback. Second step (during tests WP) will focus on
indiviudal end-users whom we will approach via KNX, Matterport and FIBARO customer bases. Those users will be empowered to
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use and test our software nad point out any remarks they might have regarding its functionalities, capabilities and their general
user experience. Third step is connected with setting up regional structures in AP, NA and EU. During that stage we want to
engage as many end-users and or end-users’ organisation as possible to define their regional needs and requirements for SIM-ON,
as well as prepare a dedicated case-study
Choose a workpackage and identify the name(s) of the partner(s) you are engaging/associating with your project (they are
typically 'end users/customers' but not 'beneficiaries/contractors' to the project)

•

•

•

•

Workpackage
Further develop subsystems, integrate into solution with open API, BMS, and standalone solution

o

Objectives
The most important tasks in the entire project after preparation of the visualization layer and the back-end is an
integration of various Home Automation manufacturers and providers into one solution. Due to the specificity
and variety of solutions available on the market, it is necessary to integrate devices with different types of
applications (cable, wireless, voice controlled, etc.). Connection of those devices to a designed BMS will provide
intuitive operating system for any facility.

o

Your partners for this workpackage (official name of the partner)
• EMAG

Workpackage
Setting up regional structures for worldwide coverage

o

Objectives
Aim of this WP is to establish, organize and maintain structures dedicated for regional suport. Such an approach
is crucial for facilitating global implementation of our solution within the market worldwide. This pack is divided
into three main tasks, focusing on offices in three regions: - USA for NA & SA coverage; - Japan for AP coverage.
- Sweden for Western & Central EU coverage. In that model our HQ in Poland becomes R&D and Corporate
Center also covering Eastern EU

o

Your partners for this workpackage (official name of the partner)
• MATTERPORT

Workpackage
Develop components containing location, 3D model formulation, IoT layer, and AI identification.

o

Objectives
Object location and tracking system prototype will be developed, tested and prepared for integration with
SIM-ON. This work package has four main tasks: 1. Development of solutions to read passive and active RFID
tags. 2. Automatic object recognition through AI 3. Experimental comparative analyzes of scanning (digitization)
methods to harvest a digital model of various types of building objects 4. Repeatable algorithm and methodology
for selecting IoT devices for a defined type of cathegory

o

Your partners for this workpackage (official name of the partner)
• EMAG

Workpackage
Promotion and marketing

o

Objectives
As part of this work package, the website will be maintained, changes will be implemented informing about new
additions to SIM-ON. Promotion in social media will be continued and cooperation with the marketing and sales
departments of selected technology partners (KNX, FIBARO, Matterport) will be tightened. The applicant will
write one more objective article for the trade journal to promote SIM-ON without the partners participation.

o

Your partners for this workpackage (official name of the partner)
• KNX
• FIBARO
• MATTERPORT
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•
•

•

•

•

•

SAMSUNG

Workpackage
Technology demonstrator development including database, GUI and Facility Management Tools

o

Objectives
Development of key software solution for combining multi-disciplinary data from various sources containing
multi-domain information and features like: - 3D model of the building (mesh) - Facility and Asset Management
(databases and timeline) - IoT signals and control (incl. / switch off and constant monitoring of sensors) Graphical user interface This will allow to build an authoring communication hub for all major systems
components including their beck-end integration.

o

Your partners for this workpackage (official name of the partner)
• You don't have any partners for this workpackage.

Workpackage
Project Management

o

Objectives
"This workpackage is focused on proper execution of the work plan in accordance to obligations and tolerances
set out in application and specified in grant agreement. Whole project will be managed using internal
methodology based on our experience and best pracitces derived both from PRINCE2 and AGILE. Main targets of
this WP are jointly: 1. securing highest possible quality of end product. 2. securing timely execution of
substantial WPs 3. securing cost effective execution "

o

Your partners for this workpackage (official name of the partner)
• You don't have any partners for this workpackage.

Workpackage
Promotion during project

o

Objectives
In this WP, direct and indirect actions are planned to increase market awareness and grow our prospect base by
educating them about the value that SIM-On brings to smart home management. The main tasks will be:
Implement CRM system to collect and manage prospects and sales pipeline Joint marketing with business &
tech-partners Define trade show exhibition strategy Author articles and content for media and trade distribution
Social media campain start Promotional videos showing how SIM-ON works

o

Your partners for this workpackage (official name of the partner)
• FIBARO
• SAMSUNG
• KNX
• Matterport

Workpackage
Tests and scale-up preparation

o

Objectives
Complete system activation for selected objects and testing in actual operation environment and conditions.
Develop conclusions to optimize the reliability of system operation. Record events requiring user or service tech
action. Categorization and description of errors. Minor repairs and replacement of IoT components to test new
market solutions and compare their reliability. Testing and diagnostic tools developed. Implement analytical
tools in the admin panel, on client and applicant sides.

o

Your partners for this workpackage (official name of the partner)
• You don't have any partners for this workpackage.

Workpackage
Management

o

Objectives
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This workpackage is focused on proper execution of the work plan in accordance to obligations and tolerances set
out in application and specified in grant agreement. Whole project will be managed using internal methodology based
on our experience and best pracitces derived both from PRINCE2 and AGILE. Main targets of this WP are jointly: 1.
securing highest possible quality of end product. 2. securing timely execution of substantial WPs 3. securing cost
effective execution

o

Your partners for this workpackage (official name of the partner)
• You don't have any partners for this workpackage.
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Go2Market
Know

Market scoping
Targeted market
Can you describe your targeted market?
Our product is primarily for a household and occupants. The following groups of target users can be listed: •Households equipped
with home automation. 20% of 220 mln EU households use more than one application to operate smart-home equipment. •
Long-term rental companies need digitized facility status and equipment monitoring – approximately 15 mln properties •Retail
stores or small office space will be targeted with a facility management tool that is intuitive, affordable and low-cost –
approximately 3 mln properties •Producers and distributors of smart home systems will be able to use their products with systems
existing in the client's building and receive a visualization tool eliminating the need to create their own. – approximately 2 mln •
Insurance agencies can offer solutions that allow monitoring the property before and after the occurrence of damage, having an
impact on reducing fraud. – approximately 10 mln The size of the target market is 75 mln properties only in EU.
The market targeted by this innovation is ...
Emerging: there is a growing demand and few offerings are available
Justification
The survey carried out by TraQline at the end of last year was to verify the level of interest in smart home solutions and the feelings
of consumers or recipients of this technology. The most important finding of the study was 40% of consumers use their smart
home devices at least twice a day within two or three applications. People who have a smart home declare they want to expand
their current system with new functions, devices, and elements. Such declarations are made by 61% of respondents by TraQline.
Each innovation in the “smart” sector is welcomed by the users of such technology with great enthusiasm. IDC experts also expect
that by 2023, three IoT categories combined (security, lighting, thermostats) will reach 183.9 million installed smart devices for
smart homes and apartments in Europe. According to Microsoft, by 2031 there will be 30 billion connected IoT devices, and the
future home will generate 50 GB/day.
How will the innovation be exploited ?
Introduced as new to the market (commercial exploitation)
Justification
Our unique selling proposition exploits existing independent IoT platforms that lack interoperability. Instead, each of many device
brands in a single home or property requires its own, independent siloed application. Our innovation will be commercially exploited
by introducing it as a single application for all users, regardless of device brand(s). By combining devices of various IoT
manufacturers in a single 3D user interface depicting the actual subject property, with the ability to control any of those devices in
one application, we introduce a completely new dimension of value to the market. Our market research, in cooperation with our
partners, Matterport, KNX, FIBARO, their distribution networks, and using our own resources. There is no evidence of any other
solutions similar to the solution we intend to create within the grant project.

Market size
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What is your Total Addressable Market (TAM)?
The IoT device market has been experiencing dynamic growth for the last few years. Consumer demand for smart home devices
remained even higher for other sectors of the economy due to the need to work remote, and thus the need to improve the quality of
the space to work at home. According to the authors of the report "Worldwide Qr Smart Home Device Tracker IDC," the global
market for smart home devices grew by 10.3% year-on-year in the third quarter of 2021, delivering more than 221.8 million devices.
Video equipment (e.g. smart TV) maintained the highest volume in the third quarter, accounting for 35.3% of all deliveries. Home /
security monitoring devices (smart cameras and locks) accounted for 20.4% of deliveries and increased by 13.5%. All available
statistics confirm the dynamic development of the home automation sector. It is worth noting that the increase in 2017-2019 was
over 250%. The data above demonstrates current potential of the IoT devices market in billions of pieces.
What is your Serviceable Available Market (SAM)? The number of clients/year that you may be able to have within this market
The number of IoT devices quoted in the above section must also consider the many ways of configuring these devices. 20% of
220 million households in Europe have more than one IoT device. Statistics and market research show that this number will grow
rapidly. SIMLAB will initially focus on binary devices, leaving advanced systems (such as SmartTV and CCTV) for later system
expansion. This allows effective management of the property and energy consumption in a short period of time. Scanning a space
is now possible with smartphones. Each user will be able to do it independently as well as system configuration. Currently, over
99% of properties do not have 3D documentation (Boston Consulting, 2016). Its introduction with the add and identify assets allow
for efficient management not only of the IoT layer, but also of analog elements, benefitting users other than IoT users. Annual
growth of customers after the solution is introduced to the market will range from 25,000 to 1,050,000.
What is your Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM)?
The market estimation is based on implementation of the Applicant's solution with partners' products, i.e.: - Samsung
SmartThings: a standard used in over 5,000 devices from various suppliers with over 100 million users. - Matterport: solutions for
digitization of buildings, used by over 450,000 people with over 6 million property scans. - KNX: a building automation standard
with over 100,000 partners and 4 million users. - FIBARO - largest Polish manufacturer of IoT devices, with over 250,000 installed
systems. We estimate we will reach an audience of nearly 100,000,000 customers of our partners. We have assumed very safely
that we will obtain about 2 million free SIM-ON users from this source within 60 months of project completion. We plan to
generate advertising revenue from these free accounts. In addition, we assume the conversion of approximately 110,000 accounts
to SIM-On premium version which customers will pay a monthly subscription fee of EUR 9.

Market growth rate
What is the CAGR (Compounded Annual Growth Rate) of your targeted market?
The IoT device market is our target market. We can assume that, according to the following reports, our market will grow by around
13% per year. In the report "IoT IN THE POLISH ECONOMY REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON THE INTERNET OF THINGS AT
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THE MINISTRY OF DIGITALISATION", a high pace is expected showing growth of the adoption of IoT technology and solutions
market in Poland to be around 13% year over year. According a report by BCC research, the global market for the Internet of
Things (IoT) technologies is estimated to grow from $370.5 billion in 2021 to reach $1.3 trillion by 2026, at a (CAGR) of 27.6%
during the forecast period of 2021-2026 A report that shows the IoT market development is a report prepared by Cyfrowa Poland
on 10.2020. The report indicates a significant increase in the world market, the value of the global IoT market which is currently
USD $190 billion in 2018, will grow to USD $1.1 trillion in 2026, maintaining the pace of growth of 24 percent annually.
What is the Market annual growth rate?
The independent analytical company IDC (International Data Corporation) in July 2019 published the latest edition of the
technological quarterly Smart Home Device Tracker. The research results presented in that edition show the growth of the smart
home market in Europe by 23.9% in the first quarter of this year. In the first quarter of 2019, sales of 21.3 million home automation
management systems were confirmed across the European continent. By the end of the year it reached a staggering 107 million
IoT devices delivered (Fig no 1 in additional slides). Taking into account Eurostat data, which says that we have 220 million
households in the EU, it means that every fifth European house is already smart! All the available statistics confirm the rapid
growth of the smart home automation sector. It is notable that growth in 2017 to 2019 was over 250%. Additionally, ABI Research
research shows that the value of the global smart-home market will reach USD 123 billion by 2022.

Who cares about your innovation (i.e. targeted end users and targeted customers)?
Targeted customers
Manufacturer (IoT manufacturers (SME))
Consumer/ client (Family caregivers)
Consumer/ client (Home/property owners)
SME (Small business owners)
Consumer/ client (Occupants & Visitors)
Other (Public services (Hospitals, Schools, Emergency Forces))
Targeted end users
Manufacturer (IoT manufacturers (SME))
Consumer/ client (Family caregivers)
Consumer/ client (Home/property owners)
SME (Small business owners)
Consumer/ client (Occupants & Visitors)
Large company (Matterport)
Large company (KNX)
Other (Public services (Hospitals, Schools, Emergency Forces))
Assembler (Installation and Integration companies)
Large company (Large hardware&software providers - eg. SAMSUNG, XIAOMI, SONY, PHILIPS)
Comments
All stakeholders and participants on the market: Technology providers – due to bridging the gap between different systems,
allowing better market penetration while opening for customers using already different solutions. IoT producers – due to the same
reason as technology providers, plus due to lowering market entry requirements. As our solution becomes market standard, every
producer will be able to adapt to Sim-On and offer fully operating and compatible products for end-customers. End users – who will
finally be offered a comprehensive and intuitive solution to manage all their devices and knowledge that is being generated and
stored throughout property lifecycle Guardians and caregivers – who will be empowered to track statuses of their loved-ones and
assets they are responsible for (Fig 5 in addtional material).

Market segmentation
What is the segmentation of your main market?
The technology developed as part of the project is addressed primarily to the individual customer, which is the owner or user of the
household. When analyzing the market needs in terms of commercialization, the following groups of recipients can be
distinguished: - Single family households - Multi-family household tenants - Private tenants - Retail tenants - Multi-family owners
and developers - Fractional ownership aggregators - Shared housing owners - Vacation housing owners - SMEs - IoT manufacturers
- Insurance companies - Public services

Other market Applications
Is there any future market segment?
Yes
Justification
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Success in the residential market sector will be a baseline for development into market segments of ever expanding facility sizes
and complexity across many different economic branches. An early approach we are preparing to pursue is development of active
markets leveraging SIM-On’s tracking capabilities in healthcare and senior care facilities. Franchises as such, might be interested
in implementing SIM-ON as an asset management solution for their brands in addition to IoT device management. We have a
strong opportunity to provide SIM-On as an optional application that can be offered within existing enterprise platforms of
aggregators like Airbnb and Vrbo, or web-based property management platforms used by all sizes of property management firms.

Willingness to pay
Explain why you think that there is a willingness to pay from your targeted market customers
During early development phases we conducted in-depth interviews with industry representatives to gather knowledge on
perceived needs and pains of market actors, their willingness to pay, and the amount of that payment. We led decentralized
focused groups using our partners’ communication channels to identify needs, pains, and expectancies of our potential market
customers. From the studies, we have defined the WTP level reflected in our unit costs and pricing presented in the business case.
We found the market pays similar amounts for monthly subscriptions for services like streaming, internet, mobile and other
services. Key features, USPs, and advantages defining WTP include: -potential energy savings -safety awareness -ease and
simplicity of a single source of asset information management -maintenance reminders that our solution can bring to single
household. -time saving capabilities of having all systems in one platform -energy saving resulting from our energy management
component
Key factors of success
Solution : Your solution

Pain 1

Description
- KNX has amassed an extensive customer base through years of operations being known as home
automation industry standard. Regardless, they lack innovative solutions expected by contemporary
customers. - Implementing a 3D model as an interface for the KNX system was discussed by their R&D
Department many times. Due to the size of their company the lacked the agility required to implement it on
their own.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
Yes
Justify
KNX is the global standard for the home automation professional. They have the most reliable smart home
solutions and the largest number of implementations all over the world. Despite this, KNX lacks the user
friendly solution that could increase the usage of home automation systems by increasing user interaction.
Global digitalization brings more and more software applications to the standard household. KNX’s position of
software provider for the home of the future is being threatened. By bringing SIM-ON 3D visualisation to
integrate with the KNX standard and joining the largest global association of professional installer partners, all
KNX users will get access to much more functionality than just operation of smart devices. SIM-ON may
become one of the most favored for standard households which will strengthen KNX's position as a global
leader.
Specify how you measure this pain relief (Use KPI. Example: 10% CO2 emission reduction, ...)
Action (increase, decrease,...)
Increase
Category
3D interface in home automation systems
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Value
10
Unit measure (%, km, liters)
% of total KNX customers
Estimated time (in months) to achieve this performance ?
36

Pain 2

Description
- Many customers excited with 3D digitization lose their interest in the 3D model after a short period of time
without any other functionality. This results in only 5% of Matterport's online scanned properties have any
activity (being used and paid for). - Matterport's residential customers are single purpose customers. The
scanning service is used primarily only to showcase their property during the sales process.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
Yes
Justify
A significant portion of Matterport model scans are inactive. SIM-ON will bring millions of Matterport inactive
models back to life by building direct functionality packages on top of current 3D models stored on Matterport
servers. The 3D visualisation provided by Matterport scanning technology will become a digital container for
all household equipment assets SIM-ON customers can store for years. The integration with smart systems
will provide real time signal visualisation inside the Matterport model. This will allow for millions of inactive
Matterport customers to reuse content they have, update facilities by rescaning them to their current status,
and increase Matterport revenue streams through their monthly subscriptions.
Specify how you measure this pain relief (Use KPI. Example: 10% CO2 emission reduction, ...)
Action (increase, decrease,...)
Increase
Category
number of active accounts
Value
20
Unit measure (%, km, liters)
% of total Matterport active users
Estimated time (in months) to achieve this performance ?
24

Pain 3

Description
Digital solutions for residential use are very immature and almost do not exist, since: - Several apps need to
be used to control different IoT devices from various hardware providers with all of them looking the same
and lacking a spacial interface depicting device locations in the home. - There is no software to manage
home assets within a property. Existing facility management systems (FM) using BIM 3D models are crafted
for industrial/commercial properties making them cost prohibitive for homeowners.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
Yes
Justify
SIM-ON will be the first market solution to provide multiple functionalities for daily home operation. SIM-ON
provides asset management, IoT & smart device control, 3D object localisation inside the building, and
maintenance scheduling. This will allow us to build a complete digital experience for every property.
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Specify how you measure this pain relief (Use KPI. Example: 10% CO2 emission reduction, ...)
Action (increase, decrease,...)
Increase
Category
digitalization in residential sector
Value
10
Unit measure (%, km, liters)
% of homes using smart technology
Estimated time (in months) to achieve this performance ?
24

Gain 1

Description
- The additional features of SIM-ON software gives Matterport customers extended life for 3D scanned
models of their properties. Average life of a 3D Matterport space can be extended from a few weeks to many
years. Matterport subscriptions are monthly recurring. - Through SIM-ON, Matterport gains access to the
home automation industry, an area not addressed in their operations.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
Yes
Justify
Smart home users will be able to adopt 3D digitization using Matterport scanning technology. Matterport has
been trying for a number of years to build a digitalization standard for the residential sector providing free
access to their scanning technology. This means that a property owner can use Matterport’s free hosting
plan for one active property shared through the internet. Thanks to this policy, all smart home users could
implement SIM-ON software without cost, while Matterport will gain access to millions of potential users from
the home automation sector who will need a 3D model of their apartment.
Specify how you measure this gain relief (Use KPI. Example: 10% CO2 emission reduction, ...)
Action (increase, decrease,...)
Increase
Category
3D Matterport scans
Value
5000
Unit measure (%, km, liters)
new Basic accounts users monthly
Estimated time (in months) to achieve this performance ?
12

Gain 2

Description
- KNX will get access to a modern 3D interface which can be used for millions of the existing KNX customers
now able to upgrade old-fashioned software to customers' current expectations. - Upgrade of existing home
software will become a new business opportunity for each of the 95,000 installation companies that KNX has
all over the world. - KNX is the unquestionable home automation global leader. SIM-ON opens up KNX
company access to the FM (Facility Management) sector, which they currently do not operate in today.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
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Yes
Justify
By bringing SIM-ON 3D visualisation to KNX standard and joining the largest global association of
professional installer partners, all KNX users will get access to much more functionality than just operation of
smart devices. SIM-ON may become one of the most favored for standard households which will strengthen
KNX's position as a global leader.
Specify how you measure this gain relief (Use KPI. Example: 10% CO2 emission reduction, ...)
Action (increase, decrease,...)
inrease
Category
software upgrade to a 3D standards
Value
10
Unit measure (%, km, liters)
% of total KNX customers
Estimated time (in months) to achieve this performance ?
36

Gain 3

Description
A single solution across multiple platforms and hardware devices which will provide: - remote device
management in 3D spatial context, - home asset management with event and maintenance scheduling, - real
time positioning system for the 3D home environment
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
Yes
Justify
There is no other solution on the market providing a similar feature set that can be used in such an
economical monthly subscription, or even free of charge. According to market reports, digitalization that
improves the standard of living is highly demanded by the residential sector. Technology awareness of
modern society confirms the correct timing and market readiness for SIM-ON to become a potential standard
as the leader in software dedicated to operate and maintain any facility.
Specify how you measure this gain relief (Use KPI. Example: 10% CO2 emission reduction, ...)
Action (increase, decrease,...)
Increase
Category
digitalization in residential sector
Value
10
Unit measure (%, km, liters)
% of homes using smart technology
Estimated time (in months) to achieve this performance ?
24

Solution : Open API software platforms
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Pain 1

Description
- KNX has amassed an extensive customer base through years of operations being known as home
automation industry standard. Regardless, they lack innovative solutions expected by contemporary
customers. - Implementing a 3D model as an interface for the KNX system was discussed by their R&D
Department many times. Due to the size of their company the lacked the agility required to implement it on
their own.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
KNX, who will be one of the most valuable SIM-ON customers, is known as the most prestigious and reliable
home automation provider on the global market. They have the exact same software interface like the other
260 hardware competitors available at Google Store. Although the open software platforms OpenHAB and
Home Assistant do integrate KNX products to a certain extent, they do copy the same boring interface as all
the native solutions. None of them is working with a real building model.

Pain 2

Description
- Many customers excited with 3D digitization lose their interest in the 3D model after a short period of time
without any other functionality. This results in only 5% of Matterport's online scanned properties have any
activity (being used and paid for). - Matterport's residential customers are single purpose customers. The
scanning service is used primarily only to showcase their property during the sales process.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
All the software platforms integrate the communication between the different IoT hardware vendors yet do
not deal with 3D positioning of the assets or signals.They have no direct connection between the geometry
and the sensor data, so they are useless for Matterport’s 5 mln current customers.

Pain 3

Description
Digital solutions for residential use are very immature and almost do not exist, since: - Several apps need to
be used to control different IoT devices from various hardware providers with all of them looking the same
and lacking a spacial interface depicting device locations in the home. - There is no software to manage
home assets within a property. Existing facility management systems (FM) using BIM 3D models are crafted
for industrial/commercial properties making them cost prohibitive for homeowners.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
There are a few software platforms that are competitive with each other. These are built by communities like
OpenHAB and Home Assistant. Both examples are free open source solutions which already integrate a big
number of hardware and IoT manufacturers. The main problem is that they are dedicated for software
developers and not for a final user without programming skills. This makes the usage of them for regular
households very limited. Additionally, big brands like SAMSUNG, Amazon, Google, and Apple are also trying to
support industry integration by releasing products like SmartThings HUB, Alexa, Nest Home and HomeKIT. In
those cases the integration is very business oriented where competitive companies do not support each
other's products. Regardless of an open source, free to use platform or commercial solution which integrates
a few more hardware systems, none of the available software supports other systems. SIM-ON’s
functionalities are the answer to a homeowner's biggest pain.

Gain 1

Description
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- The additional features of SIM-ON software gives Matterport customers extended life for 3D scanned
models of their properties. Average life of a 3D Matterport space can be extended from a few weeks to many
years. Matterport subscriptions are monthly recurring. - Through SIM-ON, Matterport gains access to the
home automation industry, an area not addressed in their operations.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
There is no direct link between Matterport and IoT software platforms to date. It is currently impossible to
enrich the Matterport user experience with any intelligent home data.

Gain 2

Description
- KNX will get access to a modern 3D interface which can be used for millions of the existing KNX customers
now able to upgrade old-fashioned software to customers' current expectations. - Upgrade of existing home
software will become a new business opportunity for each of the 95,000 installation companies that KNX has
all over the world. - KNX is the unquestionable home automation global leader. SIM-ON opens up KNX
company access to the FM (Facility Management) sector, which they currently do not operate in today.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
Open API software platforms do not support any 3D interface so to date. They do not support any facility
management features at this point.

Gain 3

Description
A single solution across multiple platforms and hardware devices which will provide: - remote device
management in 3D spatial context, - home asset management with event and maintenance scheduling, - real
time positioning system for the 3D home environment
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
The only gain that the Open API software platforms can provide to the homeowner is an option to integrate
many IOT hardware providers in software packages. Unfortunately that can be useful only if the potential user
has advanced programming skills and can program their home automation system. In that case they will be
forced to use a standard interface, or can program their own graphical user interface dedicated for their
house. Such a solution is always possible, can take several weeks of custom development, but will not be
scalable to any other facility.

Solution : Home automation & IoT hardware providers

Pain 1

Description
- KNX has amassed an extensive customer base through years of operations being known as home
automation industry standard. Regardless, they lack innovative solutions expected by contemporary
customers. - Implementing a 3D model as an interface for the KNX system was discussed by their R&D
Department many times. Due to the size of their company the lacked the agility required to implement it on
their own.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
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No
Justify
KNX is being considered a direct competitor to other home automation system manufacturers. None of them
would consider sharing their new visually upgraded control panel if they had one.

Pain 2

Description
- Many customers excited with 3D digitization lose their interest in the 3D model after a short period of time
without any other functionality. This results in only 5% of Matterport's online scanned properties have any
activity (being used and paid for). - Matterport's residential customers are single purpose customers. The
scanning service is used primarily only to showcase their property during the sales process.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
No hardware producers who build authoring software for intelligent buildings have any business or technology
relation with Matterport. Matterport is focused on addressing residential digitization and scanning.

Pain 3

Description
Digital solutions for residential use are very immature and almost do not exist, since: - Several apps need to
be used to control different IoT devices from various hardware providers with all of them looking the same
and lacking a spacial interface depicting device locations in the home. - There is no software to manage
home assets within a property. Existing facility management systems (FM) using BIM 3D models are crafted
for industrial/commercial properties making them cost prohibitive for homeowners.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
Unfortunately this pain is not resolved by any of the existing solutions currently within the hardware providers
on the market. None of the manufacturers are interested in software development, focusing mostly on
hardware improvement and its own drivers.

Gain 1

Description
- The additional features of SIM-ON software gives Matterport customers extended life for 3D scanned
models of their properties. Average life of a 3D Matterport space can be extended from a few weeks to many
years. Matterport subscriptions are monthly recurring. - Through SIM-ON, Matterport gains access to the
home automation industry, an area not addressed in their operations.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
None of the IoT hardware producers has any business or technology relation with Matterport.

Gain 2

Description
- KNX will get access to a modern 3D interface which can be used for millions of the existing KNX customers
now able to upgrade old-fashioned software to customers' current expectations. - Upgrade of existing home
software will become a new business opportunity for each of the 95,000 installation companies that KNX has
all over the world. - KNX is the unquestionable home automation global leader. SIM-ON opens up KNX
company access to the FM (Facility Management) sector, which they currently do not operate in today.
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Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
None of the home automation hardware manufacturers has such functionality within their own software.

Gain 3

Description
A single solution across multiple platforms and hardware devices which will provide: - remote device
management in 3D spatial context, - home asset management with event and maintenance scheduling, - real
time positioning system for the 3D home environment
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
None of the many hardware providers offer functionality similar to SIM-ON for the property owner who has a
home automation system installed. SIMLAB will try to make all of those hardware providers that are currently
competitors into software collaborators via SIM-ON authoring software, which will be offering far more
features than traditional software for smart facilities.

Solution : Facility & asset management software providers

Pain 1

Description
- KNX has amassed an extensive customer base through years of operations being known as home
automation industry standard. Regardless, they lack innovative solutions expected by contemporary
customers. - Implementing a 3D model as an interface for the KNX system was discussed by their R&D
Department many times. Due to the size of their company the lacked the agility required to implement it on
their own.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
Facility Management toolkits are not provided today by any of the KNX technology partner’s solutions
available to the building industry. There is no known direct connection between KNX control panel and any
facility management software.

Pain 2

Description
- Many customers excited with 3D digitization lose their interest in the 3D model after a short period of time
without any other functionality. This results in only 5% of Matterport's online scanned properties have any
activity (being used and paid for). - Matterport's residential customers are single purpose customers. The
scanning service is used primarily only to showcase their property during the sales process.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
It is known that Matterport presently is being used by facility owners only as a digitalization toolkit, to capture
the current status of the property. There are no direct features built in any of FM software which are extending
Matterport functionalities yet.
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Pain 3

Description
Digital solutions for residential use are very immature and almost do not exist, since: - Several apps need to
be used to control different IoT devices from various hardware providers with all of them looking the same
and lacking a spacial interface depicting device locations in the home. - There is no software to manage
home assets within a property. Existing facility management systems (FM) using BIM 3D models are crafted
for industrial/commercial properties making them cost prohibitive for homeowners.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
Facility management software from the commercial sector and the ones available for Industry 4.0 may be
able to provide many SIM-ON features. Those toolkits are typically implemented in individual facilities.
Conversely, customization makes FM software bespoke which directly contributes to the excessive costs
making it a prohibitive solution for a small property owner. Typically, such software customisation packages
utilize BIM models with costs starting from 100K EUR. They take several months to implement. This is cost
prohibitive for the residential sector making mass digitization unaffordable.

Gain 1

Description
- The additional features of SIM-ON software gives Matterport customers extended life for 3D scanned
models of their properties. Average life of a 3D Matterport space can be extended from a few weeks to many
years. Matterport subscriptions are monthly recurring. - Through SIM-ON, Matterport gains access to the
home automation industry, an area not addressed in their operations.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
Yes
Justify
Facility management solutions which are using Matterport models are bringing Matterport additional benefits
and new revenue streams from the commercial buildings sector. Matterport scanning is currently the quickest
and most cost effective way to digitize any property space. Many facility managers are using Matterport
models to capture building current status. Since only 10% of Matterport customers are related to industry
and the commercial property sector, the benefits for Matterport are limited. Millions of Matterport customers
counted as the remaining 90% of the residential sector do not have access to any FM software.
Specify how you measure this gain relief (Use KPI. Example: 10% CO2 emission reduction, ...)
Action (increase, decrease,...)
inrease
Category
commercial property digitalization level
Value
20
Unit measure (%, km, liters)
%
Estimated time (in months) to achieve this performance ?
12

Gain 2

Description
- KNX will get access to a modern 3D interface which can be used for millions of the existing KNX customers
now able to upgrade old-fashioned software to customers' current expectations. - Upgrade of existing home
software will become a new business opportunity for each of the 95,000 installation companies that KNX has
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all over the world. - KNX is the unquestionable home automation global leader. SIM-ON opens up KNX
company access to the FM (Facility Management) sector, which they currently do not operate in today.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
There is no direct link between the KNX or any other significant home automation provider and the facility
management software vendors today.

Gain 3

Description
A single solution across multiple platforms and hardware devices which will provide: - remote device
management in 3D spatial context, - home asset management with event and maintenance scheduling, - real
time positioning system for the 3D home environment
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
Although some professional FM software packages provide those gains, they are not available for our main
target group which is focused on traditional family households. Because of the total cost and programming
skills required for customisation of the final output, these solutions are not targeted to consumers, only for
the high value commercial buildings.

Solution : Smarthome systems integrators

Pain 1

Description
- KNX has amassed an extensive customer base through years of operations being known as home
automation industry standard. Regardless, they lack innovative solutions expected by contemporary
customers. - Implementing a 3D model as an interface for the KNX system was discussed by their R&D
Department many times. Due to the size of their company the lacked the agility required to implement it on
their own.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
External system integrators can install only what the manufacturer they represent provides. They must be
certain to properly protect the customer’s facility in order to be secured from any liability if the control of the
system fails. In this case, unless KNX and other device manufacturers announce a new better software
solution, the system integrators have no ability to upgrade their business offer. They are completely
dependent on the hardware provider.

Pain 2

Description
- Many customers excited with 3D digitization lose their interest in the 3D model after a short period of time
without any other functionality. This results in only 5% of Matterport's online scanned properties have any
activity (being used and paid for). - Matterport's residential customers are single purpose customers. The
scanning service is used primarily only to showcase their property during the sales process.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
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Justify
Unfortunately, the huge global network of smart systems integrators who provide onsite installation services
do not have access to Matterport technology yet. There is no direct link between the 3D scanning sector and
the IoT devices.

Pain 3

Description
Digital solutions for residential use are very immature and almost do not exist, since: - Several apps need to
be used to control different IoT devices from various hardware providers with all of them looking the same
and lacking a spacial interface depicting device locations in the home. - There is no software to manage
home assets within a property. Existing facility management systems (FM) using BIM 3D models are crafted
for industrial/commercial properties making them cost prohibitive for homeowners.
Do you think this solution is relieving this specific pain?
No
Justify
Smart home systems integrators are the companies competent enough to install a manufacturer's
smart-home hardware and configure all of the related electronics in the facility. They can provide service, but
they are lacking the skills to provide programming work to deliver SIM-ON features for individual customers.
With a significant customer budget, an individual customer can receive a dedicated system which may have
similarity with SIM-ON features, but still requires extended delivery time. This is not a standard offer. KNX
has built a network of over 95 000 installation partners for their own technology all over the world. Each of
them installs systems in numerous new smart buildings every year, while providing constant technology
support for many hundreds of customers. Each of these KNX partners will have enough competences to
perform SIM-ON software configuration and extend their business offer when our software is released.

Gain 1

Description
- The additional features of SIM-ON software gives Matterport customers extended life for 3D scanned
models of their properties. Average life of a 3D Matterport space can be extended from a few weeks to many
years. Matterport subscriptions are monthly recurring. - Through SIM-ON, Matterport gains access to the
home automation industry, an area not addressed in their operations.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
Smart home system integrators have not developed a business relationship with Matterport yet. Once the
SIM-ON product is released, most of them will become Matterport resellers and service providers growing
both Matterport and their own business.

Gain 2

Description
- KNX will get access to a modern 3D interface which can be used for millions of the existing KNX customers
now able to upgrade old-fashioned software to customers' current expectations. - Upgrade of existing home
software will become a new business opportunity for each of the 95,000 installation companies that KNX has
all over the world. - KNX is the unquestionable home automation global leader. SIM-ON opens up KNX
company access to the FM (Facility Management) sector, which they currently do not operate in today.
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
Today, KNX does not enjoy technology gains from a wide network of system integrators. As soon as SIM-ON
is released, all of their system integrators will become first contact prospects bringing an upgrade possibility
to millions of KNX customers.
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Gain 3

Description
A single solution across multiple platforms and hardware devices which will provide: - remote device
management in 3D spatial context, - home asset management with event and maintenance scheduling, - real
time positioning system for the 3D home environment
Do you think this solution is satisfying this specific gain?
No
Justify
A skilled automation engineer could achieve functionality similar to SIM-ON by partnering with a software
development studio to develop a custom user experience according to the client request. This usually takes a
lot of development time and is often cost prohibitive. Owners of exclusive private properties spend hundreds
of thousands of EUR just for the home automation system. It is quite possible that the custom software
development can meet all the expectations of the homeowner. However, bespoke projects are not available
for everyone due to the high cost. We do not think that existing solutions solve the problem.

Comment
There is no software solution on the market similar to SIM-ON functionality that will provide homeowners with a detailed AsBuilt 3D
realistic model capturing the current facility status or which can provide a mix of the most important functionalities needed to
operate the facility, its equipment or to plan maintenance. There are several technologies and toolkits offered by a specific group
of entrepreneurs which can be used. Home automation&IoT hardware manufacturers can deliver basic software to operate smart
dev, while their partnered system integrators can develop a limited customisation of the home operation system through the one of
an open API software platform which requires programming skills. Facility & assets management software is very specific and not
yet connected with any home IoT system, so need to be additionally configured as separate software with no link to smart control
-Fig1 None of the above can offer a complete dedicated software package that can be used by a standard household as a facility
operating system

Competitors and Threats
Your value chain
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Legend
This card is impacted by the consequences of your solution
This card is part of the problem and its cause(s)
This card is the main stakeholder

Is it a new value chain?
Yes
The value chain is not exactly new. SIM-On, being an innovative service, will change the existing value chain substantially. The
current value chain is built of four main types of entities: IoT manufacturers (hardware suppliers), ICT service providers (software
developers), installation services providers (site integrators) and end-users (commercial and private entities). Within this value
chain separate hardware/software service providers deliver their products to end users. In most cases the user is forced to stay
with a single solution provider to allow different smart appliances to cooperate, or they need to use several steering systems.
Sim-On delivers unique capabilities to end users allowing them to integrate different products and services via a single remote
control solution. It empowers users to choose the IoT solutions they prefer, opening the market for providers with low-to-no
footprint, who couldn't break through the mainstream product portfolios.
New customers
Consumer/ client (Home/property owners)
SME (Small business owners)
Consumer/ client (Occupants & Visitors)
Other (Public services (Hospitals, Schools, Emergency Forces))
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Existing customers
Manufacturer (IoT manufacturers (SME))
Consumer/ client (Family caregivers)
Competitors

Facility Management
(FM) software providers

Do this competitor have the same solution as you?
No
Comment
There are a few costly software solutions like Ecodomus or EcoStruxure-Overview dedicated to
Industry 4.0 and big skyscrapers systems. A small home owner can find hundreds of mobile apps
designed for FM. The high end FM systems like Ecodomus are cost prohibitive for standard
households. Small apps only concentrate on one of many small features. Users can easily find a
solution which will allow them to do exact tasks like: asset and household equipment tracking
(Facility Expert, Asset-Panda), schedule cleaning activities (Facility), report defects (Facility
Manager), or even support plant care (PlantIn). None of them combines all of the most important
facility software requirements as one complete system like SIM-ON. None of them use a 3D model
interface. Consequently, object positioning is impossible in all except costly solutions for Industry
4.0 using BIM data. They do not combine smart home features with asset tracking either.
Do this competitor have the same customers as you?
Yes
Comment
Each facility owner who is looking for the solution that will allow him for: Asset Tracking Work
Order Processing Events Scheduling Inspection and Audits Helpdesk Calls Meter Readings Visitor
Registration is a potential user for SIM-ON software. SIM-ON will provide all users interested in a
facility management application a much better experience in one complete facility software
package.
Can you point out how you are better or different (for example: price, product size, market
experience, innovation and new product, value, branding, etc.)?
The SIM-ON solution is a comprehensive software system dedicated for modern households. It
covers far more functions than most facility or asset management systems. Thanks to its
comprehensiveness, SIM-ON will provide basic built-in facility management features encouraging
smart home systems users to enrich their property software experience. They will save time and
money planning maintenance events. SIM-ON may not provide the advanced proprietary functions of
the dedicated software packages. In comparison to those systems, it will have an FM module freely
included in the freemium license.
What are the limitations of this company compared to the expected solution?
- No capability of operating IoT devices remotely through the Internet - No capability to control
multiple devices from different manufacturers in the same interface - No capability to define roles in
the system for family members within same household - No capability to monitor the position of
objects, animals and people in the rooms of the smart home - No capability to integrate with the
e-commerce system
Can you describe the performance of this company compared to the expected solution?
There is no direct business relation between the smart home sector and existing FM solution
providers. All of them work independently focused on their specific customer’s needs. Enterprise
brands which provide solutions for Industry 4.0 are focused primarily on the individual customers
needs and software customisation for each particular building. Small software developers will be
still producing more and more apps providing simple features like listed above for the residential
sector. Thanks to a global digitalization tendency, facility management is growing fast. There is no
global standard for such a system. Each competitive solution has an individual chance of success.

Open software platforms
for IoT (OpenHAB, Home
Assistant, others)

Do this competitor have the same solution as you?
No
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Comment
Similar to home automation hardware providers, this group of available software products
concentrate on providing software for existing installations of smart homes. OpenHAB and Home
Assistant are the most significant ones. The main focus of these solutions is to provide an open
programming toolkit. The toolkit might be used for a wide integration of many electronics devices by
expert programmers who are able to build and configure any type of home automation installation.
The biggest difference with this group is that programming and engineering skills are needed. As
mentioned in the other competitive solutions, these platforms do not provide any additional
functionality. They focus primarily around specific building communication protocol standards to the
very fragmented IoT sector.
Do this competitor have the same customers as you?
Yes
Comment
A specific group of very advanced users with programming skills is using professional solutions.
They are typically focused on creating their own individual facility experience. SIMLAB could benefit
greatly by engaging those individuals as SIMLAB evangelists. They would definitely be able to
benefit in all aspects of the SIM-ON solution. It will be very interesting to see what kind of new
features they could build on top of the SIM-ON platform, once the open API is released prior to the
end of the EIC project.
Can you point out how you are better or different (for example: price, product size, market
experience, innovation and new product, value, branding, etc.)?
Similar to the hardware producers, the open platform solutions are providing just a portion of the
functionalities that SIM-ON is offering for the next generation facility operation systems. Those
platforms are great for people who have a programming skill set and can build their own individual
automation solution from available software components independently. It is even possible that the
experienced community of users of those platforms could build some of the features of SIM-ON for
their own use. On the contrary, SIM-ON is dedicated to a much bigger target group which expects
off-the-shelf products that can be implemented and used in a few hours after purchase of a home
automation system. With the OpenHAB platform and similar solutions, this is not possible.
Homeowners with basic technical knowledge will not be able to use this solution.
What are the limitations of this company compared to the expected solution?
Similar to SAMSUNG SmartThings, but with less limitation for collaboration: - No capability to control
multiple devices from different manufacturers in the same interface - No capability to define roles in
the system for family members within same household - No capability to manage building and asset
documentation - No capability to manage elements of household equipment - No capability to
monitor the position of objects, animals and people in the rooms of the smart home - No capability
to collect and manage data for the facility (invoices, warranty info, service department contacts) - No
capability of maintenance planning and scheduling - No capability to integrate with the e-commerce
system
Can you describe the performance of this company compared to the expected solution?
The group of professional users of such a solution will definitely be early adopters purely from
technology curiosity. Depending on their satisfaction level, they might become great opinion makers
and first early adopters capable of building the best use cases of SIM-ON implementations. That
also brings the risk that significant amounts of poorly crafted marketing might also be placed by this
group of users given they are the most active on the IoT and smart technology global forums, and
internet social media channels. Potential cooperation attempts and propositions from the open
software platforms and related communities are another way to engage SIM-ON to support their
protocols and help them to build a global standard.
SAMSUNG SmartThings

Do this competitor have the same solution as you?
No
Comment
In the consumer market there is no solution similar to that proposed by SIM-ON, which can be used
as facility management software. In its functionality SAMSUNG SmartThings is the closest
competitive system which covers management of electronic and smart devices only. As the biggest
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consumer electronics provider, SAMSUNG is aware of the benefits system interoperability brings to
consumers, so they have developed their own software platform integrating hundreds of small
hardware producers. SAMSUNG SmartThings app has over 500 mln downloads. SIM-ON is currently
able to access SmartThings through the SmartThings API to connect to user devices. Although
Samsung may be the most popular smart device application in the world, it does not provide asset
management features, facility management features, or a 3D model interface. It is not the same as
SIM-ON.
Do this competitor have the same customers as you?
Yes
Comment
SAMSUNG SmartThings users are a target market for the SIM-ON solution and future marketing
campaigns. Reaching this target group will be easy, since SAMSUNG is open for external innovative
technology integrations opportunities with devices their software addresses. The SmartThings
software itself is not SAMSUNG’s target focus. The app is free of charge, provided as an add-on to
SAMSUNG smart electronics. Already having SmartThings devices, all SAMSUNG users will be able
to leverage SIM-ON’s powerful features just by connecting their SmartThings account within the
SIM-ON interface.
Can you point out how you are better or different (for example: price, product size, market
experience, innovation and new product, value, branding, etc.)?
Bringing 3D visualisation will be a tremendous added value to any smart home operating systems.
Over 260 available applications (including SmartThings) utilize a 2D user interface that all look
similar. They lack innovation or even simple features that assist in operating a property with far more
beneficial possibilities than remotely turning on and off multiple IoT devices. Samsung
SmartThings is free. SIM-ON will also have a free version that may be used by most of the SIMLAB
community. SIM-ON will require no installation of software (in comparison to SAMSUNG and similar
solutions) as it is web-based. It will provide an advanced user role system allowing appropriate
system rights for each family member. This is not available through SmartThings. A 3D positioning,
as well as advanced asset management and facility maintenance operation capabilities will be key
factors to compel SmartThings users to adopt the SIM-ON solution as it will have SmartThings
powers fully integrated.
What are the limitations of this company compared to the expected solution?
- No differing role capabilities for different levels of access to family members within same
household - No capability to manage building and asset documentation - No capability to manage
elements of household furniture, equipment, or systems. - No capability to monitor the static or
dynamic position of objects, animals and people in the rooms of a smart home - No capability to
collect and manage data for the facility (invoices, warranty info, service department contacts) - No
capability of maintenance planning and scheduling - No capability to integrate with the e-commerce
system - No capability to support numerous facilities in the same interface
Can you describe the performance of this company compared to the expected solution?
SAMSUNG Research Lab in Mountain View, CA, USA was informed about SIMLAB’s SIM-ON concept.
The prototype of SIM-ON was presented under an NDA to SAMSUNG’s Research Lab. SAMSUNG’s
web department declared support towards SIM-ON solutions with a potential marketing campaign
after the solution is completed and go-to-market ready with proven reliability. SAMSUNG is highly
interested in the interoperability of their SmartThings and other services ecosystem with as many
solutions as possible. D. Hernandez, now a SIMLAB member and an expert in the subject of Web3D,
was a project manager at the same laboratory with a personal connection to the SmartThings team.
In regards to the above, there are ongoing conversations about potential cooperation between
Matterport, SAMSUNG, and Microsoft in the subject of immersive technologies and new types of
interfaces. Since Matterport is a part of this initiative, there is potential to expose SIM-ON as a
solution to be utilized with this future hardware.
SmartHome and IoT
hardware providers

Do this competitor have the same solution as you?
No
Comment
This group of competitive solutions is very similar to SAMSUNG SmartThings. The primary
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difference between SAMSUNG and the biggest majority of smart home hardware providers is that
SAMSUNG has made efforts to develop their own integration platform with most hardware
producers they have existing business relations with. Other manufacturers are interested in simply
providing remote access to their own devices. Hundreds of existing smart systems and IoT devices
incorporate their own applications to perform basic functions such as switching on and off selected
electronics. All of them utilize a similar very basic flat 2D interface and do not support any additional
functionalities like those built into the SIM-ON solution. Each company utilizes their own
independent marketing effort to promote their home automation system and corresponding
software to operate facility electronics. Some might be considered competition to SIMLAB's
proposed solution.
Do this competitor have the same customers as you?
Yes
Comment
Each IoT device manufacturer or home automation producer may be considered as having the same
customers. In this case, all of their customers may be considered prospective users if the solution or
devices are part of the group integrated with the SIM-ON platform.
Can you point out how you are better or different (for example: price, product size, market
experience, innovation and new product, value, branding, etc.)?
In the same way as with the SAMSUNG SmartThings solution, we bring 3D visualisation as a
tremendous added value to all of the smart home operating systems provided by all of the brands of
smart home and IoT hardware. None of these are using 3D geometry. None of these has the ability
to 3D track objects in the space of the facility. Management of facility assets, maintenance
processes, and equipment is unavailable in the current home automation software.
What are the limitations of this company compared to the expected solution?
- No capability to control multiple devices from different manufacturers in the same interface - No
capability to define roles in the system for family members within same household - No capability to
manage building and asset documentation - No capability to manage elements of household
equipment - No capability to monitor the position of objects, animals and people in the rooms of the
smart home - No capability to collect and manage data for the facility (invoices, warranty info,
service department contacts) - No capability of maintenance planning and scheduling - No capability
to integrate with the e-commerce system - No capability to support numerous facilities in the same
interface
Can you describe the performance of this company compared to the expected solution?
There is a conscious risk that some of the mainstream manufacturers (like Xiaomi or Ikea) with their
own proprietary systems closed to other well known producers, might consider SIM-ON as a
potential threat to their business and not allow for any integration. As the SAMSUNG, KNX, and
FIBARO examples show, most of the potential hardware providers are very enthusiastic about the
possibility of integration. SIM-ON gives them the option to become software collaborators instead of
hardware competitors. For the small producers lacking financial resources for software
development and maintenance, such a collaboration can be a great opportunity to use an
off-the-shelf software product to remain focused on their own hardware development.
Voice assistant home
systems like: Google
Home, Alexa, Siri

Do this competitor have the same solution as you?
No
Comment
This group of solutions competing against each other like Google Home, Alexa or Siri, is somewhat
an analogy to the SIM-ON offering to the customer. Instead, they deliver a completely different
customer experience, using voice information instead of visuals. None of the above systems is an
off-the-shelf solution for facility management. Only when combined with several skills available in
the Google, Amazon, or Apple store are they able to suffice as a home operation system. Still, they
unfortunately require advanced customisation and technical skill sets. In addition to the SIM-ON
solution, they have a few interesting features like entertainment system management, food ordering
capability, and social media access. SIM-ON intends to integrate this functionality in future phases
of product development.
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Do this competitor have the same customers as you?
Yes
Comment
Yes. These customers are aware users that know how to do basic individual device setup and use
smart technology on a daily basis. Voice assistants will be integrated with the SIM-ON solution in
future phases of the product giving us the planned ability to acquire this group of users.
Can you point out how you are better or different (for example: price, product size, market
experience, innovation and new product, value, branding, etc.)?
Voice assistants and SIM-ON as visual home operation systems have the same purpose, although
they function in completely different manners. Voice systems are already present in many
residential properties improving the lifestyle of all inhabitants. Integration of both complementary
solutions under the SIM-ON interface will bring the best value and have the potential to become an
interesting go-to market strategy targeting this specific group of users who already utilizes this
technology on a daily basis at their home. Voice assistants are free to use, so they will be also
available at no cost in the SIM-ON freemium account.
What are the limitations of this company compared to the expected solution?
Voice home assistants have: - No capability to control multiple devices from different
manufacturers in the same interface - No capability to define roles in the system for family members
within same household - No capability to manage building and asset documentation - No capability
to manage elements of household equipment - No capability to monitor the position of objects,
animals and people in the rooms of the smart home - No capability to collect and manage data for
the facility (invoices, warranty info, service department contacts) - No capability of maintenance
planning and scheduling - No capability to integrate with the e-commerce system
Can you describe the performance of this company compared to the expected solution?
All of the mainstream voice assistant solutions are based on the open community and are very easy
to integrate with other smart home solutions. As an example Alexa voice assistant from Amazon
has over 3,000 skills in the smart home section which are ready to download and were developed by
external users. A goal of SIM-ON is to integrate with some of those skills through the voice
assistants to further increase the features and usage of SIM-ON software. This will also allow future
users to develop more SIM-ON functionalities both through the openAPI and the skills of voice
assistants connected to external devices or services (like ordering a food delivery, calling a taxi,
managing the entertainment systems). Voice assistants systems will provide a great opportunity to
engage a significant number of developers to grow the SIM-ON product.

What is your competition intensity?
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Manufacturers of smart home solutions sell similar hardware and directly compete with each other ultimately forcing customers to
choose a preferable hermetic system. Revolutionary change was presented by SAMSUNG SmartThings platform even though
some business competitors are still not integrated. Several open software platforms are trying to bridge the interoperability gap of
the smart sector by introducing industry standards, but without success. Once a standard is announced and backed by a major
manufacturer, then another community is introducing a completely new software platform. SIMLAB proposes a software operating
system dedicated for the home of the future. A system providing not only control of IoT devices, but also asset management,
maintenance planning, and integration with 3D technology and its benefits. This will provide a robust operational facility system
where all hardware competitors will become software collaborators for the convenience of the homeowner.

SWOT Analysis
What are your opportunities?
a.) Rapid growth of the IoT and smart home market. The forecasts for the next few years are very optimistic. b.) A declaration to
pursue cooperation from all smart home producers where business talks were initiated (KNX, Samsung, Fibaro). c.) First contracts
and LOI signed with technology partners. d.) 3D space scanning sector is shifting toward mobile device hardware - based on the
confidential information from Samsung and Matterport e.) Best timing to build a technology and market advantage over deeply
funded global companies and IoT sector giants f.) Possibility to build standards and achieve a global leadership position within
smart home management systems h.) Infinite monetization possibilities (typical license model, microtransactions, plugins,
commission on selling IoT devices, selling BigData statistics, commission on e-commerce transactions) i.) Possibility of
commercialisation through the sales network of technological partners (ultimately over 10 million households)
What are your threats?
a.) Large user database presents a perceived opportunity for cyber and server attacks (the need to develop reliable security
procedures is crucial). b.) Customer IoT devices may be perceived as an opportunity for cyber attack resulting in control of the
customer's facility. c.) Salary wage growth in the IoT sector resulting in the outflow of key employees. d.) Competing against
corporate interests with far greater financial resources such as Sony, Xiaomi, Huawei, Apple or any other large IT companies.
These could see a business opportunity in building similar software solutions.
What are your strengths?
a.) SIM-ON’s unique concepts fit the common imagination of the future Digital City and residential market sectors. Technology
awareness of facility users demands similar solutions that will enable digitalization of each person's daily activities. It is important
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to understand, there are no similar applications available today. b.) Numerous strategic partners from various industry sectors are
declared an interest in implementing project results (Matterport, Navvis, SAMSUNG, KNX, Fibaro, RedSnake) c.) Early access to
prototype technologies and technical information about future products of partners d.) Loyal and experienced employees e.) Over
15 years of experience in R&D and team leadership f.) Potentially creating patentable technology
What are your weaknesses?
a.) Lack of financial resources to effectively fund such a bold project b.) Rapidly advancing technology rendering smart solutions
and IOT devices obsolete. A modern, intelligent washing machine may become obsolete in only 5 years. c.) A necessity to hire
highly competent senior programmers from various fields requiring the necessity of providing various strategic and competitive
loyalty programs for key employees in order to retain institutional knowledge within the company d.) The need to disperse
knowledge and competences over a larger and geographically diverse team under a threat of losing important company IP. e.) Risk
related to data management of millions of customer’s data requires very strict compliance with GDPR as well as numerous other
global data privacy requirements.
Opportunities / Strenghts
Cooperation with the world's most exclusive home automation provider KNX, as well as the most popular consumer electronics
producer, SAMSUNG, creates a large opportunity for a massive number of current users. They can only benefit from the SIM-ON
solution coupled to current hardware products they already own or will buy. SIMLAB will greatly benefit from the otherwise
unaffordable product awareness and marketing exposure available in collaborations with industry giants like KNX and SAMSUNG.
Our relationship with the SAMSUNG Research Lab team in Silicon Valley gives SIMLAB direct insight into future hardware releases.
The SIM-ON platform is a perfect fit to expose SAMSUNG and Matterport technology immediately upon market release. By using
the sales channels of technology partners, SIMLAB will save a tremendous amount of money in our go-to-market strategy, reaching
a much wider audience for SIM-ON beyond what we could achieve independently.
Opportunities / Weaknesses
Recruitment of skilled programmers has become a challenge in post Covid times. Programmers located in Poland or other Central
and Eastern EU countries typically work remotely from their home office for EU or US companies. This has increased the
compensation rates to unseen levels in this part of Europe. SIM-ON’s product market success is unquestionable and has been
confirmed by interest expressed by multi-billion USD tech partners and their personnel. Lack of financial support from the
European Innovation Council exposes the risk of an external VC taking control by early dilution of SIMLAB shares and risks a
technology partner appropriating the SIM-ON concept for themselves. SIMLAB is doing the best they can to secure IP with Mutual
Non-Disclosure Agreements (MNDAs) and documents signed with partners while considering investment sources with minimum
risk of the above. A strong belief in the SIM-ON market success keeps key personnel motivated to stay within the SIMLAB.
Threats / Strenghts
SIMLAB will leverage the rich expertise of Matterport and KNX in protecting SIM-ON intellectual property and methods of securing
sensitive user data to guard against cyber attacks. Our strong alliance with KNX including our joint campaign introducing SIM-ON
to the market should provide confidence to other consumer electronics providers to integrate with SIM-ON as more advantageous
to them than creating their own software solutions. Uniquely, there is no other online provider of scanned 3D content able to
compete with Matterport. Salary for key-personnel will always be an issue within the executive, sales, administrative, support,
engineering, marketing, and programming teams. As an example, compensation packages for programmers at banking institutions
may be three times more, but the projects are mundane and unsatisfying. Direct engagement with global technology leaders help
retain key people, compelling them to focus on company success and stock option programs.
Threats / Weaknesses
Potential threat of cyber attacks on SIM-ON data will require a platform maintenance team of highly skilled experts during platform
development as well as continual throughout the operation of the platform. Inadequate funding for network and system security
exposes us to destructive lawsuits creating legal and financial burdens to SIMLAB. Illegal access to a SIM-ON customer facility
allowing a criminal breach or event is an ongoing liability that must be minimized. Maintaining confidentiality of SIM-ON concept
and IP within SIMLAB company is a viable threat which could be impacted by costly programmer compensation packages. This
challenge may be exacerbated with a job change of employees, especially in the worst case to competitors.
Your action plan
As can be seen from the above SWOT analysis, "weaknesses" and "threats" are technological, legal, and administrative in nature.
Our "opportunities" and indicated "strengths" eliminate potential risks. By establishing cooperation with the current leaders setting
the global market standards in the smart and 3D scanning sector, we will certainly achieve global success with the SIM-ON
product. Securing business relations through the currently executed cooperation documents with the most significant technology
providers will block (at least temporarily) any other market competitors who will attempt to emulate the SIM-ON concept. Given
the most significant technology partners representing the IT sector provide cloud based solutions for millions of users, SIMLAB
intends to leverage their mentoring advice and experience in securing customer’s online stored data.
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Prepare

Corporate strategy
How does this innovation fit with your company's overall business strategy?
What is the Mission of your company?
SIMLAB mission: Convert all market competitors into software collaborators for user benefit. SIMLAB is a group of highly skilled
professionals leveraging modern technologies improving the value, operations, and functionality of the built environment. We are
passionately creating solutions that help anyone manage and communicate with their place in which we all live, work, and play in
an effective, modern, and simple way leveraging technology available to anyone. We are focused on advancing the ability to make
the daily control of everyone’s place simple and intuitive. SIMLAB tools give them the ability to manage any digital property
experience more efficiently and effectively than ever before.
What is the unique positioning of your company on the market?
Thanks to the fact that SIM-ON will support integration of most of the existing smart hardware/software solutions on the market
SIMLAB will take a unique position in the existing market. Our product will empower both customers and suppliers. Customers
will be able to use more freedom in developing and equipping their properties with smart devices. Suppliers will be able to integrate
with SIM-ON and reach a larger group of potential customers and users. That means that SIMLAB, instead of just being another
actor within the smart/IoT device market and home automation, will become an important part of the value chain of most of its
actors. Please refer to additional slides pack - Fig 1
What is your vision?
SIMLAB is focused on facility digitalization. We develop software applications for home and building owners, to be used by
operators and occupants of houses, offices, factories, hospitals, hotels, and multi–family residential buildings. SIMLAB
applications provide an ability to track changes in a structure, supervise any project, maintenance, or renovation progress. Our
products provide the ability to monitor facility aging. We provide easy and intuitive digital solutions for the full life cycle of the
building. We intend to create a single source of truth in a digital facility management system that has the capability of global
adoption.
What are your values and culture?
SIMLABs culture is built upon a set of values and norms which are being communicated and promoted among the team members
during day-to-day tasks. We are a relatively young and small team of professionals. Our main internal goal is to promote organic
growth of interpersonal relations and commitment to colleagues, teams, and in the end, the organisation. In order to achieve that
goal, we have created a friendly place to work where people share a lot of themselves. Leaders are thought of as mentors,
coaches, and, perhaps, even as parent figures. The organization is held together by shared values, fair compensation, loyalty, and
open collaboration. The commitment among team members is high. Success is defined in terms of internal climate and concern
for people. Thanks to all of the above, SIMLAB as an organization puts a premium on teamwork, participation, and consensus.
What are the payoffs for your company in case of success?
The non-financial benefits of the project implementation include: -Established as a world leader in software for the smart home of
the future -Established direct sales cooperation and technological partnership with global leaders in the smart device and 3D
scanning industry -An ability to scale the solution to the needs of Industry 4.0 entities -A work environment that enriches the lives
of the team highly regarding each of them for their contribution to the overall success of the company. Some of the financial
benefits: -Capital availability to scale proactive to projected growth in all facets of our business -A fair value return to early
investors -Confidence in the investor market creating an ability to raise capital with minimal dilution of equity and early investments
-Increased ability to attract and retain the best and brightest talent for all facets of our business. -Increased ability and demand for
expansion into numerous global market -Inbound demand from reseller candidates
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Business Model
What will be your business model, including the revenue model?

•

Key Activities
- Constant development of the application according to the customer needs - Providing user-friendly solutions, easy
to install, configure, and use - Desktop and mobile compatibile - Quick response to customer needs by quickly
responding to customer support issues and enhancement requests - Cooperation with providers of hardware IoT
solutions including API and SDK - Ongoing market trends monitoring - Connect with e-commerce (including
interactive 3D models on AR) - Collecting user preferences - Big Data Analytics

•

Value proposition
- Multi-platform compatible - IoT Devices control - Multiple vendors synchronized in one place - Intuitive and
user-friendly 3D interface - Secure and easy access to device data - Customization of displayed information - Visual
presentation of device activity and settings - Real mapping of devices in space - Collect all data about devices,
equipment, finishing materials, gadgets in one place - Adding photos, videos, and documents for any asset Selecting category filters for ease of use - Schedule and manage facility maintenance items - Facility inspection in
navigable 3D - Build an event timeline schedule - Link to your news and windows widgets - Low cost (Basic plan free
of charge) - No need to buy high cost license - Intuitive user interface including real 3D property model - Ability to
manage assets - Storage hub for all home data information - Predicting & reducing power / water / gas consumption

•

Customer relationship
- Self service - Automated services (dedicated chatbot) - Personal assistance (including technical support line) Communities - Co-creation (platform to exchange new features, best-test group, etc.)

•

Resources
- External partners’ sales teams (ex. Matterport) - Internal customer service team - Consulting services for partners
and end-users - Website - Experienced technical development team - Experienced built environment industry experts Technical support for users - Strong brand recognition considering the support of global partner companies International Offices (Poland - HQ, Japan, United States, Sweden United Kingdom).

•

Channels
- Social media - World of mouth - Online advertising - Partners newsletter units - Expert public online forums Investors resources to support business connections - Partners’ existing sales channels - System integrators by
expanding their services

•

Costs
- Employees - Tools - Cloud services - Marketing - HQ and worldwide branch offices - Testing hardware - Sales
Commissions - Consultants

•

Revenues
- Payed licenses - Free licence advertising - OEM versions - On demand customizations - e-commerce provision - big
data analytics

Comment
Key activities focus on ensuring continuous operation and improvement of the application in accordance with the latest market
trends and user preferences. An experienced team of industry subject matter experts, programmers, and local technical support
provided by foreign branches will significantly contribute to ensuring high-quality services tailored to the needs of a given market.
Day-to-day costs should be covered equally by paid licenses, advertising and the OEM version provided to key partners and
customers of the company. It is planned to deliver the application for 2 million user accounts within 5 years of product sale, with
the assumed share of 5% of paid versions. This gives advertisers and partners a reach of 1.9 million accounts.
What is the scalability of your business?
Our enterprise scalability factors are enhanced with the built-in access to a large customer base of existing and proposed partners.
Early CAC (Customer Acquisition Cost) will remain relatively low enabling us to concurrently ramp up our digital marketing and
customer acquisition strategy. Software sales will leverage ecommerce for the SIM-On license subscriptions. This is easily
scaled by orders of magnitude with little relative cost. The number of user accounts does not exponentially increase the costs of
maintenance and ongoing operation of the application, only additional cloud resource fees. The increase in the number of active
accounts increases the margin of profit on generated revenue. With the evolution of SIM-On, we will create efficient ways to
leverage ever-large and complex facilities like hotel chains, institutional, industrial, and university campuses. Introducing an OEM
version will increase revenues without added cost while reducing internal support costs.
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Finance
What is the current company's ownership and capital structure?

Name

Team member/Investor

Shares

Do they play a role in the company ?

Jakub Osyra

Team Member

1%

Yes

Karolina Drwiga-Waliczek

Team Member

5%

Yes

Bartosz Stpie

Team Member

1%

Yes

Marek Wilert

Team Member

1%

Yes

Marek Kozlak

Team Member

92 %

Yes

Total

100 %

Have you already applied for funds?
No
Are you in discussion or planning to start a discussion with private or public investors?
Yes
A convertible loan agreement has been executed with Matterport. On the basis of this agreement we have received US$1 ml for
development of our products. This loan may be converted into shares for Matterport or paid off in cash. Talks have been
commenced in the Silicon Valley and Bay Area of California, USA, with strategic investment opportunities. This may provide
additional funds for a pre-Series A round of investment. As stated above, we are planning to offer an investment Series-A in Silicon
Valley Q1 2024. This will secure additional funds for scale-up and global expansion of SIM-ON.
What is your funding strategy for the future?

•

Capital investment
As previously stated, we are planning to organize an investment Round A in Silicon Valley by Q1 2024 in order to
secure additional funds for scale-up and globalization of SIM-ON. According to the prepared forecast, the entire
project will cost 6,855 (thousand Euro). The preparation of the project will cost 2,112 (thousand EUR), maintenance
and development after the closure of the grant will cost 4,743 (thousand EUR). The BEP of the project appears in the
18th month of sales (42 months from inception). Maintaining the project until then will cost 935 (thousand Euro). We
will secure additional financing for this amount.

What is the expected growth potential of your solution in terms of turnover, profit, jobs?

•

Turnover
The total turnover (as revenue) on the project will amount to 49,385 (EUR thousand) This includes sales for 60
months after closing the project.

•

Profit
The total profit expressed as EBITDA (Earnings Before Income Tax, Depreciation, and Amortization) on the SIM-ON
project will amount to 42,437 (EUR thousand). This includes sales revenue for 60 months after the closure of the
project less the total costs incurred during 24 months of project implementation and the next 60 months of product
maintenance and development.

•

Jobs
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During the project, 25 jobs will be created. Current SIMLAB employees will fill 13 positions. SIMLAB will hire additional
staff to fill the additional 12 positions within the first 10 months of the project.
Explain your Unit economics described above if needed, or develop further with other Unit economics (e.g. LTV (Lifetime Value) ,
CAC (Customer Acquisition Cost), etc.)
The price for the SIM-ON Premium license subscription of EUR 9 monthly will be fixed. This aligns with familiar monthly
subscription payments for services such as Netflix, telephony and internet. We expect 90% of customers will choose SIM-ON Basic
subscriptions with revenue earned from advertising impressions displayed in the application. The unit cost of sales is very low,
while the unit margin is quite high (2 times higher than the price of a paid subscription). Our solution will be sold as a monthly
subscription. The entire forecast covers 60 months bringing the number of free accounts obtained during this time to over 2
million. Subscription services are characterized by the fact that their total revenue increases from month to month, as long as new
customers are acquired. This increase in the number of customers increases monthly revenue. Ultimately, it creates a high margin
on the product with a relatively low cost of acquisition.
What is your growth strategy?
Profitable growth
Explain
SIM-ON will be offered as: a.) Basic/free license subscription - monthly revenue generation is planned on ads displayed in the
application. b.) Premium license - the customer will pay a EUR 9 monthly license subscription. This amount is similar to familiar
subscriptions such as Netflix, telephone, internet, etc. Costs remain relatively constant despite growth of active customers.
Monthly income as a percentage and total will increase. SIMLAB will acquire our partners’ current customers in the B2B2C model.
They will introduce SIM-On among millions of their customers. This awards us the capability to predict a constant increase in
acquired clients until the current databases of our partners are exhausted. Customer acquisition of those prospects is forecasted
over the whole 60 months of sales after the grant project is closed. In addition to our current partners’ clients as prospects, our
own global digital marketing efforts will provide substantial growth with a relatively low CAC.

What are your financial needs to scale up? How much will it cost to develop your solution?
Activities

Workpackage

Cost (€)

Innovation activities

Management

109612 €

Innovation activities

Promotion during project

332111 €

Innovation activities

Technology demonstrator development including database, GUI and Facility
Management Tools

140067 €

Innovation activities

Develop components containing location, 3D model formulation, IoT layer,
and AI identification.

570489 €

Innovation activities

Further develop subsystems, integrate into solution with open API, BMS, and 770181 €
standalone solution

Innovation activities

Tests and scale-up preparation

413052 €

Market/Scale-up
activities

Setting up regional structures for worldwide coverage

852000 €

Market/Scale-up
activities

Promotion and marketing

266700 €

Market/Scale-up
activities

Project Management

34067 €

Total

3488279 €

What are your expected exploitation revenues and costs?
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Year

Expected exploitation revenues (€)

Expected exploitation costs (€)

Year 1

1721250 €

968474 €

Year 2

2409750 €

1022638 €

Year 3

4131000 €

1242968 €
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Grant First

INNOVATION ACTIVITIES (TRL < 9)

MARKET / SCALE-UP ACTIVITIES

Eligible costs

Investment for market preparation (TRL 9)

Total of the direct costs declared in the workpackage to achieve TRL 8
2,335,512.00 €

Total of the direct costs declared in the workpackage to achieve TRL 9
1,152,767.00 €

Total of the indirect costs (either 25% of direct costs minus subcontracting
costs or your real indirect cost)
561,873.50 €

Total of the indirect costs (either 25% of direct costs minus subcontracting
costs or your real indirect cost)
290,462.00 €

Total of eligible costs
2,897,385.50 €

Total of the costs for market preparation
1,443,229.00 €

Of which total to achieve key milestone TRL 7 (indirect costs included)
1,828,916.75 €

Costs for exploitation

Reimbursement rates
Maximum amount that you can ask in grant to the EIC (the lower of 2 500
000 and 70% of your total costs)
2,028,169.88 €
Of which total to achieve key milestone TRL 7 (indirect costs included)
1,280,241.75 €
Amount of grant requested to the EIC
2,026,000.00 €
Total other sources
871,385.50 €

Total of the exploitation cost Year 1
968,474 €
Total of the exploitation cost Year 2
1,022,638 €
Total of the exploitation cost Year 3
1,242,968 €
Total of costs for the exploitation
3,234,080 €
Additional investment needed
0.00 €
Total of investments
4,677,309.00 €

Of which total to achieve key milestone TRL 7 (indirect costs included)
0€
Please detail your other sources of funding to cover your Innovation
Activities. If you have none, or not enough to reach your key milestone you
should opt for Blended finance
A convertible loan agreement has been executed with Matterport. On the
basis of this agreement we have received US $ 1 ml for support of SIMLAB
product development. This loan will be converted into shares for Matterport
or may be paid off in cash. Additionally, over the past 24 months of
company business operations and sales activities we have generated
revenue of ~ 1 mil USD in commercial projects. Although Matterport has
invested 1 mln USD to SIMLAB to push development of SIM-ON prototype,
additional investment from this partner is possible. That would result in
much further dilution of the company stocks on the very early stage of
product readiness. Matterport and KNX partners (potential future investors)
are more focused in tailoring the SIM-ON product towards their own
requirements of their existing customers. SIMLAB is planning to develop
software that is integrating all market competitors as software collaborators
for everyone using SIM-ON. VC funding is also possible with several
potential options, but VC will take majority of the company control from the
founders. SIMLAB’s strategy is focused on completing the product with all
the features listed in the EIC application, then bringing an investor on board
the company while the product is already released on the market. To provide
independence of the product from a single hardware manufacturer, SIMLAB
is planning to invite multiple investors both from VC as well as close
technology partners who already declared their investment willingness
(Matterport, KNX, Schneider Electric, Nice). All the future revenues from the
activities of the Company will be allocated to the development and
maintenance of SIM-ON

Financing breakdown
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Amount of grant requested to the EIC

2,026,000.00 €

Total investment needed

5,548,694.50 €

Total funding from other sources

5,548,694.50 €

Please detail other source(s) of funding (amount, origin)
A convertible loan agreement has been executed with Matterport. On the basis of this agreement we have received US $ 1 ml for
support of SIMLAB product development. This loan will be converted into shares for Matterport or might be paid off in cash.
Additional talks have been commenced in the Silicon Valley and Bay Area of California, USA, with Matterport help, with strategic
investment opportunities. This may provide additional funds for a pre-Series A round of investment which might be needed during
introducment of SIM-ON to the global market. Additionally, over the past 24 months of company business operations and sales
activities we have generated revenue of ~ 1 mil USD in commercial projects. SIMLAB strategy is focused on completing the
product with all the features listed in the EIC application, letting the investor board the company while the product is already
released on the market. To provide independence of the product from a single hardware manufacturer, SIMLAB is planning to invite
multiple investors both from VC as well as closes technology partners who already declared their investment willingness
(Matterport, KNX, Schneider Electric, Nice). All the future revenues from the activities of the Company will be allocated to the
development and maintenance of SIM-ON.

Explain why you have not been able to raise sufficient investment to carry out the project and why you need the support of the
EIC.
It is possible that we could internally raise sufficient funds to carry out scale-up activities. Doing so would dilute our funds available
to continue R&D activities on our products, creating a big financial risk to the whole company. Inviting additional investors
inevitably causes early dilution of company shares. This could easily lead to loss of ownership control of the company too early.
EIC funding is a crucial element for active risk mitigation and management. Entering global markets with such a product requires
substantial funds for marketing and establishing sales channels, even in a B2B2C sales model. Innovative software companies
that aim to change the ways people do things understand the first months are crucial for defining market success. Inability to
gather sufficient early innovators supporting the solution could result in the worst case, full market failure, and best case, in
achieving a status of interesting novelty without big market impact or footprint.
Elaborate on how the EIC funding will impact your scalability.
As presented in the project's schedule, our scale up activities establish global structures for effective project management and
marketing. We plan to launch regional offices in Sweden, Tokyo, and the USA. Receiving support for the investment component will
allow us to set up those branches simultaneously. Thanks to external funding we will be able to better manage our resources
giving us the ability to support sustainable development of our solutions, products, and innovations. EIC funding will boost the
quality of planned actions. This additional funding will enable us to hire better prepared people for Project Management and
Product Owner positions. We will also have the ability to create marketing campaigns in scope, reach, and substance to enable
more thorough market penetration. In summary, EIC funding will play a crucial role in enabling SIM-ON entering the market quickly
reaching a relevant and sufficient supplier base right from the start.
Companies submitting a grant-only or grant first proposal must provide detailed information on how they are planning to secure
additional funds for TRL 5 to 8, as well as for TRL 9 activities onwards for grant-only proposals.
We have a strategic investment from Matterport of US$1 ml for development of our products. The investment proceeds will be
used for research, development, engineering, and programming of our upcoming products focused on bringing SIM-ON to the
global market. Talks have commenced in the Silicon Valley and Bay area of California, USA, with strategic investment
opportunities. This may provide additional funds for a pre-Series A round of investment. As stated above, we are planning to offer
an investment Series-A focused on capital sources in Silicon Valley during Q1 2024. This will secure additional funds for scale-up
and global expansion of SIM-ON. Additionally, over the past 24 months of company business operations and sales activities we
have generated revenue of ~ 1 mil USD in commercial projects.
What exit strategy do you expect, including the timeline and expected return on investment? Explain the assumptions.
SIMLAB is not a startup but a technology company that has been in business for some time now. Our target is not to bring a single
product to the market, but develop a variety of software apps for home and building owners, public services, office buildings, and
industrial sites. We have captured all key milestones for us to achieve this target. We are not interested in selling the company
before achieving the ultimate goal. That goal is at least several years away. We can state that there is one exit strategy that is
supported by the culture and values of our organization. That is management/employee buyouts. We strongly believe that by filling
potential gaps in leadership at SIMLAB by those already a part of the organisation we can support further organic growth and
market value.
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Are there any financing issues that could compromise the ability of a project partner to exploit the innovation?
No
No, there are no financing issues that could compromise the ability of project partners to exploit the innovation. Our strategic
partners have a sound financial situation and years of history on the market.

Intellectual Property
How will you secure this success in terms of Intellectual Property Right (IPR) and legal framework?

What's your background?
Asset

Patent

Other protection measures

As the EMSIB project
No
(digital twin based energy
mgmt system for intelligent
buildings) is being finished
soon, the knowledge in the
field of combining the IoT
layer with 3D interface in
terms of bidirectional
communication allowing to
control the Smart Home
equipment on the one
hand and visualize the
data on the other is
developed and will be
used in SIM-ON. The way
of integration of various
data types with 3D models
will be incorporated in
SIM-ON backend
solutions.

Trademark protection, Confidentiality

The proof of concept in
No
terms of friendly
environment based user
interface based on 3D
interior visualization
approach was formulated
for Misawa Homes
Company, Ltd. Misawa
has constructed a real
open-house (demo facility)
in Tokyo named “House of
2030” where a prototype
of SIM-On was specially
prepared and programmed
in one of the floors of a
single family property.
SIM-ON user interface and

Trademark protection, Confidentiality
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communication process
will be developed based
on the Misawa project.

Are you the owner of this background?
Yes
If Yes, are you the sole owner or is it a co-ownership? If so, are there any specific conditions for exercising your co-ownership?
Regarding the MISAWA IP, SIMLAB is the sole owner. Regarding the EMSIB - digital twin based energy mgmt system for intelligent
buildings - IP, SIMLAB is marked as an owner of the solution that is complementary with other SIMLAB solutions as a part of the
common project results. The project is a cooperation with Silesian University of Technology in Poland. New knowledge will be
generated out of this cooperation. The final solution will be implemented in SIMLAB products under exclusive license. The system
will be dedicated for smart home energy management. The university is obliged to share the mentioned methodology and system
with SIMLAB as a paid license.

What's your foreground/Result?
How many patents do you intend to apply for? 1

Deliverable

Patentabl Innovativeness
e?

Potential industrial
application

User-friendly
No
interface for
scene creation
and management
tool

Other protection
measures
CONFIDENTIALITY

Standalone
SIM-ON system
version (to be
instaled on
computer)

Yes

unique integration of 3D
model with facility
management and IoT
layout

facility operating system
for residential sector

KNX plug-in
module

No

CONFIDENTIALITY

Open API
module for IoT
devices (with
documentation)

No

CONFIDENTIALITY

Dedicated,
localized version
of SIM-ON
software

No

CONFIDENTIALITY

Dedicated,
localized version
of SIM-ON
software

No

CONFIDENTIALITY

Dedicated,
localized version
of SIM-ON
software

No

CONFIDENTIALITY
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Hardware
connectinon
plugin for
SIM-ON

No

CONFIDENTIALITY

Geometry
preparation tool

No

CONFIDENTIALITY

Automatic
equipment
identification
module

No

CONFIDENTIALITY

Functional
demonstrator of
location and
tracking system

No

CONFIDENTIALITY

Multidomain
database based
on 3D model

No

CONFIDENTIALITY

Asset
No
management tool

CONFIDENTIALITY

GUI based on
3D Matterport
model

Yes

unique integration of 3D
model with facility
management and IoT
layout

facility operating system
for residential sector

E-commerce
module

No

CONFIDENTIALITY

Stable and
optimized
SIM-ON software
solution

No

CONFIDENTIALITY

Advanced
analytics
mechanism
module

No

CONFIDENTIALITY

Test report

No

CONFIDENTIALITY

Is there a clear owner of the innovation in the project or multiple owners?
A clear owner
Indicate who is the owner of the innovation
SIMLAB will be a clear owner of all technologies/solutions developed under this project. EMAG will provide hardware baseline for
tracking system, and will be able to use thier know how to develop different products, but there will be no IPR or other limitations to
use developed solutions for further progrss with SIM-ON or similar products.
Are you the owner of this foreground?
Yes
If Yes, are you the sole owner or is it a co-ownership? If so, are there any specific conditions for exercising your co-ownership?
We are the full owner of the foreground regarding software architecture, concept of the system, and communication protocols for
all its features. One of our partners, EMAG, specializes in RFID tags we will use in our 3D location tracking. EMAG will be
responsible for selecting proper hardware to support 3D location tracking in our solutions. Although we will recommend EMAG as
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a supplier to customers, our system will be able to work with any hardware producer which is specification compliant with our
requirements. Therefore our solution is fully independent from external IPR claims.
What is your strategy for knowledge management and protection?
What is your knowledge management and protection strategy, including current IPR filing status, IPR ownership and licensing
issues?
Access to our cloud based system is only gained through a registered user subscription validated using a secure password.
During initial subscription registration the subscriber will be required to accept our EULA (End User License Agreement) and Terms
and Conditions specifying acceptable use, limitation of warranty or liability, and legal compliance necessary including GDPR and
CalOPPA.. Our IPR protection strategy is based on limited access to algorithms, code and software solution connection methods.
TSIM-On’s database and backend solution will be operating on the server and protected from external access. Code and
algorithms will be treated as trade secrets. A confidentiality agreement will be signed with each employee or external consultant
exposed to trade secrets. Internal exposure will be minimized by limiting information access. Patents are not efficient in case of
code, & algorithms for SW. Third parties engaged in project Market deployment will be obliged to sign NDAs.
What is your Ip commercial exploitation plan?
-We plan to value our IP via direct exploitation of the results. We will be offering services for all smart-properties' users around the
globe. -We do not plan to sell the company. -We are planning to retain our developed IP in SIMLAB HQ which will be located in
Europe. SIMLAB HQ will be responsible for further development of our IPs and product. -We will pursue patent protection for any
aspects viable to be patented. -We assume possibility of using various, regional companies and distributors which will be
responsible for direct sales activities in local markets
Are there any external IPR issues that could compromise the ability of a project partner to exploit the innovation?
No
No, there are no external IPR issues that could compromise the ability of a project partner to exploit the innovation. We have
confirmed that with a thorough patent discovery and clearance analysis.
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Enter

What is your exploitation strategy to enter the market?

What are your needs to fulfill your market potential?

•

•

Innovators

o

The penetration strategy
SIMLAB will offer two subscription levels for SIM-ON. Our Basic license will be promoted as an entry level free
subscription. Revenue will be generated from display advertising impressions within the application. Our
Premium license subscription will carry an automatically renewed monthly fee of EUR 9. This is an amount
similar to familiar monthly online subscriptions like Netflix, telephone, internet etc. The budget assumptions
provide for subscribing Innovators during the first 4 months of online product sales, after the closure of the
project. We will initially target the built-in prospects that are currently customers of our partners with a digital
marketing campaign. Fibaro customers will be offered an opportunity to participate in Alpha and Beta testing.

o

Estimated Sales
SIMLAB anticipates approximately 78 750 Basic and 4583 Premium license subscriptions in the four month. We
expect that the rate of growth of Innovators will level after initial months, yet remain constant as we expand our
marketing reach into additional geographic regions and customer profile segments.

o

Estimated Cash-Flow
SIMLAB expects revenue during the Innovators segment of approximately EUR 573 750 during the first year of
using the application. We anticipate the cost of business operations will be approximately EUR 336 000. The
financial result in this period will be approximately EUR 237 750.

o

The time to next step
After four months of targeting Innovators, we anticipate reaching Early Adopters.

Early adopters

o

The penetration strategy
SIMLAB will continue to offer two subscription levels for SIM-On. Our Basic license will be promoted as an entry
level free subscription. Revenue will be generated from display advertising impressions within the application.
Our Premium license subscription will carry an automatically renewed monthly fee of EUR 9. This is an amount
similar to familiar monthly online subscriptions like Netflix, telephone, internet etc. The budget assumptions
provide for subscribing Early Adopters during this 4 month period of online product sales. At this stage, we are
still planning to test the application mainly with Fibaro, KNX customers and pre-sell to Matterport customers.
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•

•

•

o

Estimated Sales
SIMLAB anticipates approximately 78 750 Basic and 4583 Premium license subscriptions within 4 months. We
expect that the rate of growth of Early Adopters will level after initial months, yet remain constant as we expand
our marketing reach into additional geographic regions and customer profile segments.

o

Estimated Cash-Flow
SIMLAB expects revenue of approximately EUR 573 750 during the initial Early Adopters segment. The financial
result in this period will be approximately EUR 237 750.

o

The time to next step
After four months of targeting Early Adopters, we anticipate reaching The Chasm.

The Chasm

o

The penetration strategy
As in the case of Early Adopters, we are still planning to sell our product together with our partners. The prices
for the service will be the same. At this stage, we will slowly start introducing our product to users of Samsung
IoT devices.

o

Estimated Sales
During this period, we plan to acquire approximately 78 750 Basic and 4584 Premium Premium license
subscriptions. We expect that the rate of growth of The Chasm customer segment will level after initial months,
yet remain constant as we expand our marketing reach into additional geographic regions and customer profile
segments.

o

Estimated Cash-Flow
The financial result in this period will be approximately EUR 234 750 during this period.

o

The time to next step
After another 4 months of implementing the solution on the market to our Partners' clients, we plan to increase
the acquired accounts.

Early majority

o

The penetration strategy
Early Majority will be a period in which, apart from SIM-ON subscriptions to clients of our partners, we will launch
promotion of the solution as a broad digital campaign and in social media. We expect that the rate of growth of
the Early Majority customer segment will level after initial months, yet remain constant as we expand our
marketing reach into additional geographic regions and customer profile segments.

o

Estimated Sales
SIMLAB anticipates approximately 165 375 Basic and 9 625 Premium license subscriptions within 6 months.

o

Estimated Cash-Flow
The financial result in this period will be approximately EUR 865 875 during this period.

o

The time to next step
This period will last about 6 months until SIM-ON operates at break-even. When the sales revenue exceeds
operating costs, this will signify the start of the Late Majority stage.

Late majority

o

The penetration strategy
During this period, we plan to saturate the databases of our partners. We intend to reach all prospective
customers interested in testing and purchasing SIM-ON. During this period, additional efforts in social media will
be implemented. We will develop cooperation with influencers who will promote SIM-ON among a wide range of
their followers.

o

Estimated Sales
This stage will have about 30 months of SIM-ON subscription sales. We are still planning a monthly increase in
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acquired accounts to 90,000 Basic and almost 5,000 Premium license subscriptions.

•

o

Estimated Cash-Flow
This is the moment when for the first time the project will generate revenue exceeding operating costs. Profit
from sales is expected from the first month of this stage. Monthly profits will keep growing through the 48th
month of sales. We predict sales of new subscriptions will level off. The total profit for this period should give
SIMLAB approximately EUR 4 996 875.

o

The time to next step
From 48 months after the start of the sale of SIM-ON, we expect to focus on customer retention and activities to
increase profits from those customers such as up-selling of other solutions, cooperation with new partners, use
of BIG DATA collected over the previous 48 months, and other expansions.

Laggards

o

The penetration strategy
After saturating the database of our Partners’ clients, we anticipate the appearance of customers who will be
from outside. These will be clients who will receive information from social media or word of mouth marketing
from our previously acquired clients after a long time.

o

Estimated Sales
For these customers, in the initial phase, we expect to maintain sales at the late majority phase, and then
gradually level off. During this period, we plan to focus on customer retention, develop further products, and
up-sell to the existing customer base in order to increase sales volume.

o

Estimated Cash-Flow
We expect to maintain the level of revenues from the previous phase thanks to customer retention, up-sale of
new products, increased sales of OEM solutions, and the implementation of big data sales to big players (such
as energy profiles of SIM-ON users, etc.)

o

The time to next step
The next step in selling SIM-ON will be developing it into a new Digital Home Experience product, which will take
the experience of using our product to a new level.

What are your needs to fulfill your market potential?
Partnership with other company (technology or other)
Explain your choices
The main concept of our SIM-On product was developed through consultation with many industry leaders. Matterport and KNX
both signed Letters of Intent intention letters confirming their commitment to the huge excitement of introducing SIM-ON to their
millions of customers they already have. FIBARO has agreed to promote SIM-ON to their device user base and installers.
Matterport is the world's largest scanning technology company based in the Silicon Valley region of California in the USA, and a
current partner of SIMLAB. KNX is the world’s largest home automation provider. FIBARO is a Polish manufacturer of devices and
home automation systems. SIM-ON will bring unquestionable added value to all partners' current products which are dedicated to
property owners. After review of the SIM-ON prototype, they confirmed that this is a highly demanded solution which will be readily
appreciated providing added advantage to each property owner using a home automation system.

Which are the barriers to entry?
What are the existing major barriers preventing you to enter the market?
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Type

Description

Capacity to overcome

Other

Growing scarcity and competition for software development programmers We plan to outsource
on the market.
when that is a feasible
method. The
development of sales
increasing revenues
and profits will result in
greater
competitiveness of
salaries among
companies with a
similar profile of
operations.

Technological

Interest among users without property scans performed / available.

The ability for users to
perform a scan using a
smartphone or
specialized companies
dealing with it
professionally. SIMLAB
plans to create a
directory of 3rd party
scanning companies to
recommend
independently.

Business

Political and legal barriers depending on geographic conditions. This is
determined by the knowledge of legal regulations, personal data
protection and other political factors in the regions of interest in the
distribution of the product.

In-depth analysis of
local markets through
recruited legal advisers
or commissioned
analysts. Adjusting the
product to the
entanglement of a
given market or
withdrawal from
distribution in the case
of identified threats /
complications
rendering the product
unviable to a given
market.

Technological

Closed API of IoT solution providers and reluctance to share technology
with third parties.

SIMLAB is not in
competition with
hardware
manufacturers.
SIMLAB produces
software that does not
negatively correlate
with the IoT provider's
business.

What are the new major barriers you are building to prevent your competitors to easily enter the market? How can your
competitor overcome them?
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Type

Description

Business

Contract with the largest producer of smart home solutions on the market. KNX is very interested in
our product, which is currently missing from their portfolio. The introduction of our solution will fill
the gap in the market and result in no further need for similar solutions on the part of the
competition.

Business

Signing an exclusive agreement to use API Matterport for device control and management
purposes. Such a move will block access to the technology of the largest company that produces
scanners for our competitors.

Legal and regulatory compliance to be fulfilled
Describe your strategy for regulatory approvals/compliance
Our solution is a global software platform with users from all over the world. We will create our EULAs (End User License
Agreements), Terms and Conditions of use, cookie opt-out policies, and privacy policies based on international law and
regulations. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requirements govern almost every data point an organization would
collect, across every conceivable online platform, especially if it's used to uniquely identify a person. We will adapt all regulations
protecting any identity information mandated for GDPR compliance. GDPR does not apply to US citizens living in the US. There are
several federal and state-level privacy regulations in the US that require our compliance. The most dominant is CalOPPA (California
Online Privacy Protection Act). Our Privacy Policies must comply with CalOPPA if our site is accessed by any resident of California,
USA.
Are there any regulation issues that could compromise the ability of a project partner to exploit the innovation?
No
There are no regulation issues that could compromise the ability of a project partner to exploit the innovation. Our partners have
full ability and are unlimited by any regulations to use and promote the solution.
Are there any standards issues that could compromise the ability of a project partner to exploit the innovation?
No
There are no standards issues that could compromise the ability of a partner to exploit the innovation.
What applicable European legislation might affect your project or be affected by your project?
Companies that collect data on citizens in EU countries need to comply with strict new rules around protecting customer data.
GDPR sets a new standard for consumer rights regarding their data. Data processing requires consent. Consent is given if the
person concerned directly agrees to data processing. The data processing must indicate if it is used for the fulfillment of contracts
or legal obligations or there is a legitimate interest in data proc. This means that publicly available data may be used for marketing
purposes when acquiring new customers. All legal texts must be regularly updated. Not only do contact details of the responsible
bodies have to be made available, other requirements such as the purpose and basis of processing, recipients of data transfer,
storage period, information on rights to access, rectification, erasure, restriction of processing, data portability and other
requirements must be met.
What applicable standards might affect your project or be affected by your project?
There are no standards which might affect this project or be affected by the project.
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Scale

Scaling strategy
What is your Go To Market strategy?

•

Value proposition

o

What?

•

What are you selling?
We propose to develop and implement an innovative 3D smart home management system with a
proprietary solution for tracking the marker position in the space of the building. Facility management
will utilize both the home automation layer and the IoT devices throughout the entire life cycle of the
building. The virtual model of the building in the form of a 3D object will enable assigning the actual
position to individual components and their control systems, allowing for intuitive property
management and visualization of the location of selected objects. An additional feature that
distinguishes our proposed solution from others is interoperability, which allows it to control smart
systems provided by different manufacturers, thus enabling integration of various hardware
environments within one ecosystem of an individual household.

•

What is your value proposition?
The developed solution will allow to integrate previously incompatible solutions from various
manufacturers of consumer electronics, placing them in the 3D space of a digitized object. The solution
will then allow all important objects and elements of interior equipment in the scanned 3D space to be
tagged. Devices, furniture, as well as household appliances and audio / video devices can be tagged in
such a way that will allow collection of digital data on their energy consumption, service history,
warranty cards and other important information, such as purchase receipts, spare parts, or even contact
numbers for contacting warranty and service providers. In the future, the 3D model of the room will
also allow for full integration with the e-commerce industry. Any digitized interior design products can
be placed into the living space, then ordered and delivered with a few clicks without ever leaving the
home. Additionally, the implementation of the position tracking module in the space of a flat or a
single-family house will help family members to monitor the current location (and in the future, also vital
signs) of their children, the elderly, and even animals freely leaving the house. After a child returns home
from school or the cat returns from a walk, the system will record the sensor logging in the network.
The elderly living alone will have the comfort of safety, knowing that someone from the family or the
system's algorithm is watching over any unusual situations like someone in one place without
movement, which may indicate a fall or fainting. Most homeowners only call for repairs at item failure.
They are not aware or do not remember regular maintenance intervals. SIM-ON adds value by providing
a way to schedule all maintenance or other ongoing attention needed to every asset or equipment item
in the home. Often, regular interval scheduled maintenance causes a waste of money and material
replacing elements. Often maintenance is unnecessarily done or done later than needed. With SIM-On’s
AI capability, measurements can be monitored for timely end of life conditions of asset elements. For
example, the air pressure differential could be measured on either side of an inline air filter. Once the
differential reached a predetermined value, SIM-ON could place an online order for a new filter while
simultaneously creating a work order for the actual replacement to happen. This method has now
effectively taken into account heavy or light occupancy or air quality and filter replacement happens
when it is actually needing replaced, not before or after. Scheduling of household services is often only
reactionary. SIM-ONs ability to schedule events such as recycling pick-up, refuse disposal, lawn care,
garden care provides a single source for these services to be managed. One difficulty owner’s face in
legacy solutions is they typically only are provided a 2D flat interface. This requires every device be
labeled without having the visual context of where the device is located in the facility. For example, if a
single room has (6) electrical outlets, how would I know which one was operating which device without
a long description? SIM-ON places each device with full associated information and data in the actual
location within the 3D visual interface. SIM-ON provides a single source of truth for all data, historical
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or current, relative to any asset, equipment, system, or any other element an owner desires to tag and notate.

•
•

Market Channels

o

•

What is your unit selling price?
9€

How?

•

What is your Marketing approach?
B2B2C approach (Go 2 Business & Customer)

•

Please elaborate further on your marketing approach?
Initially, together with our partners, we plan marketing campaigns targeted at their clients. SIM-ON will
be promoted through the use of social media and influencers who have a clear impact on the users of
smart home and IoT devices. We plan articles in trade magazines and presentations at conferences and
trade fairs. The solution will be promoted by a series of dedicated tutorial videos showing the operation
of SIM-ON through our website and channels such as YouTube. We will develop strategic alliances with
current service providers in the scanning and smart home device markets. With our planned geographic
expansion, we will have the ability to tailor our marketing strategy specifically for regional differences.

•

How? (Customer Relationship)
- Self service - Automated services (dedicated chatbot) - Personal assistance (including technical
support line) - Communities - Co-creation (platform to exchange new features, best-test group, etc.)

•

Where?
- Social media - World of mouth - Online advertising - Partners newsletter units - Expert public online
forums - Investors resources to support business connections - Partners’ existing sales channels System integrators by expanding their services

Targeted customers

o

o

Who?

•

What is your Targeted market?
Our product is primarily for a household and occupants. The following groups of target users can be
listed: •Households equipped with home automation. 20% of 220 mln EU households use more than
one application to operate smart-home equipment. •Long-term rental companies need digitized facility
status and equipment monitoring – approximately 15 mln properties •Retail stores or small office
space will be targeted with a facility management tool that is intuitive, affordable and low-cost –
approximately 3 mln properties •Producers and distributors of smart home systems will be able to use
their products with systems existing in the client's building and receive a visualization tool eliminating
the need to create their own. – approximately 2 mln •Insurance agencies can offer solutions that allow
monitoring the property before and after the occurrence of damage, having an impact on reducing
fraud. – approximately 10 mln The size of the target market is 75 mln properties only in EU.

•

Who are you selling to?
o Manufacturer (IoT manufacturers (SME))
o Consumer/ client (Family caregivers)
o Consumer/ client (Home/property owners)
o SME (Small business owners)
o Consumer/ client (Occupants & Visitors)
o Other (Public services (Hospitals, Schools, Emergency Forces))

Major Pains and Gains

•

Pain
Digital solutions for residential use are very immature and almost do not exist, since: - Several apps
need to be used to control different IoT devices from various hardware providers with all of them
looking the same and lacking a spacial interface depicting device locations in the home. - There is no
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software to manage home assets within a property. Existing facility management systems (FM) using BIM
3D models are crafted for industrial/commercial properties making them cost prohibitive for homeowners.

•

•

Pain
- Many customers excited with 3D digitization lose their interest in the 3D model after a short period of
time without any other functionality. This results in only 5% of Matterport's online scanned properties
have any activity (being used and paid for). - Matterport's residential customers are single purpose
customers. The scanning service is used primarily only to showcase their property during the sales
process.

•

Pain
- KNX has amassed an extensive customer base through years of operations being known as home
automation industry standard. Regardless, they lack innovative solutions expected by contemporary
customers. - Implementing a 3D model as an interface for the KNX system was discussed by their R&D
Department many times. Due to the size of their company the lacked the agility required to implement it
on their own.

•

Gain
A single solution across multiple platforms and hardware devices which will provide: - remote device
management in 3D spatial context, - home asset management with event and maintenance scheduling,
- real time positioning system for the 3D home environment

•

Gain
- The additional features of SIM-ON software gives Matterport customers extended life for 3D scanned
models of their properties. Average life of a 3D Matterport space can be extended from a few weeks to
many years. Matterport subscriptions are monthly recurring. - Through SIM-ON, Matterport gains
access to the home automation industry, an area not addressed in their operations.

•

Gain
- KNX will get access to a modern 3D interface which can be used for millions of the existing KNX
customers now able to upgrade old-fashioned software to customers' current expectations. - Upgrade
of existing home software will become a new business opportunity for each of the 95,000 installation
companies that KNX has all over the world. - KNX is the unquestionable home automation global
leader. SIM-ON opens up KNX company access to the FM (Facility Management) sector, which they
currently do not operate in today.

Satisfied customers

o

How?

Key factors of success

Pain 1

Pain 2

Pain 3

Gain 1

Gain 2

Gain 3

Your solution

10 % of
total KNX
customers
Increase
3D
interface in
home
automation
systems

20 % of
total
Matterport
active
users
Increase
number of
active
accounts

10 % of
homes
using smart
technology
Increase
digitalizatio
n in
residential
sector

5000 new
Basic
accounts
users
monthly
Increase
3D
Matterport
scans

10 % of
total KNX
customers
inrease
software
upgrade to
a 3D
standards

10 % of
homes
using smart
technology
Increase
digitalizatio
n in
residential
sector

Open API
software
platforms

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Home

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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automation &
IoT hardware
providers
Facility &
asset
management
software
providers

N/A

N/A

N/A

20 %
N/A
inrease
commercial
property
digitalizatio
n level

N/A

Smarthome
systems
integrators

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

What is your commercialization strategy?

•

•

Market opportunities

o

Market size (SAM)
The number of IoT devices quoted in the above section must also consider the many ways of configuring these
devices. 20% of 220 million households in Europe have more than one IoT device. Statistics and market research
show that this number will grow rapidly. SIMLAB will initially focus on binary devices, leaving advanced systems
(such as SmartTV and CCTV) for later system expansion. This allows effective management of the property and
energy consumption in a short period of time. Scanning a space is now possible with smartphones. Each user
will be able to do it independently as well as system configuration. Currently, over 99% of properties do not have
3D documentation (Boston Consulting, 2016). Its introduction with the add and identify assets allow for efficient
management not only of the IoT layer, but also of analog elements, benefitting users other than IoT users.
Annual growth of customers after the solution is introduced to the market will range from 25,000 to 1,050,000.

o

Market growth rate
The independent analytical company IDC (International Data Corporation) in July 2019 published the latest
edition of the technological quarterly Smart Home Device Tracker. The research results presented in that edition
show the growth of the smart home market in Europe by 23.9% in the first quarter of this year. In the first
quarter of 2019, sales of 21.3 million home automation management systems were confirmed across the
European continent. By the end of the year it reached a staggering 107 million IoT devices delivered (Fig no 1 in
additional slides). Taking into account Eurostat data, which says that we have 220 million households in the EU,
it means that every fifth European house is already smart! All the available statistics confirm the rapid growth of
the smart home automation sector. It is notable that growth in 2017 to 2019 was over 250%. Additionally, ABI
Research research shows that the value of the global smart-home market will reach USD 123 billion by 2022.

o

CAGR (Compounded Annual Growth Rate)
The IoT device market is our target market. We can assume that, according to the following reports, our market
will grow by around 13% per year. In the report "IoT IN THE POLISH ECONOMY REPORT OF THE WORKING
GROUP ON THE INTERNET OF THINGS AT THE MINISTRY OF DIGITALISATION", a high pace is expected showing
growth of the adoption of IoT technology and solutions market in Poland to be around 13% year over year.
According a report by BCC research, the global market for the Internet of Things (IoT) technologies is estimated
to grow from $370.5 billion in 2021 to reach $1.3 trillion by 2026, at a (CAGR) of 27.6% during the forecast period
of 2021-2026 A report that shows the IoT market development is a report prepared by Cyfrowa Poland on
10.2020. The report indicates a significant increase in the world market, the value of the global IoT market which
is currently USD $190 billion in 2018, will grow to USD $1.1 trillion in 2026, maintaining the pace of growth of 24
percent annually.

Basic economics

o

Unit selling price (€)
9€

o

Unit selling price of Main Competitors (€)
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40 €

•

o

Unit production cost
4.38 €

o

Unit profit margin
18.59 €

o

Pricing policy
The pricing policy prepared for the sale of SIM-ON is very simple and transparent. We plan to widely distribute
the solution for customers in the free Basic subscription version. During 60 months of sales, we plan to obtain
approximately 2 million Basic subscriptions. Each Basic subscription should produce approximately EUR 1 per
month for displayed push-up or other advertisements embedded in SIM-ON. Concurrently, we plan to gain
approximately 110,000 Premium subscriptions. Premium subscribers will incur a familiar monthly fee of EUR 9.
This model is well proven through users’ current services such as Netflix, phone, internet, or others. Currently,
the users of the home / IoT devices management application use the average of 4 different solutions (these are,
among others, applications for managing a remote doorbell or cameras), the average cost of one is EUR 10
(doorbell, camera, hosting service, etc), therefore we assumed the cost of the competitor solution as EUR 40.

o

Sales value
Year 1 (€)
1721250€

•

Year 2 (€)
2409750€

•

Year 3 (€)
4131000€

Predicted jobs to be created in the next 3 years

o

•

•

Jobs to be created

•

Year 1
12

•

Year 2
0

•

Year 3
0

Benefits

o

End user savings per unit p.a.
150 €

o

Other benefits
End user savings per unit in amount values (depending mainly on the reduction of energy consumption) is
impossible to estimate due to many variables such as the price of energy in a particular country, its type, heat
sources, consumption, purpose, etc. Undeniably, the effectiveness of our software in reducing energy
consumption by about 10-15% effectively translates into both financial and ecological value by reducing
emissions of greenhouse gases. SIM-On encourages conscious configuration which will be supporting tools
such as analytics and an advisory system in the future. An additional issue is saving the user's time at the
configuration stage and subsequent use of the system by automating daily tasks or storing documentation and
service inspection dates. A simple configuration wizard also eliminates the need to hire specialized integrators
that may charge up to EUR 150 / hour. At that rate, one hour of service work costs more than a year of a SIM-ON
subscription.

Provide proof of early market traction
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SIMLAB has achieved early market traction through executed cooperation agreements with the largest players integration,
software, and device manufacturers in the global smart home market. Appropriate letters of intent or cooperation agreements
were previously signed during development of the SIM-ON prototype. Currently, SIMLAB has secured cooperation with companies
including Samsung, Matterport, KNX, FIBARO Group, NavVis, ThreeKit, and Nohara. The confidence these international companies
have to share SIM-ON with their millions of current customers either through direct offers or shared digital campaigns assures our
market penetration strategy will succeed.
Are there any trade issues that could compromise the ability of a project partner to exploit the innovation?
No
As our product will be offered as an online service, there are no trade issues that could compromise the ability of project partners
and customers to exploit the innovation

Scaling abilities
What is your ability to scale up?
Currently, SIMLAB employs specialists managing programming, HR, accounting, administration, marketing, and projects. We have
extensive experience in the rapid increase in our core engineering team. The Covid-19 pandemic has changed the way people
recruit in the IT industry. Our recruitment programs have provided us with strong colleague candidates that we have commitments
from in Japan, Sweden, and the USA. These candidates are considered authorities in the fields of Web3D, digital twins, tech in the
built environment, and have expansive global networks. In these leaders, we have the capability to build out the necessary forces
in global digital marketing, sales structures, platform infrastructure, globalization in terms of addressing tax structures, financial
managers, customer success systems, public relations, risk management, and other necessary facets of the organization.
Elaborate on how the EIC funding will impact your scalability.
As presented in the project's schedule, our scale up activities establish global structures for effective project management and
marketing. We plan to launch regional offices in Sweden, Tokyo, and the USA. Receiving support for the investment component will
allow us to set up those branches simultaneously. Thanks to external funding we will be able to better manage our resources
giving us the ability to support sustainable development of our solutions, products, and innovations. EIC funding will boost the
quality of planned actions. This additional funding will enable us to hire better prepared people for Project Management and
Product Owner positions. We will also have the ability to create marketing campaigns in scope, reach, and substance to enable
more thorough market penetration. In summary, EIC funding will play a crucial role in enabling SIM-ON entering the market quickly
reaching a relevant and sufficient supplier base right from the start.
What is the scalability of your business?
Our enterprise scalability factors are enhanced with the built-in access to a large customer base of existing and proposed partners.
Early CAC (Customer Acquisition Cost) will remain relatively low enabling us to concurrently ramp up our digital marketing and
customer acquisition strategy. Software sales will leverage ecommerce for the SIM-On license subscriptions. This is easily
scaled by orders of magnitude with little relative cost. The number of user accounts does not exponentially increase the costs of
maintenance and ongoing operation of the application, only additional cloud resource fees. The increase in the number of active
accounts increases the margin of profit on generated revenue. With the evolution of SIM-On, we will create efficient ways to
leverage ever-large and complex facilities like hotel chains, institutional, industrial, and university campuses. Introducing an OEM
version will increase revenues without added cost while reducing internal support costs.

Future developments
New Markets
Is there any other potential market application?
Yes
Justification
SIM-On can be scaled up from individual households and small businesses to extensive enterprises like office buildings,
international retail chains, small hotels, and international hotel franchises. SMEs needing mission critical equipment monitoring
like restaurants, bakeries and others requiring management of out-of-range equipment like refrigerators and food storage.
Independent vacation rental owners and managers along with vacation rental enterprise organizations. Any enterprise
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organization that provides training to new and existing staff relative to the physical space utilized. Multi-family owners and
developers. Role based logins allow tenants an appropriate level of access to operational aspects of their own unit while
maintenance staff have full access to all systems and common areas. Additional market applications are available providing
dedicated software solutions (SIM-ON customization) for hardware manufacturers or closed neighborhoods, family houses, etc.
New Segments
Is there any future market segment?
Yes
Justification
Success in the residential market sector will be a baseline for development into market segments of ever expanding facility sizes
and complexity across many different economic branches. An early approach we are preparing to pursue is development of active
markets leveraging SIM-On’s tracking capabilities in healthcare and senior care facilities. Franchises as such, might be interested
in implementing SIM-ON as an asset management solution for their brands in addition to IoT device management. We have a
strong opportunity to provide SIM-On as an optional application that can be offered within existing enterprise platforms of
aggregators like Airbnb and Vrbo, or web-based property management platforms used by all sizes of property management firms.
Do you have in mind future additional solution(s)?
Yes
If yes, please explain
We plan to introduce an interactive AI bot located in 3D space, through systems allowing, for example, monitoring seniors and their
remote care, and ending with advanced algorithms analyzing the user's preferences and adapting the environment to their needs
and habits. With the asset manager and maintenance scheduling, we plan to incorporate automated ecommerce for work orders
and replacement parts. This also provides additional revenue streams for advertisers and service providers to be placed as
recommended vendors. The applied additional solutions may be offered as a whole, or in the future, we foresee the possibility of
separating a part of the application as a standalone product (e.g. remote care for seniors or a hotel management system). All
technology is designed and manufactured to ensure maximum scalability for the future and the ability to follow the latest market
trends and new, innovative ideas.
Do you already have in mind future R&D Developments?
Yes
Justification
Along with the increase in popularity and the number of active user accounts, it is planned to introduce additional services, such as
social networks for small communities, services for public administration like neighborhood events management with
visualizations at a map level. Systems for positioning people and objects in 3D space using RFID tags would be used, for example,
in hospitals or nursing homes with locators for wheelchairs, defibrillators, people, etc. In the development of SIM-On we anticipate
incorporating Industry 4.0 elements, where scanning and device management in 3D space can have a key impact on the ongoing
technical support of production lines. Large volumes of analytical data collected from users can also be useful for predicting
energy consumption, providing valuable information for power plants and distribution network managers, as well as energy storage
management.
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Impact

What are the effects of your solution ?
What are the direct effect of your deliverables?

•

KPI 1

o

Category
3D Matterport scans

o

Action (increase, decrease, ...)
Increase

o

Value
5000

o

Unit measure (%, km, kg, liters…)
new Basic accounts users monthly

Deliverables that serve this KPI

Effect(s) on Solution

User-friendly interface for scene
creation and management tool

Empowering user to build logical scenes with predefined scene creator
using IoT devices of various device manufacturers interoperably will be a
breakthrough in the market compared to the current environment of
closed manufacturer-provided systems not integrating with other vendors
devices in a smart home solution. Flexible and open system for the entire
property of the user. Scene creation ability is the most imortant function
of smart home systems in terms of time saving for home management
and a great benefit for the end user. Furthermore, functionality will allow
optimization of the home automation system by diversification of
available hardware options including unavailable solutions that are not
provided by a certain vendor.

Standalone SIM-ON system version (to
be instaled on computer)

- Development of a stationary application version operating in the local
LAN network of a building facility based on a 3D model - Development of
a startup configuration module for the installation of a smart home using
a 3D model and IOT sensors - An authorization module that will allow
authorized user access to the platform - Communication module that
allows data exchange with the SIMLAB cloud - Analytical module that
allows to present historical data - Asset management module to manage
the information catalog of each of the marked objects - Calendar
synchronization module - Automatic update module - Voice
communication module (Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa, perform
analysis to determine the optimal one) - information module from RSS
feeds and user's social media Development of a version of a web
application operating on the Internet based on 360 panoramas or a 3D
model (depending on the performance of the Internet connection).
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KNX plug-in module

Creates integration of professional BMS solutions that require extensive
knowledge and experience in terms of installation of home automation
systems. Extensive wired systems using many industrial communication
protocols within its own structure to enables SIMLAB to create a
visualization layer for various types of commercial buildings.
Professional BMS association with intuitive layer of control and
visualization provided by SIMLAB will allow for holistic approach to
building management and lower the technical knowledge demands on
personnel. Connection of fire detection and signalization system for
example, will allow immediate identification of location of triggered
sensor in a 3D model making alarm verification simpler. Other systems
will be supported similarly to described above.

Open API module for IoT devices (with
documentation)

The task is to relieve SIMLAB programmers and enable integration for
external companies, even if they were outside the sphere of interest of
SIMLAB. Properly prepared programming environment with instructions
for independent integration with SIM-ON. Additional packages include
technical support for interested entities and the possibility of paid
assistance. The end result should be a separate environment that does
not affect either the development or programming layer, which, after
entering the integration data and verification in SIMLAB, is uploaded by
us to the programming environment, possibly including bug fixes.

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON
software

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON
software

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON
software

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

E-commerce module

E-commerce system solution expanding SIM-ON capabilities goes far
beyond property control. Adding e-commerce functionality will allow for
virtual and effective advertising, presentation, and sale of goods on the
internet. Adding to this the ability of discovery, selection, and virtual
placement of the equipment in one's own home while maintaining its
actual environment and dimensions will be a great step forward for the
digitization of purchases.

Stable and optimized SIM-ON software
solution

Monitoring of the correct operation of the solution in real conditions.
Development of conclusions to optimize the reliability of the system
operation. Recording of events requiring user or service technician
interaction. Categorization and description of errors. Minor repairs and
replacement of IoT components to test new market solutions and
compare their reliability. Monitoring of network parameters and response
times between the server and individual types of sensors in test
installations, developing conclusions to improve system performance.
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Development of reports on the functioning of smart houses selected for
testing. Full analytics on historical data. Preparation of reports on daily
energy consumption (electricity, water, gas) depending on the season and
time of day. Development of templates and statistical calculators in the
form of consumer profiles and their life preferences depending on age,
place of residence, and other factors determined during previous
research.
Advanced analytics mechanism module

Overall system performance including home/facility energy efficiency
control tools: - Advisory system for indication of possible savings
(""energy guard"" – home appliances usage planning). As an example,
user energy consumption awareness - Possibility to reduce CO2 gas
emissions by reducing energy consumption (together with above
mentioned ""energy guard"", overall energy usage and related CO2
generation is taken into account. As an example, optimal usage of
heating and cooling system with respect to user comfort. - Automation
of heating / cooling processes in buildings depending on the intensity of
use. Advanced automation of thermal comfort assurance is one of the
energy saving methods. - Chatbot that will provide the ability to achieve
quick, easy and intuitive interaction with the user based on conversation.
Chatbot will be based on an avatar placed on the scan, so that user will
have exact situation presented and explained.

Test report

As part of this stage, the applicant intends to obtain the customer's
response to the product being created. It is planned to make the product
available to a control group that already has a smart home installation,
but has not had any previous contact with the software, without taking
part in the earlier stages of the project. In order to monitor cumulative
data generated by thousands of ioT devices of clients and users of the
applicant's software, an administration panel will be created allowing for
quick analysis of BigData data stored on the servers. This data will be
used to profile the preferences of smart home consumers and to process
statistical data in the future. The validity of the functional assumptions,
their usefulness and the users' reactions to the changes that the
applicant intends to introduce to the smart sector and home automation
will be checked.

•

KPI 2

o

Category
software upgrade to a 3D standards

o

Action (increase, decrease, ...)
inrease

o

Value
10

o

Unit measure (%, km, kg, liters…)
% of total KNX customers

Deliverables that serve this KPI

Effect(s) on Solution
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User-friendly interface for scene
creation and management tool

Empowering user to build logical scenes with predefined scene creator
using IoT devices of various device manufacturers interoperably will be a
breakthrough in the market compared to the current environment of
closed manufacturer-provided systems not integrating with other vendors
devices in a smart home solution. Flexible and open system for the entire
property of the user. Scene creation ability is the most imortant function
of smart home systems in terms of time saving for home management
and a great benefit for the end user. Furthermore, functionality will allow
optimization of the home automation system by diversification of
available hardware options including unavailable solutions that are not
provided by a certain vendor.

Standalone SIM-ON system version (to
be instaled on computer)

- Development of a stationary application version operating in the local
LAN network of a building facility based on a 3D model - Development of
a startup configuration module for the installation of a smart home using
a 3D model and IOT sensors - An authorization module that will allow
authorized user access to the platform - Communication module that
allows data exchange with the SIMLAB cloud - Analytical module that
allows to present historical data - Asset management module to manage
the information catalog of each of the marked objects - Calendar
synchronization module - Automatic update module - Voice
communication module (Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa, perform
analysis to determine the optimal one) - information module from RSS
feeds and user's social media Development of a version of a web
application operating on the Internet based on 360 panoramas or a 3D
model (depending on the performance of the Internet connection).

KNX plug-in module

Creates integration of professional BMS solutions that require extensive
knowledge and experience in terms of installation of home automation
systems. Extensive wired systems using many industrial communication
protocols within its own structure to enables SIMLAB to create a
visualization layer for various types of commercial buildings.
Professional BMS association with intuitive layer of control and
visualization provided by SIMLAB will allow for holistic approach to
building management and lower the technical knowledge demands on
personnel. Connection of fire detection and signalization system for
example, will allow immediate identification of location of triggered
sensor in a 3D model making alarm verification simpler. Other systems
will be supported similarly to described above.

Open API module for IoT devices (with
documentation)

The task is to relieve SIMLAB programmers and enable integration for
external companies, even if they were outside the sphere of interest of
SIMLAB. Properly prepared programming environment with instructions
for independent integration with SIM-ON. Additional packages include
technical support for interested entities and the possibility of paid
assistance. The end result should be a separate environment that does
not affect either the development or programming layer, which, after
entering the integration data and verification in SIMLAB, is uploaded by
us to the programming environment, possibly including bug fixes.

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON
software

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
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software

version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON
software

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

Geometry preparation tool

Development of technological requirements for an interactive 3D model
used for the needs of smart home software and methodology for
converting model geometry from BIM documentation in order to use it
instead of the as-built model. Comparison of the performance of the
as-built model (3D scanning) with the as-designed model (BIM 3D model)
in terms of quality and performance in real-time applications on various
devices. Comparison of laser scanning, photogrammetry, and computer
modeling technologies to create the most realistic 3D model of the
property. Augmented Reality mode will be developed. In order to link AR
compatible devices, 3D scan will be replaced with camera mode while
using the AR goggles or tablets / even phone cameras. TIMELINE
STAGES for SIM-On will be developed providing the possibility to step
through any stage scanned at any prior time(s).

Automatic equipment identification
module

This task is focused on accelerating the process of pre-configuration of
space in 3D with the use of image analytic modules. Analytics and
algorithms supporting user, or in certain cases, automation of
configuration allowing time saved and minimizing human error. Asset
assignment for certain appliances together with predefined categories of
3D model objects allows quick visualization of system abilities and
advising user to supplement data. After entering the scan, the system
should recognize and prompt the user of devices discovered on the scan
and how to best manage and control them using IoT devices available to
be integrated in the system from a catalogue of available solutions.
Virtual advisor will be focused on user awareness and increased focus on
future savings acheved with the sytems without compromising the
comfort zone.

Functional demonstrator of location and Developed algorithms will enable the achievement of the assumed
tracking system
milestones, i.e. resolution, accuracy and time interval of identification,
range of operation, multi-identification (within a given time interval) and
meeting the requirements of energy consumption and weight and
dimensions of the element. This will certainly result in non-standard
system and software solutions in relation to the application notes of
device manufacturers. The ability to immediately locate smart safes and
cabinets for documents, medicines, and similar items. We plan to use the
so-called "RFID Paper", i.e. self-adhesive stickers. A separate outcome
will be the possibility of integrating RFID systems with biometric sensors,
primarily heart rate, temperature, and an accelerometric motion sensor
for notifying staff in senior care institutions of resident's condition.
E-commerce module

E-commerce system solution expanding SIM-ON capabilities goes far
beyond property control. Adding e-commerce functionality will allow for
virtual and effective advertising, presentation, and sale of goods on the
internet. Adding to this the ability of discovery, selection, and virtual
placement of the equipment in one's own home while maintaining its
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actual environment and dimensions will be a great step forward for the
digitization of purchases.
Stable and optimized SIM-ON software
solution

Monitoring of the correct operation of the solution in real conditions.
Development of conclusions to optimize the reliability of the system
operation. Recording of events requiring user or service technician
interaction. Categorization and description of errors. Minor repairs and
replacement of IoT components to test new market solutions and
compare their reliability. Monitoring of network parameters and response
times between the server and individual types of sensors in test
installations, developing conclusions to improve system performance.
Development of reports on the functioning of smart houses selected for
testing. Full analytics on historical data. Preparation of reports on daily
energy consumption (electricity, water, gas) depending on the season and
time of day. Development of templates and statistical calculators in the
form of consumer profiles and their life preferences depending on age,
place of residence, and other factors determined during previous
research.

Advanced analytics mechanism module

Overall system performance including home/facility energy efficiency
control tools: - Advisory system for indication of possible savings
(""energy guard"" – home appliances usage planning). As an example,
user energy consumption awareness - Possibility to reduce CO2 gas
emissions by reducing energy consumption (together with above
mentioned ""energy guard"", overall energy usage and related CO2
generation is taken into account. As an example, optimal usage of
heating and cooling system with respect to user comfort. - Automation
of heating / cooling processes in buildings depending on the intensity of
use. Advanced automation of thermal comfort assurance is one of the
energy saving methods. - Chatbot that will provide the ability to achieve
quick, easy and intuitive interaction with the user based on conversation.
Chatbot will be based on an avatar placed on the scan, so that user will
have exact situation presented and explained.

Test report

As part of this stage, the applicant intends to obtain the customer's
response to the product being created. It is planned to make the product
available to a control group that already has a smart home installation,
but has not had any previous contact with the software, without taking
part in the earlier stages of the project. In order to monitor cumulative
data generated by thousands of ioT devices of clients and users of the
applicant's software, an administration panel will be created allowing for
quick analysis of BigData data stored on the servers. This data will be
used to profile the preferences of smart home consumers and to process
statistical data in the future. The validity of the functional assumptions,
their usefulness and the users' reactions to the changes that the
applicant intends to introduce to the smart sector and home automation
will be checked.

•

KPI 3

o

Category
digitalization in residential sector

o

Action (increase, decrease, ...)
Increase

o

Value
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10

o

Unit measure (%, km, kg, liters…)
% of homes using smart technology

Deliverables that serve this KPI

Effect(s) on Solution

User-friendly interface for scene
creation and management tool

Empowering user to build logical scenes with predefined scene creator
using IoT devices of various device manufacturers interoperably will be a
breakthrough in the market compared to the current environment of
closed manufacturer-provided systems not integrating with other vendors
devices in a smart home solution. Flexible and open system for the entire
property of the user. Scene creation ability is the most imortant function
of smart home systems in terms of time saving for home management
and a great benefit for the end user. Furthermore, functionality will allow
optimization of the home automation system by diversification of
available hardware options including unavailable solutions that are not
provided by a certain vendor.

Standalone SIM-ON system version (to
be instaled on computer)

- Development of a stationary application version operating in the local
LAN network of a building facility based on a 3D model - Development of
a startup configuration module for the installation of a smart home using
a 3D model and IOT sensors - An authorization module that will allow
authorized user access to the platform - Communication module that
allows data exchange with the SIMLAB cloud - Analytical module that
allows to present historical data - Asset management module to manage
the information catalog of each of the marked objects - Calendar
synchronization module - Automatic update module - Voice
communication module (Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa, perform
analysis to determine the optimal one) - information module from RSS
feeds and user's social media Development of a version of a web
application operating on the Internet based on 360 panoramas or a 3D
model (depending on the performance of the Internet connection).

KNX plug-in module

Creates integration of professional BMS solutions that require extensive
knowledge and experience in terms of installation of home automation
systems. Extensive wired systems using many industrial communication
protocols within its own structure to enables SIMLAB to create a
visualization layer for various types of commercial buildings.
Professional BMS association with intuitive layer of control and
visualization provided by SIMLAB will allow for holistic approach to
building management and lower the technical knowledge demands on
personnel. Connection of fire detection and signalization system for
example, will allow immediate identification of location of triggered
sensor in a 3D model making alarm verification simpler. Other systems
will be supported similarly to described above.

Open API module for IoT devices (with
documentation)

The task is to relieve SIMLAB programmers and enable integration for
external companies, even if they were outside the sphere of interest of
SIMLAB. Properly prepared programming environment with instructions
for independent integration with SIM-ON. Additional packages include
technical support for interested entities and the possibility of paid
assistance. The end result should be a separate environment that does
not affect either the development or programming layer, which, after
entering the integration data and verification in SIMLAB, is uploaded by
us to the programming environment, possibly including bug fixes.

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
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software

version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON
software

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON
software

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

E-commerce module

E-commerce system solution expanding SIM-ON capabilities goes far
beyond property control. Adding e-commerce functionality will allow for
virtual and effective advertising, presentation, and sale of goods on the
internet. Adding to this the ability of discovery, selection, and virtual
placement of the equipment in one's own home while maintaining its
actual environment and dimensions will be a great step forward for the
digitization of purchases.

Stable and optimized SIM-ON software
solution

Monitoring of the correct operation of the solution in real conditions.
Development of conclusions to optimize the reliability of the system
operation. Recording of events requiring user or service technician
interaction. Categorization and description of errors. Minor repairs and
replacement of IoT components to test new market solutions and
compare their reliability. Monitoring of network parameters and response
times between the server and individual types of sensors in test
installations, developing conclusions to improve system performance.
Development of reports on the functioning of smart houses selected for
testing. Full analytics on historical data. Preparation of reports on daily
energy consumption (electricity, water, gas) depending on the season and
time of day. Development of templates and statistical calculators in the
form of consumer profiles and their life preferences depending on age,
place of residence, and other factors determined during previous
research.

Advanced analytics mechanism module

Overall system performance including home/facility energy efficiency
control tools: - Advisory system for indication of possible savings
(""energy guard"" – home appliances usage planning). As an example,
user energy consumption awareness - Possibility to reduce CO2 gas
emissions by reducing energy consumption (together with above
mentioned ""energy guard"", overall energy usage and related CO2
generation is taken into account. As an example, optimal usage of
heating and cooling system with respect to user comfort. - Automation
of heating / cooling processes in buildings depending on the intensity of
use. Advanced automation of thermal comfort assurance is one of the
energy saving methods. - Chatbot that will provide the ability to achieve
quick, easy and intuitive interaction with the user based on conversation.
Chatbot will be based on an avatar placed on the scan, so that user will
have exact situation presented and explained.

Test report

As part of this stage, the applicant intends to obtain the customer's
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response to the product being created. It is planned to make the product
available to a control group that already has a smart home installation,
but has not had any previous contact with the software, without taking
part in the earlier stages of the project. In order to monitor cumulative
data generated by thousands of ioT devices of clients and users of the
applicant's software, an administration panel will be created allowing for
quick analysis of BigData data stored on the servers. This data will be
used to profile the preferences of smart home consumers and to process
statistical data in the future. The validity of the functional assumptions,
their usefulness and the users' reactions to the changes that the
applicant intends to introduce to the smart sector and home automation
will be checked.
Geometry preparation tool

Development of technological requirements for an interactive 3D model
used for the needs of smart home software and methodology for
converting model geometry from BIM documentation in order to use it
instead of the as-built model. Comparison of the performance of the
as-built model (3D scanning) with the as-designed model (BIM 3D model)
in terms of quality and performance in real-time applications on various
devices. Comparison of laser scanning, photogrammetry, and computer
modeling technologies to create the most realistic 3D model of the
property. Augmented Reality mode will be developed. In order to link AR
compatible devices, 3D scan will be replaced with camera mode while
using the AR goggles or tablets / even phone cameras. TIMELINE
STAGES for SIM-On will be developed providing the possibility to step
through any stage scanned at any prior time(s).

Automatic equipment identification
module

This task is focused on accelerating the process of pre-configuration of
space in 3D with the use of image analytic modules. Analytics and
algorithms supporting user, or in certain cases, automation of
configuration allowing time saved and minimizing human error. Asset
assignment for certain appliances together with predefined categories of
3D model objects allows quick visualization of system abilities and
advising user to supplement data. After entering the scan, the system
should recognize and prompt the user of devices discovered on the scan
and how to best manage and control them using IoT devices available to
be integrated in the system from a catalogue of available solutions.
Virtual advisor will be focused on user awareness and increased focus on
future savings acheved with the sytems without compromising the
comfort zone.

Functional demonstrator of location and Developed algorithms will enable the achievement of the assumed
tracking system
milestones, i.e. resolution, accuracy and time interval of identification,
range of operation, multi-identification (within a given time interval) and
meeting the requirements of energy consumption and weight and
dimensions of the element. This will certainly result in non-standard
system and software solutions in relation to the application notes of
device manufacturers. The ability to immediately locate smart safes and
cabinets for documents, medicines, and similar items. We plan to use the
so-called "RFID Paper", i.e. self-adhesive stickers. A separate outcome
will be the possibility of integrating RFID systems with biometric sensors,
primarily heart rate, temperature, and an accelerometric motion sensor
for notifying staff in senior care institutions of resident's condition.

•

KPI 4

o

Category
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3D interface in home automation systems

o

Action (increase, decrease, ...)
Increase

o

Value
10

o

Unit measure (%, km, kg, liters…)
% of total KNX customers

Deliverables that serve this KPI

Effect(s) on Solution

User-friendly interface for scene
creation and management tool

Empowering user to build logical scenes with predefined scene creator
using IoT devices of various device manufacturers interoperably will be a
breakthrough in the market compared to the current environment of
closed manufacturer-provided systems not integrating with other vendors
devices in a smart home solution. Flexible and open system for the entire
property of the user. Scene creation ability is the most imortant function
of smart home systems in terms of time saving for home management
and a great benefit for the end user. Furthermore, functionality will allow
optimization of the home automation system by diversification of
available hardware options including unavailable solutions that are not
provided by a certain vendor.

Standalone SIM-ON system version (to
be instaled on computer)

- Development of a stationary application version operating in the local
LAN network of a building facility based on a 3D model - Development of
a startup configuration module for the installation of a smart home using
a 3D model and IOT sensors - An authorization module that will allow
authorized user access to the platform - Communication module that
allows data exchange with the SIMLAB cloud - Analytical module that
allows to present historical data - Asset management module to manage
the information catalog of each of the marked objects - Calendar
synchronization module - Automatic update module - Voice
communication module (Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa, perform
analysis to determine the optimal one) - information module from RSS
feeds and user's social media Development of a version of a web
application operating on the Internet based on 360 panoramas or a 3D
model (depending on the performance of the Internet connection).

KNX plug-in module

Creates integration of professional BMS solutions that require extensive
knowledge and experience in terms of installation of home automation
systems. Extensive wired systems using many industrial communication
protocols within its own structure to enables SIMLAB to create a
visualization layer for various types of commercial buildings.
Professional BMS association with intuitive layer of control and
visualization provided by SIMLAB will allow for holistic approach to
building management and lower the technical knowledge demands on
personnel. Connection of fire detection and signalization system for
example, will allow immediate identification of location of triggered
sensor in a 3D model making alarm verification simpler. Other systems
will be supported similarly to described above.

Open API module for IoT devices (with
documentation)

The task is to relieve SIMLAB programmers and enable integration for
external companies, even if they were outside the sphere of interest of
SIMLAB. Properly prepared programming environment with instructions
for independent integration with SIM-ON. Additional packages include
technical support for interested entities and the possibility of paid
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assistance. The end result should be a separate environment that does
not affect either the development or programming layer, which, after
entering the integration data and verification in SIMLAB, is uploaded by
us to the programming environment, possibly including bug fixes.
Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON
software

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON
software

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON
software

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

Geometry preparation tool

Development of technological requirements for an interactive 3D model
used for the needs of smart home software and methodology for
converting model geometry from BIM documentation in order to use it
instead of the as-built model. Comparison of the performance of the
as-built model (3D scanning) with the as-designed model (BIM 3D model)
in terms of quality and performance in real-time applications on various
devices. Comparison of laser scanning, photogrammetry, and computer
modeling technologies to create the most realistic 3D model of the
property. Augmented Reality mode will be developed. In order to link AR
compatible devices, 3D scan will be replaced with camera mode while
using the AR goggles or tablets / even phone cameras. TIMELINE
STAGES for SIM-On will be developed providing the possibility to step
through any stage scanned at any prior time(s).

Automatic equipment identification
module

This task is focused on accelerating the process of pre-configuration of
space in 3D with the use of image analytic modules. Analytics and
algorithms supporting user, or in certain cases, automation of
configuration allowing time saved and minimizing human error. Asset
assignment for certain appliances together with predefined categories of
3D model objects allows quick visualization of system abilities and
advising user to supplement data. After entering the scan, the system
should recognize and prompt the user of devices discovered on the scan
and how to best manage and control them using IoT devices available to
be integrated in the system from a catalogue of available solutions.
Virtual advisor will be focused on user awareness and increased focus on
future savings acheved with the sytems without compromising the
comfort zone.

Functional demonstrator of location and Developed algorithms will enable the achievement of the assumed
tracking system
milestones, i.e. resolution, accuracy and time interval of identification,
range of operation, multi-identification (within a given time interval) and
meeting the requirements of energy consumption and weight and
dimensions of the element. This will certainly result in non-standard
system and software solutions in relation to the application notes of
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device manufacturers. The ability to immediately locate smart safes and
cabinets for documents, medicines, and similar items. We plan to use the
so-called "RFID Paper", i.e. self-adhesive stickers. A separate outcome
will be the possibility of integrating RFID systems with biometric sensors,
primarily heart rate, temperature, and an accelerometric motion sensor
for notifying staff in senior care institutions of resident's condition.
E-commerce module

E-commerce system solution expanding SIM-ON capabilities goes far
beyond property control. Adding e-commerce functionality will allow for
virtual and effective advertising, presentation, and sale of goods on the
internet. Adding to this the ability of discovery, selection, and virtual
placement of the equipment in one's own home while maintaining its
actual environment and dimensions will be a great step forward for the
digitization of purchases.

Stable and optimized SIM-ON software
solution

Monitoring of the correct operation of the solution in real conditions.
Development of conclusions to optimize the reliability of the system
operation. Recording of events requiring user or service technician
interaction. Categorization and description of errors. Minor repairs and
replacement of IoT components to test new market solutions and
compare their reliability. Monitoring of network parameters and response
times between the server and individual types of sensors in test
installations, developing conclusions to improve system performance.
Development of reports on the functioning of smart houses selected for
testing. Full analytics on historical data. Preparation of reports on daily
energy consumption (electricity, water, gas) depending on the season and
time of day. Development of templates and statistical calculators in the
form of consumer profiles and their life preferences depending on age,
place of residence, and other factors determined during previous
research.

Advanced analytics mechanism module

Overall system performance including home/facility energy efficiency
control tools: - Advisory system for indication of possible savings
(""energy guard"" – home appliances usage planning). As an example,
user energy consumption awareness - Possibility to reduce CO2 gas
emissions by reducing energy consumption (together with above
mentioned ""energy guard"", overall energy usage and related CO2
generation is taken into account. As an example, optimal usage of
heating and cooling system with respect to user comfort. - Automation
of heating / cooling processes in buildings depending on the intensity of
use. Advanced automation of thermal comfort assurance is one of the
energy saving methods. - Chatbot that will provide the ability to achieve
quick, easy and intuitive interaction with the user based on conversation.
Chatbot will be based on an avatar placed on the scan, so that user will
have exact situation presented and explained.

Test report

As part of this stage, the applicant intends to obtain the customer's
response to the product being created. It is planned to make the product
available to a control group that already has a smart home installation,
but has not had any previous contact with the software, without taking
part in the earlier stages of the project. In order to monitor cumulative
data generated by thousands of ioT devices of clients and users of the
applicant's software, an administration panel will be created allowing for
quick analysis of BigData data stored on the servers. This data will be
used to profile the preferences of smart home consumers and to process
statistical data in the future. The validity of the functional assumptions,
their usefulness and the users' reactions to the changes that the
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applicant intends to introduce to the smart sector and home automation
will be checked.

•

KPI 5

o

Category
number of active accounts

o

Action (increase, decrease, ...)
Increase

o

Value
20

o

Unit measure (%, km, kg, liters…)
% of total Matterport active users

Deliverables that serve this KPI

Effect(s) on Solution

User-friendly interface for scene
creation and management tool

Empowering user to build logical scenes with predefined scene creator
using IoT devices of various device manufacturers interoperably will be a
breakthrough in the market compared to the current environment of
closed manufacturer-provided systems not integrating with other vendors
devices in a smart home solution. Flexible and open system for the entire
property of the user. Scene creation ability is the most imortant function
of smart home systems in terms of time saving for home management
and a great benefit for the end user. Furthermore, functionality will allow
optimization of the home automation system by diversification of
available hardware options including unavailable solutions that are not
provided by a certain vendor.

Standalone SIM-ON system version (to
be instaled on computer)

- Development of a stationary application version operating in the local
LAN network of a building facility based on a 3D model - Development of
a startup configuration module for the installation of a smart home using
a 3D model and IOT sensors - An authorization module that will allow
authorized user access to the platform - Communication module that
allows data exchange with the SIMLAB cloud - Analytical module that
allows to present historical data - Asset management module to manage
the information catalog of each of the marked objects - Calendar
synchronization module - Automatic update module - Voice
communication module (Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa, perform
analysis to determine the optimal one) - information module from RSS
feeds and user's social media Development of a version of a web
application operating on the Internet based on 360 panoramas or a 3D
model (depending on the performance of the Internet connection).

KNX plug-in module

Creates integration of professional BMS solutions that require extensive
knowledge and experience in terms of installation of home automation
systems. Extensive wired systems using many industrial communication
protocols within its own structure to enables SIMLAB to create a
visualization layer for various types of commercial buildings.
Professional BMS association with intuitive layer of control and
visualization provided by SIMLAB will allow for holistic approach to
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building management and lower the technical knowledge demands on
personnel. Connection of fire detection and signalization system for
example, will allow immediate identification of location of triggered
sensor in a 3D model making alarm verification simpler. Other systems
will be supported similarly to described above.
Open API module for IoT devices (with
documentation)

The task is to relieve SIMLAB programmers and enable integration for
external companies, even if they were outside the sphere of interest of
SIMLAB. Properly prepared programming environment with instructions
for independent integration with SIM-ON. Additional packages include
technical support for interested entities and the possibility of paid
assistance. The end result should be a separate environment that does
not affect either the development or programming layer, which, after
entering the integration data and verification in SIMLAB, is uploaded by
us to the programming environment, possibly including bug fixes.

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON
software

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON
software

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON
software

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

E-commerce module

E-commerce system solution expanding SIM-ON capabilities goes far
beyond property control. Adding e-commerce functionality will allow for
virtual and effective advertising, presentation, and sale of goods on the
internet. Adding to this the ability of discovery, selection, and virtual
placement of the equipment in one's own home while maintaining its
actual environment and dimensions will be a great step forward for the
digitization of purchases.

Stable and optimized SIM-ON software
solution

Monitoring of the correct operation of the solution in real conditions.
Development of conclusions to optimize the reliability of the system
operation. Recording of events requiring user or service technician
interaction. Categorization and description of errors. Minor repairs and
replacement of IoT components to test new market solutions and
compare their reliability. Monitoring of network parameters and response
times between the server and individual types of sensors in test
installations, developing conclusions to improve system performance.
Development of reports on the functioning of smart houses selected for
testing. Full analytics on historical data. Preparation of reports on daily
energy consumption (electricity, water, gas) depending on the season and
time of day. Development of templates and statistical calculators in the
form of consumer profiles and their life preferences depending on age,
place of residence, and other factors determined during previous
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Advanced analytics mechanism module

Overall system performance including home/facility energy efficiency
control tools: - Advisory system for indication of possible savings
(""energy guard"" – home appliances usage planning). As an example,
user energy consumption awareness - Possibility to reduce CO2 gas
emissions by reducing energy consumption (together with above
mentioned ""energy guard"", overall energy usage and related CO2
generation is taken into account. As an example, optimal usage of
heating and cooling system with respect to user comfort. - Automation
of heating / cooling processes in buildings depending on the intensity of
use. Advanced automation of thermal comfort assurance is one of the
energy saving methods. - Chatbot that will provide the ability to achieve
quick, easy and intuitive interaction with the user based on conversation.
Chatbot will be based on an avatar placed on the scan, so that user will
have exact situation presented and explained.

Test report

As part of this stage, the applicant intends to obtain the customer's
response to the product being created. It is planned to make the product
available to a control group that already has a smart home installation,
but has not had any previous contact with the software, without taking
part in the earlier stages of the project. In order to monitor cumulative
data generated by thousands of ioT devices of clients and users of the
applicant's software, an administration panel will be created allowing for
quick analysis of BigData data stored on the servers. This data will be
used to profile the preferences of smart home consumers and to process
statistical data in the future. The validity of the functional assumptions,
their usefulness and the users' reactions to the changes that the
applicant intends to introduce to the smart sector and home automation
will be checked.

Geometry preparation tool

Development of technological requirements for an interactive 3D model
used for the needs of smart home software and methodology for
converting model geometry from BIM documentation in order to use it
instead of the as-built model. Comparison of the performance of the
as-built model (3D scanning) with the as-designed model (BIM 3D model)
in terms of quality and performance in real-time applications on various
devices. Comparison of laser scanning, photogrammetry, and computer
modeling technologies to create the most realistic 3D model of the
property. Augmented Reality mode will be developed. In order to link AR
compatible devices, 3D scan will be replaced with camera mode while
using the AR goggles or tablets / even phone cameras. TIMELINE
STAGES for SIM-On will be developed providing the possibility to step
through any stage scanned at any prior time(s).

Automatic equipment identification
module

This task is focused on accelerating the process of pre-configuration of
space in 3D with the use of image analytic modules. Analytics and
algorithms supporting user, or in certain cases, automation of
configuration allowing time saved and minimizing human error. Asset
assignment for certain appliances together with predefined categories of
3D model objects allows quick visualization of system abilities and
advising user to supplement data. After entering the scan, the system
should recognize and prompt the user of devices discovered on the scan
and how to best manage and control them using IoT devices available to
be integrated in the system from a catalogue of available solutions.
Virtual advisor will be focused on user awareness and increased focus on
future savings acheved with the sytems without compromising the
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Functional demonstrator of location and Developed algorithms will enable the achievement of the assumed
tracking system
milestones, i.e. resolution, accuracy and time interval of identification,
range of operation, multi-identification (within a given time interval) and
meeting the requirements of energy consumption and weight and
dimensions of the element. This will certainly result in non-standard
system and software solutions in relation to the application notes of
device manufacturers. The ability to immediately locate smart safes and
cabinets for documents, medicines, and similar items. We plan to use the
so-called "RFID Paper", i.e. self-adhesive stickers. A separate outcome
will be the possibility of integrating RFID systems with biometric sensors,
primarily heart rate, temperature, and an accelerometric motion sensor
for notifying staff in senior care institutions of resident's condition.

•

KPI 6

o

Category
digitalization in residential sector

o

Action (increase, decrease, ...)
Increase

o

Value
10

o

Unit measure (%, km, kg, liters…)
% of homes using smart technology

Deliverables that serve this KPI

Effect(s) on Solution

User-friendly interface for scene
creation and management tool

Empowering user to build logical scenes with predefined scene creator
using IoT devices of various device manufacturers interoperably will be a
breakthrough in the market compared to the current environment of
closed manufacturer-provided systems not integrating with other vendors
devices in a smart home solution. Flexible and open system for the entire
property of the user. Scene creation ability is the most imortant function
of smart home systems in terms of time saving for home management
and a great benefit for the end user. Furthermore, functionality will allow
optimization of the home automation system by diversification of
available hardware options including unavailable solutions that are not
provided by a certain vendor.

Standalone SIM-ON system version (to
be instaled on computer)

- Development of a stationary application version operating in the local
LAN network of a building facility based on a 3D model - Development of
a startup configuration module for the installation of a smart home using
a 3D model and IOT sensors - An authorization module that will allow
authorized user access to the platform - Communication module that
allows data exchange with the SIMLAB cloud - Analytical module that
allows to present historical data - Asset management module to manage
the information catalog of each of the marked objects - Calendar
synchronization module - Automatic update module - Voice
communication module (Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa, perform
analysis to determine the optimal one) - information module from RSS
feeds and user's social media Development of a version of a web
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application operating on the Internet based on 360 panoramas or a 3D
model (depending on the performance of the Internet connection).
KNX plug-in module

Creates integration of professional BMS solutions that require extensive
knowledge and experience in terms of installation of home automation
systems. Extensive wired systems using many industrial communication
protocols within its own structure to enables SIMLAB to create a
visualization layer for various types of commercial buildings.
Professional BMS association with intuitive layer of control and
visualization provided by SIMLAB will allow for holistic approach to
building management and lower the technical knowledge demands on
personnel. Connection of fire detection and signalization system for
example, will allow immediate identification of location of triggered
sensor in a 3D model making alarm verification simpler. Other systems
will be supported similarly to described above.

Open API module for IoT devices (with
documentation)

The task is to relieve SIMLAB programmers and enable integration for
external companies, even if they were outside the sphere of interest of
SIMLAB. Properly prepared programming environment with instructions
for independent integration with SIM-ON. Additional packages include
technical support for interested entities and the possibility of paid
assistance. The end result should be a separate environment that does
not affect either the development or programming layer, which, after
entering the integration data and verification in SIMLAB, is uploaded by
us to the programming environment, possibly including bug fixes.

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON
software

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON
software

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

Dedicated, localized version of SIM-ON
software

This tasks aims at covering respectful region with dedicated, localized
version of SIM-ON. Regional structures will develop marketing reach,
build relations with potential clients, and prepare regional
proof-of-concepts. All in all, this task will allow SIMLAB to set up proper
and effective sales channels and relations within the region

E-commerce module

E-commerce system solution expanding SIM-ON capabilities goes far
beyond property control. Adding e-commerce functionality will allow for
virtual and effective advertising, presentation, and sale of goods on the
internet. Adding to this the ability of discovery, selection, and virtual
placement of the equipment in one's own home while maintaining its
actual environment and dimensions will be a great step forward for the
digitization of purchases.

Stable and optimized SIM-ON software
solution

Monitoring of the correct operation of the solution in real conditions.
Development of conclusions to optimize the reliability of the system
operation. Recording of events requiring user or service technician
interaction. Categorization and description of errors. Minor repairs and
replacement of IoT components to test new market solutions and
compare their reliability. Monitoring of network parameters and response
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times between the server and individual types of sensors in test
installations, developing conclusions to improve system performance.
Development of reports on the functioning of smart houses selected for
testing. Full analytics on historical data. Preparation of reports on daily
energy consumption (electricity, water, gas) depending on the season and
time of day. Development of templates and statistical calculators in the
form of consumer profiles and their life preferences depending on age,
place of residence, and other factors determined during previous
research.
Advanced analytics mechanism module

Overall system performance including home/facility energy efficiency
control tools: - Advisory system for indication of possible savings
(""energy guard"" – home appliances usage planning). As an example,
user energy consumption awareness - Possibility to reduce CO2 gas
emissions by reducing energy consumption (together with above
mentioned ""energy guard"", overall energy usage and related CO2
generation is taken into account. As an example, optimal usage of
heating and cooling system with respect to user comfort. - Automation
of heating / cooling processes in buildings depending on the intensity of
use. Advanced automation of thermal comfort assurance is one of the
energy saving methods. - Chatbot that will provide the ability to achieve
quick, easy and intuitive interaction with the user based on conversation.
Chatbot will be based on an avatar placed on the scan, so that user will
have exact situation presented and explained.

Test report

As part of this stage, the applicant intends to obtain the customer's
response to the product being created. It is planned to make the product
available to a control group that already has a smart home installation,
but has not had any previous contact with the software, without taking
part in the earlier stages of the project. In order to monitor cumulative
data generated by thousands of ioT devices of clients and users of the
applicant's software, an administration panel will be created allowing for
quick analysis of BigData data stored on the servers. This data will be
used to profile the preferences of smart home consumers and to process
statistical data in the future. The validity of the functional assumptions,
their usefulness and the users' reactions to the changes that the
applicant intends to introduce to the smart sector and home automation
will be checked.

Geometry preparation tool

Development of technological requirements for an interactive 3D model
used for the needs of smart home software and methodology for
converting model geometry from BIM documentation in order to use it
instead of the as-built model. Comparison of the performance of the
as-built model (3D scanning) with the as-designed model (BIM 3D model)
in terms of quality and performance in real-time applications on various
devices. Comparison of laser scanning, photogrammetry, and computer
modeling technologies to create the most realistic 3D model of the
property. Augmented Reality mode will be developed. In order to link AR
compatible devices, 3D scan will be replaced with camera mode while
using the AR goggles or tablets / even phone cameras. TIMELINE
STAGES for SIM-On will be developed providing the possibility to step
through any stage scanned at any prior time(s).

Automatic equipment identification
module

This task is focused on accelerating the process of pre-configuration of
space in 3D with the use of image analytic modules. Analytics and
algorithms supporting user, or in certain cases, automation of
configuration allowing time saved and minimizing human error. Asset
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assignment for certain appliances together with predefined categories of
3D model objects allows quick visualization of system abilities and
advising user to supplement data. After entering the scan, the system
should recognize and prompt the user of devices discovered on the scan
and how to best manage and control them using IoT devices available to
be integrated in the system from a catalogue of available solutions.
Virtual advisor will be focused on user awareness and increased focus on
future savings acheved with the sytems without compromising the
comfort zone.
Functional demonstrator of location and Developed algorithms will enable the achievement of the assumed
tracking system
milestones, i.e. resolution, accuracy and time interval of identification,
range of operation, multi-identification (within a given time interval) and
meeting the requirements of energy consumption and weight and
dimensions of the element. This will certainly result in non-standard
system and software solutions in relation to the application notes of
device manufacturers. The ability to immediately locate smart safes and
cabinets for documents, medicines, and similar items. We plan to use the
so-called "RFID Paper", i.e. self-adhesive stickers. A separate outcome
will be the possibility of integrating RFID systems with biometric sensors,
primarily heart rate, temperature, and an accelerometric motion sensor
for notifying staff in senior care institutions of resident's condition.

What is the impact on the market?
What is the impact of your innovation on the dynamic of the market?
Main impact we expect on the dynamic of the market is rapid adoption of SIM-On as the simplest, most interoperable, and
affordable tool easily implemented by the masses of smart home users on a global scale. The residential market is the least
digitized. According to current analyses only 3% of buildings have properly updated documentation. A significant problem in the
case of modern construction is the inconsistency between the geometric parameters of design files and real objects.
Non-conformities are caused by corrections, minor modifications and changes that were not recorded in the construction log and
were not applied to the plans in the form of as-built documentation. The ability of SIM-ON to manage update and dynamic
management of documentation will be an organic need supporting additional capabilities and features for the system and it's
users. SIM-ON is targeted to become a complex operating system of modern facilities leveling a digitalization of the residential
sector.

What is the Societal Impact of your solution?
What are the ethical issues concerned? What are the potential AI related issues? What are the main EU priorities concerned?
Specify to which extent your solution contributes to the EU priorities, if any
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Our project proposal will strongly contribute to the EU priority of supporting European competitiveness and capabilities. SIM-ON, as
described earlier, is a worldwide innovation. No other company has attempted to focus on integration of all types of stakeholders
acting within the smart home market in one platform while supporting sustainable development and industry. The successful
commercialization will result in defining a new standard of service recognized within the sector. What is more, our product answers
the need for Clusters (as defined in PILLAR 2 of Horizon Europe priorities) leveraging digitalization thereby bridging the gap for one
of the least digitized industries in the contemporary economy.
Can you specify why you chose the EIC OPEN call ?
We have chosen EIC OPEN call as it allows cross-cutting, dynamic, innovative, and versatile projects to be developed. The EIC
OPEN gives us freedom in defining and achieving proper milestones, which comply both with vision of our product and company
growth.
What are the main UN Sustainable Goals concerned, if any?
SDG 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities: Through our products, we are interested in creating empowered and self aware
communities of people who actively consider and adapt to climate changes through their day-to-day living. We are delivering not
only a smart home management tool, but a knowledge management platform which delivers real time data from all sensors and
appliances in the property. In a few clicks on the interface, this knowledge repository can be used for reflective analysis of costs,
energy consumption, bottlenecks and waste generators divided by categories, subcategories and pareto indicators. In future we
would like to further enhance AI capabilities to support energy consumption optimization and awareness, which will be based on
results of a recently concluded research project executed under the auspices of National Centre for Research and Development.

Future Legal and regulatory compliance to be fulfilled
What future European legislation might affect your project or be affected by your project?
Our solution, as any other online service may be affected by legislation concerning data storage and management. We do not
foresee any specific regulations for smart home solutions integrators.
What future standards might affect your project or be affected by your project?
There are new IoT communication standards emerging now and then, but we plan to integrate them within SDK. We believe
SIM-ON could impact the current proprietary nature of IoT and smart device communication protocols to enable current hardware
competitors to become software collaborators.
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Annex
Ethics self-assessment
HUMAN EMBRYONIC STEM CELLS AND HUMAN EMBRYOS
Does this activity involve Human Embryonic Stem Cells (hESCs)?
No
Does this activity involve the use of human embryos?
No

HUMANS
Does this activity involve human participants?
No
Does this activity involve conducting a clinical study as defined by the Clinical Trial Regulation (EU 536/2014)? (using
pharmaceuticals, biologicals, radiopharmaceuticals, or advanced therapy medicinal products)
No
Does this activity involve interventions (physical also including imaging technology, behavioural treatments, etc.) on the study
participants?
No

HUMAN CELL / TISSUES (not covered by section 1)
Does this activity involve the use of human cells or tissues?
No

PERSONAL DATA
Does this activity involve processing of personal data?
Yes
Does it involve the processing of special categories of personal data (e.g.: sexual lifestyle, ethnicity, genetic, biometric and
health data, political opinion, religious or philosophical beliefs)?
No
Does it involve profiling, systematic monitoring of individuals, or processing of large scale of special categories of data or
intrusive methods of data processing (such as, surveillance, geolocation tracking etc.)?
No
Does this activity involve further processing of previously collected personal data (including use of preexisting data sets or
sources, merging existing data sets)?
No
Is it planned to export personal data from the EU to non-EU countries?
No
Is it planned to import personal data from non-EU countries into the EU or from a non-EU country to another non-EU country?
No
Does this activity involve the processing of personal data related to criminal convictions or offences?
No

ANIMALS
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Does this activity involve animals?
No

NON-EU COUNTRIES
Will some of the activities be carried out in non-EU countries?
No
In case non-EU countries are involved, do the activities undertaken in these countries raise potential ethics issues?
No
Is it planned to use local resources (e.g. animal and/or human tissue samples, genetic material, live animals, human remains,
materials of historical value, endangered fauna or flora samples, etc.)?
No
Is it planned to import any material (other than data) from non-EU countries into the EU or from a non-EU country to another
non-EU country? For data imports, see section 4.
No
Is it planned to export any material (other than data) from the EU to non-EU countries? For data exports, see section 4.
No
Does this activity involves low and/or lower-middle income countries? (if yes, detail the benefit-sharing actions planned in the
self-assessment)
No
Could the situation in the country put the individuals taking part in the activity at risk?
No

ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH and SAFETY
Does this activity involve the use of substances or processes that may cause harm to the environment, to animals or plants
(during the implementation of the activity or further to the use of the results, as a possible impact)?
No
Does this activity deal with endangered fauna and/or flora / protected areas?
No
Does this activity involve the use of substances or processes that may cause harm to humans, including those performing the
activity (during the implementation of the activity or further to the use of the results, as a possible impact)?
No

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Does this activity involve the development, deployment and/or use of Artificial Intelligence? (if yes, detail in the self-assessment
whether that could raise ethical concerns related to human rights and values and detail how this will be addressed).
Yes
Could the AI based system/technique potentially stigmatise or discriminate against people (e.g. based on sex, race, ethnic or
social origin, age, genetic features, disability, sexual orientation, language, religion or belief, membership to a political group, or
membership to a national minority)?
No
Does the AI system/technique interact, replace or influence human decision-making processes (e.g. issues affecting human life,
health, well-being or human rights, or economic, social or political decisions)?
No
Does the AI system/technique have the potential to lead to negative social (e.g. on democracy, media, labour market, freedoms,
educational choices, mass surveillance) and/or environmental impacts either through intended applications or plausible
alternative uses?
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No
Does the AI to be developed/used in the project raise any other ethical issues not covered by the questions above (e.g.,
subliminal, covert or deceptive AI, AI that is used to stimulate addictive behaviours, life-like humanoid robots, etc.)?
No

OTHER ETHICS ISSUES
Are there any other ethics issues that should be taken into consideration?
No

SELF ASSESSMENT

If you have entered any issues in the ethics issue table, you must perform an ethics self-assessment in accordance with the
guidelines 'How to Complete your Ethics Self - Assessment' and complete the table below.
Ethical dimension of the objectives, methodology and likely impact
The proposed project will collect and record personal data such as name and email address; 3D location of occupants with
associated biometric data such as blood pressure, heart rate, body position, and objects in 3D space; property location and scan
of property; real-time display of data such as consumption of electricity, light intensity, ambient temperature, potential fire, flooding,
and room occupancy. The catalog of acquired data may expand with the development of the application and the market demand
over the course of this grant. The information collected will define the profile of a typical user allowing the detection of unexpected
and unusual situations. The IoT infrastructure owned by users, supported by software and servers from its manufacturers, will
provide information on a micro and macro scale, depending on the complexity of the system. On a micro scale, regular
measurements of properties characteristic for their intended use will allow us to obtain measurements from sensors in close to
real time. On a macro scale, the data collected will create information about the available paths for energy and thermal
optimization of buildings, as well as the possibilities of improving their safety. The collected data, depending on its source, will be
stored in dedicated formats and data warehouses. The data collected in the system will be obtained from both users and their
infrastructure of IoT devices connected to the SIM-ON system. The active, momentary interaction of the user with the software will
provide information about the most frequently used system functions, as well as the manner and scope of their use, provided by
cookie analysis. The basic methodology for organizing data will be to collect the data in separate, dedicated database systems.
Depending on the database and the type of information collected, they will then be further structured. Data to support the daily use
of the application by the user and all registration data will be collected using the classic Microsoft SQL Server relational database
system secured by AES 256, which is located on the Microsoft Azure platform in the European Union (Netherlands and Ireland).
The database is immediately replicated to a second server for data security. Replication takes place in the Microsoft Azure cloud
For the InfluxDB measurement data system, a separate database is built of individual data collections, resembling dedicated tables
of relational systems, which are then filled with samples (single records of measurement values), represented in the form of
individual rows. The InfluxDB will be secured by the AES 256 standard. Incoming data are entered in descending order into the
database, according to the date and time of their arrival. For the classic relational system, the data is entered into a database in
individual tables that are separated, representing single information with their rows, e.g. information about the user. Record
metadata is managed internally by the database engine and used to optimize response time to subsequent queries. The data in
the MongoDB system will be divided into databases, then divided into collections of documents. Using the BSON format, a single
document represents a single information object, and its shape is dynamically variable, depending on the collected data set. The
encryption algorithm used in MongoDB is AES256-GCM. Our CEO, Head of Programming Department and Product Owner will
implement and be responsible for maintaining data storage and backup systems, as well as interfacing with data repository
personnel.
Compliance with ethical principles and relevant legislations
European legislation requires our compliance with GDPR. Companies that collect data on citizens in European Union (EU) countries
must comply with strict rules protecting customer data. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) sets a new standard for
consumer rights regarding their data. Under the GDPR, data processing requires consent. This is given if the consent of the person
concerned directly agrees to data processing, the data processing is indicated for the fulfillment of contracts or legal obligations,
or there is a legitimate interest in data processing. In concrete terms, this means that publicly available data may be used for
marketing purposes when acquiring new customers. All legal texts (consent, data protection clarifications, terms of use etc.)
must be regularly updated. In addition to the contact details of the responsible bodies (including the data protection officer, for
example), a large amount of information must be made available: purpose and legal basis of data processing, recipients of data
transfer (if transmitted to third parties), storage period, information on rights to access, rectification, erasure, restriction of
processing, data portability and to object, data source (if data were not collected directly from the data subject), indication of
whether the data subject is legally or contractually obliged to provide data, information about whether the data is used for profiling.
Our global software solution will engage users from all over the world. We will focus all of our internal statutes and terms of use
based on international law and regulations. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requirements govern almost every data
point an organization would collect, across every conceivable online platform, especially if it's used to uniquely identify a person.
We will comply with all regulations protecting basic identity information such as name, address, email address, etc.); web data
such as location, IP address, cookie data, and RFID tags; health and genetic data, biometric data, racial or ethnic data, political
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opinions, sexual orientation and any other information that relates to an identified or identifiable living individual. We will also
provide a EULA (End-User License Agreement). We are aware that GDPR does not apply to US citizens living in the US, but there are
several federal and state-level privacy regulations in the US that offer some similar protections which will be respected. Due to the
applicable regulations on the duration of data storage, we are also prepared to store this data as long as it’s needed.
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Security self-assessment
EU CLASSIFIED INFORMATION (EUCI)
Does this activity involve information and/or materials requiring protection against unauthorised disclosure (EUCI)?
No
Does this activity involve non-EU countries?
No

MISUSE
Does this activity have the potential for misuse of results?
No

OTHER SECURITY ISSUES
Does this activity involve information and/or materials subject to national security restrictions?
No
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